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Prelude
The KosMuS project is an industrial PhD collaboration between the Danish MS Patient Society
(Scleroseforeningen) and the Health Science Faculty at University of Copenhagen.
The name KosMuS is short for “Kost og Multipel Sclerose” which translates into “Diet and
multiple sclerosis”. It refers to the project content and primary aims, but also to the complexity in
the disease-diet relationship, and the magnitude of data it takes to learn more about these
relationships.
Diet is widely used as complementary treatment among people with MS in Denmark, and a variety
of MS diets exist. Members of the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society often ask the society for
advice on diet. However, not enough evidence has been established to recommend one diet over
another, and currently the patient society recommends following official guidelines from
Fødevarestyrelsen (The Danish Veterinary and Food Administration).
To contribute to the research and knowledge on MS-specific diets, the Danish MS Society and
many of its members wished to initiate a research project on diet, and this became the start of
KosMuS.
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Summary
Incidence rates for multiple sclerosis (MS), an autoimmune, inflammatory disease in the central
nervous system, are increasing. While disease-modifying treatments improve the lives of many with
MS, there is still no cure for the disease and people with MS often turn to complementary
treatments as a supplement to traditional treatment. Diet is one of the most used complementary
treatments in MS, and many books have been published with MS-specific diets and lifestyle.
However, very little evidence exists on the topic. Findings from earlier studies that identified e.g.
red meat and saturated fats as the culprits of increased disease activity have been disputed with
more recent studies being unable to replicate the results.
In the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Patient Society, many members show great interest in the effect of
diet and lifestyle on MS symptoms and disease activity, and in the KosMuS-project we wanted to
explore potential correlations between diet and MS disease activity. The project consists of four
sub-studies and a development phase.
Study 1 and 3 were conducted using a sequential mixed methods approach. Data was collected
simultaneously for the two studies through 15 in-depth semi-structured interviews, a survey, and
three focus group interviews. Following each phase, collected data was separated and analyzed
separately.
Study 1 investigated how individuals with MS experience the influence of diet and lifestyle factors
on their disease. Additional 14 initial exploratory interviews were conducted prior to the semistructured interviews. Content analysis and categorization matrices were used to identify factors and
how they were experienced or perceived to influence MS. Findings showed that participants
experienced changing symptoms, and that the majority perceived diet and lifestyle factors to
influence MS disease activity. Fewer participants had experienced a direct link between MS, and
diet or lifestyle factors. Most common factors experienced to have an effect on MS included sugar,
red meat, fatty foods, stress, high environmental temperature, sleep, and smoking.
Study 2 was conducted as a scale development study to develop and test feasibility of a 16-items
scale assessing self-reported MS symptoms and functions. Items were constructed based on
symptoms and functions identified in study 1.
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Study 3 explored factors related to adoption and participation in an MS-specific research project
with digital data collection. The content analysis identified three categories related to adoption and
participation factors: 1) Life with MS, 2) Use of technology, and 3) Incentives for participation. In
focus group interviews, the three highest collectively ranked motivations for participating in a
digital research project data collection were 1) To contribute to research, 2) To learn more about
MS and themselves, and 3) To share experiences with other with MS.
Findings from study 1 and 3 informed the study design and system requirements for a digital tool
for implementation in a larger data collection of observational data. The Danish MS Patient Society
invited all individuals with MS to participate in the KosMuS project by registering diet intake and
MS symptoms for up to 100 consecutive days.
Study 4 analyzed the data gathered by 312 participants with 17.363 participant days. The analyses
compared the model performance for a linear regression model to two different neural networks
taking diet, lifestyle factors, and/or other traits as input features, and severity of nine symptoms as
outcome. A fully connected feed forward network investigated same-day relations, and a long shortterm memory network investigated relations based on input features of present day and past three
days. In all tested datasets, model performance improved with the application of neural networks.
Largest improvements were achieved in datasets taking diet as input features, suggesting that the
diet-disease relationship in MS is complex and multivariate. Only minor differences were found
between the performance of the fully connected feed forward networks and long short-term memory
networks - with the exception of the lifestyle factor stress, which performed best in long short-term
memory network. Correlation coefficients calculated for the best performing dataset showed
strongest correlations between symptom severity and lifestyle factors (stress, smoking, and sleep)
and other traits (MS type, year of diagnosis, and medical treatments). Diet elements with strongest
relation to increased symptom severity included coffee, soft drinks, processed red meat, beer, and
pork. Diet elements with strongest relation to decreased symptom severity included fruit juices,
vegetable oil, fruiting vegetables, chocolate and candy bars, legumes, whole grain, and nuts.
The KosMuS-project took an exploratory approach to investigate the relationships between diet and
lifestyle factors and MS symptoms in an intensive digital data collection with daily registrations on
diet, MS symptoms and lifestyle factors. The application of neural networks to the final dataset
indicate a relation between diet and MS symptoms, and dietary factors correlated to symptom
severity are generally consistent with findings from the qualitative phases of study 1.
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Danish Summary
Antallet af mennesker der får multipel sclerose (MS), en autoimmun inflammatorisk sygdom i det
centrale nervesystem, stiger. Mens medicinsk behandling forbedrer livet for mange med MS, er det
stadig ikke muligt at helbrede sygdommen, og mennesker med MS vender sig derfor ofte mod
komplementær og alternativ behandling som et supplement til den traditionel medicin. Kost er en af
de mest anvende former for komplementær behandling blandt mennesker med MS, og der er blevet
udgivet mange bøger med bud på MS-specifikke diæter og livsstile.
Desværre findes der meget lidt videnskabelig evidens for specifikke diæter. Fund fra tidligere
studier, som har identificeret f.eks. rødt kød og mættede fedtstoffer som syndere, er blevet anfægtet
og mere nylige studier har ikke været i stand til at reproducere de samme resultater. Mange af
Scleroseforeningens medlemmer interesserer sig for effekten af kost og livsstil på MS symptomer
og sygdomsaktivitet. I KosMuS projektet ønskede vi at undersøge potentielle sammenhænge
mellem kost og MS sygdomsaktivitet. Projektet består af tre sub-studier og en udviklingsfase.
Studie 1 og 3 blev udført som et sekventielt mixed methods studie. Data blev simultant indsamlet
for de to studier gennem 15 dybdegående, semi-strukturerede interviews, en
spørgeskemaundersøgelse og tre fokusgruppe interviews. Data blev efter hver fase adskilt og
analyseret separat i hvert af de to studier.
Studie 1 undersøgte hvordan mennesker med MS oplever at kost og livsstil påvirker deres sygdom.
Yderligere 14 indledende, eksplorative interviews blev lavet før de semi-strukturerede interviews.
En indholdsanalyse og tilhørende kategoriserings-matricer blev anvendt til at identificere kost- og
livstilsfaktorer og hvordan det blev observeret eller antaget at de påvirkede MS sygdomsaktivitet.
Få deltagere havde observeret en direkte sammenhæng mellem MS og kost- eller livsstilsfaktorer.
De faktorer, som flest deltagere havde observeret påvirke deres MS sygdomsaktivitet var sukker,
rødt kød, fedt mad, stress, høje temperaturer og rygning.
Studie 2 omhandler udvikling og test af et spørgeskema med 16 spørgsmål, der vurderer selvrapporterede MS symptomer og funktioner. Spørgsmålene blev konstrueret ud fra de identificerede
symptomer og funktioner i studie 1.
Studie 3 undersøge faktorer relateret til adoption og deltagelse i et MS-specifikt forskningsprojekt
med digital data indsamling. Indholdsanalysen identificerede tre kategorier relatereret til adoptionsog deltagelsesfaktorer: 1) Livet med MS, 2) Anvendelse af teknologi og 3) Incitamenter for
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deltagelse. I fokusgruppe interviewene rangerede deltagerne i fællesskab motivationsfaktorer
relateret til et forskningsprojekts digitale dataindsamling. De tre største motivationsfaktorer var: 1)
At bidrage til forskning, 2) At lære mere om sin egen MS og sig selv og 3) At dele erfaringer med
andre med MS.
Fund fra studie 1 og 3 bidrog til studiedesign og kravsspecifikationer for det digitale redskab, som
skulle implementeres i en større MS population og opsamle observationelt data. Scleroseforeningen
inviterede alle mennesker med sclerose i Danmark til at deltage i det større KosMuS projekt.
Deltagere registrerede kost og MS symptomer i op til 100 dage.
Studie 4 analyserede data indsamlet af 312 deltagere med i alt 17.363 deltagerdage. Analyserne
sammenlignede performance for lineær regression og to forskellige neurale netværk. Input i
analyserne var kost, livsstilsfaktorer og/eller basisinformationer, og output var graden af ni
symptomer. Et feed-forward (FCFF) neuralt netværk undersøgte sammenhænge mellem input of
output på samme dag, og et long-short-term memory (LSTM) neuralt netværk undersøgte
sammenhænge baseret på input fra de sidste tre dage og output. Anvendelsen af neurale netværk
forbedrede performance for alle datasæt. Store forbedringer blev opnået i datasæt med kost som
input feature, hvilket indikerer et komplekst forhold mellem kost of sygdom i MS. Der blev kun
fundet mindre forskelle mellem anvendelsen af FCFF og LSTM netværk, bortset fra livsstilfaktoren
stress, som havde den bedste performance i et LSTM netværk. Korrelationskoefficienter blev
udregnet for input features og outcome i datasættet med den bedste performance i de neurale
netværk, og blandt de stærkeste korrelationer var relationen mellem symptomer og livsstilsfaktorer
(stress, rygning og søvn) og basisinformationer (type MS, diagnosetidspunkt og medicinsk
behandling). Kost-elementer med den stærkeste relation til øgede symptomer var kaffe,
læskedrikke, forarbejdet rødt kød, øl og svinekød. Kost-elementer med stærkeste relationer til
mindskede symptomer var frugtjuice, vegetabilske olier, frugtgrøntsager (bl.a. tomater, peberfrugter
og avocado), chokolade og chokoladebarer, bælgfrugter, fuldkorn og nødder.
I KosMuS-projektet undersøgte vi forholdet mellem MS symptomer og kost og livsstilsfaktorer
gennem en intensive digital dataindsamling med daglige rapporteringer på kost, MS symptomer og
livsstilsfaktorer. Resultater fra anvendelsen af neurale netværk i det endelige datasæt indikerer en
sammenhæng mellem kost og MS symptomer. Kost-elementer og livsstilsfaktorer, som havde de
stærkeste sammenhænge i det endelige datasæt, var konsistente med de kvalitative fund i studie 1.
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Introduction
For centuries research has been interested in how aspects of diet can influence the occurrence of
human disease [1]. In 1753, observations that scurvy could possibly be cured by intake of fresh fruit
and vegetables led Lind to conduct a clinical control trial on this diet-disease relationship. It became
one of the first of its kind, and it concluded that oranges and lemons “were the most effectual
remedies for this disease at sea” [2]. Today we know that scurvy is the result of severe vitamin c
deficiency, and that Lind’s findings can be explained by the high content of vitamin c in citrus fruits
[3]. While diseases caused by nutritional deficiencies have direct relationship between nutritional
element and cure, the diet-disease relationship becomes less clear when investigating dietary
factors’ impact on the modern day Western civilization’s major diseases. A complex pattern of
genetics, lifestyle and environmental factors might trigger disease onset or affect disease
progression, making it more difficult to single out the effect of dietary factors [1].
The etiology of multiple sclerosis (MS), an autoimmune inflammatory disease in the central
nervous system, is not fully understood but thought to be a combination of genetics, viral and
environmental factors [4–6]. Dietary factors may have an effect on the disease onset and activity [7–
10]. Research in the diet-disease relationship in MS has been conducted for almost a century, but
similarly to other autoimmune diseases, no conclusive evidence exists on diet’s effect on disease
progression or symptoms, and research on the topic often show conflicting results [9,11,12].
While there is no conclusive evidence to support an MS-specific diet, a number of popular books
provide recommendations for diet and lifestyle, and studies show that diet is one of the most used
complementary treatments among people with MS [13–16]. Advice on and experiences with diets
and other disease management tools such as disease-modifying drugs are shared between people
with MS in patient communities and on social media platforms [17–19]. The information sharing
illustrates how people living with a chronic condition over the years gain a knowledge of how to
cope and manage their condition to maintain quality of life [18,20]. In MS, studies have shown a
discrepancy in care priorities between doctors and patients, and among health professionals there
has been a focus on physical impairment as a main indicator of disease severity, while patients
report disease burden to consist of much broader array of symptoms [21–24].
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KosMuS and structure of the thesis
In the KosMuS project, we wished to explore how diet and daily diet intake contribute to changes in
occurrence and severity of daily MS symptoms. To our knowledge, it is the first of its kind.
The study aim required detailed information on daily diet intake and changes in MS symptoms from
the participants, and individuals with MS were continuously involved in the design phase to ensure
that the design was feasible and the study aim relevant to individuals with MS.
Furthermore, we chose a digital study design, which meant that enrolment and all registrations
could be made digitally to increase convenience and accessibility for participants living outside the
Capital region. A digital data collection may support the high-frequency registrations by providing
flexibility, and studies comparing digital diet registrations with traditional paper-pen method found
no differences in validity, but indications of higher participant satisfaction [25,26]. However, the
introduction of a digital data collection puts other demands on the participants. These were
investigated before the development and implementation of the digital tool.
The overall study aim was to investigate relations between diet and lifestyle factors and MS
symptoms using participant-reported data collected in a digital data collection. As part of the project
we:
1. …investigate the effect of diet and lifestyle factors on MS as experienced by individuals
with the disease (study 1, paper I)
2. … investigate how daily changes in MS can be assessed and used as a patient-reported
outcome measure (Study 2, paper II)
3. …explore motivation and adoption factors that affect participation in a digital data
collection in a research project on MS and diet (Study 3, paper III)
4. …investigate potential correlations between diet and lifestyle and daily MS symptoms using
a machine learning approach (study 4, paper IV)
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An overview of the KosMuS study design is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. An overview of the KosMuS study design

Chapter 1 describes existing knowledge on MS and the effect of diet and lifestyle factors on the
disease.
Chapter 2 describes and discusses the correlations between diet and lifestyle factors and MS
symptoms as perceived by individuals with MS. It furthermore describes how these findings were
translated into a scale that assesses MS symptoms and can be used for capturing daily changes.
Chapter 3 describes the development of the digital data collection. It reports on identified factors
that influence motivation to participate in a digitally-based research project. It furthermore
describes development and prototype testing of the digital tool for data collection.
Chapter 4 describes and discusses the implementation and data collection in the KosMuS project. It
furthermore presents the results of the data analysis that was conducted using a machine learning
approach.
Chapter 5 consists of an overall discussion on the KosMuS project’s findings and study design, and
how these can contribute to future research.
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Chapter 1: Background
Multiple Sclerosis
Denmark has the third highest prevalence of individuals diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS) per
capita in the world [27], and the incidence rates are increasing [28]. Two thirds of all diagnosed are
females with indications that suggest that the female to male sex ratio is increasing [29,30].
MS is an auto-immune inflammatory disorder of the central nervous system [6]. It is characterized
by a demyelination of axons in inflammatory plaques which leads to a deficiency or complete loss
in the transmission of nerve impulses [31,32]. The chronic condition can present with changes in
sensation, mobility, balance, sphincter function, vision, and cognition [6]. The disease course and
progression vary highly, but diagnostic criteria at disease onset distinguishes between relapseremitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) and primary progressive multiple sclerosis (PPMS).
Approximately 80% of individuals diagnosed with MS, is diagnosed with RRMS which is
characterized by inflammatory white matter that can be detected on MRI scans [6,33]. During a
relapse, individuals might experience a sudden, temporary loss of function that can be recovered
completely or partially [34]. Oppositely, individuals with PPMS present with steady change and
disease progression and MRI scans show no or less inflammatory activity in the CNS, but
demyelination can still be detected in seemingly healthy matter [6,34]. Approximately 80-90% of
individuals with RRMS will at some point transfer to secondary progressive multiple sclerosis
(SPMS) with fewer or no relapses but increased disability progression over time [35].
The first medical treatment, interferon beta, for individuals with RRMS, was introduced in the
1990’s [36]. Since then, a wide range of new treatments has emerged. The first treatment for
progressive MS, however, was not introduced until 2018, and is currently not approved in Denmark
[37,37,38]. Treatments for RRMS focus on reducing the relapse rate, as it is hypothesized that a
lower relapse rate might slow down disease progression and postpone a potential transfer to SPMS
[36]. The disease-modifying treatments often come with side effects that affect the individual on a
short-term, while the possible effect of the treatment is long-term [39–41].
People with RRMS still experience MS symptoms while being on disease-modifying treatments
[42]. MS symptom patterns vary depending on disease course and the location of inflammatory
lesions [32]. Symptoms include fatigue, cognitive impairment, sensory disturbances, dizziness,
bladder and digestive problems, and pain [6]. Most individuals experience multiple symptoms, but
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the exact combination of symptoms is individual and the pattern may change during the course of
the disease, with daily changes in severity [42]. In the U.S., a cohort of MS volunteers have
contributed to NARCOMS database that contains data on 11 MS symptoms domains and reports
show a correlation between symptoms severity and number of years after diagnosis [43].
Daily symptoms fluctuations can be the result of new or changing inflammatory lesions in the
central nervous system [6]. However, they may also be the result of flare-ups in scare tissue at
locations of earlier inflammation, and hence not be related to a change in the underlying disease
activity [44,45].
Disease-modifying treatment or symptomatic treatment focused on preventing disability
progression over time often remain the primary focus point in consultations between neurologists
and people with MS, but studies indicate that patients and clinicians evaluate the impact of MS
from different perspectives and with different priorities [21,46].

MS symptoms versus disease activity
Rothwell et al. showed that overall health-related quality of life in patients with MS was correlated
with the domains of vitality, general health, and mental health, while physical disability was less of
a concern to the patients compared to their clinicians [21].
Pain, fatigue, and gait dysfunction were found to contribute the most to MS patients’ perception of
health [47]. This might indicate that “invisible disability” may be more important to patients’ sense
of wellbeing than physical disability, and it may challenge the notion that physical disability should
be the primary outcome measure in MS [47,48].
“Invisible” symptoms experienced by the patient include mood swings, fatigue, depression and
decrease in ability to hold attention [49]. These symptoms may be a result of changes in the brain,
but they may also be related to the psychological impact of living with an unpredictable disease
[50,51].
Symptoms of MS affect not only the personal life of the individual with MS, but also employment
and the risk of losing the job. The most frequently listed symptoms relating to employment loss,
and perceived risk of losing current employment, were fatigue, mobility-related symptoms, arm and
hand difficulties, and cognitive deficits [52].
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The discrepancy between clinicians and their patients with MS in how to address and prioritize
treatment of the disease, is also reflected in people with MS’ use of complementary treatment
[13,53]. A study among users of complementary treatments in MS showed that the main
motivations for engaging in complementary treatments were severe side effects and low levels of
satisfaction with conventional treatments, as well as brief patients/physicians contacts [54].
Individuals with MS use complementary treatment for self-management in the attempt to manage
and decrease symptoms that affect everyday life activities [55,56]. Diet is one of the most used
complementary treatments in MS [13,14].

Diet and its potential effect on MS
Swank’s diet

When Roy Swank in the 1940’s started focusing on how MS could be treated with a low fat diet, it
was the first time multiple sclerosis was linked to diet [57]. Swank’s and his team’s hypothesis was
that differences in MS incidence rates across locations might be the result of different dietary
patterns, and they identified correlations between high-fat intake and MS incidence in a study that
included populations from Holland, Switzerland, Denmark, and Norway [57,58]. In another
epidemiologic study they found significantly higher incidence rates in rural regions in Norway
compared to coastal regions of Norway [58]. They concluded that these differences might reflect the
consumption of high fat dairy and red meat in the inland compared to the poorer coastal regions that
had higher consumption of fish and vegetable fats (margarine) [58]. Between 1949 and 1984,
Swank and his team followed 150 individuals with MS that were assigned the Swank Diet of a daily
fat intake of less than 20g. Results at the follow-up in 1984 showed that mortality and disability
rates were significantly higher for those who failed to follow the diet compared to those to followed
the diet consistently. E.g. for those with minimal disability upon entry 5% of those who followed
the diet died, compared to 80% of those who did not follow the diet (numbers adjusted for other
causes of death) [59,60]. Swank’s work sparked interest in diet and MS, and in parallel other
ecological studies were conducted [61]. Some of these supported Swank’s conclusions (ref), but
results were conflicting [61]. The study design in Swank’s studies have been criticized with several
pointing out the lack of control and lack of information about the underlying factors that determined
whether an individual failed to follow the diet or not [11,62]. A randomized control trial of a low-
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fat, plant-based diet was published in 2015 and did not show any significant reductions in disability,
relapses, or MRI results after a year of adherence compared to the control group [62].
Other research on diet

Since Swank’s studies, both researchers and people with MS have looked to diet as a potential
complementary treatment [13,63]. An Australian study showed that 64.7% made changes to their
diet as a consequence of their MS diagnosis [14].
Research projects have identified vitamin D, lower salt intake, and omega 3 fatty acids as
potentially beneficial on MS disease progression, but the results are conflicting [11,64–67]. Studies
on broader dietary patterns’ influence on MS are sparse. A recent epidemiological study found that
healthy diet and composite healthy lifestyle were associated with less disability and lower symptom
burden in a population diagnosed with MS (n=6989) [10]. Another study, conducted in
collaboration with Terry Wahls, the author of a number of MS diet books, have recently published a
protocol for an upcoming randomized control trial on MS fatigue that will compare a modified
paleolithic diet, to a low-fat diet group and a control group [68]. To this date, conclusive evidence
on diet does not exist, and the content of currently published MS targeted diets varies greatly
[11,69,70].
Diet is an important self-management tool for individuals with MS, and for some individuals diet is
used as an alternative to traditional medical treatment instead of as a supplement [71]. There is no
available evidence that supports opting out of medical treatment in favor of an MS-specific diet and
recent a study indicated that restrictive diets that may lead to insufficient intakes of nutrients [53].
Currently, several studies investigate patterns in MS and their relation to environmental factors.
Apart from the Wahl’s study on MS fatigue, Duke University has released a mobile app that
participants can download and register information on their MS symptoms on in a prospective
longitudinal study [72]. Furthermore, a Danish study investigates correlations between diet and MS
by using data from grocery buys and MS registers [73].

Lifestyle and environmental factors: Stress, smoking, sleep,
environmental temperature, physical activity
Disease-modifying drugs is the best proven method to slow disease progression in MS. However, a
number of lifestyle factors have been associated with changes in MS.
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For many years individuals with MS were advised against engaging in physical exercise at it was
perceived to potentially cause worsening of symptoms [74]. However, in the last two decades it has
become generally accepted to recommend physical activity and exercise to individuals with MS [75].
Increasing evidence shows that physical activity and particularly exercise might decrease fatigue,
restore function, and manage symptoms [76–79]. While clinical measures have not supported the
effect of exercise on underlying disease progression, MRI data and patient-reported data in
intervention studies have indicate a possible correlation [75].
An elevated body temperature caused by environmental temperatures or muscular activity after
vigorous exercise can lead to symptom exacerbations in up to 80% of individuals with MS [80,81].
Psychosocial stress triggered by stressful life events has been associated with MS exacerbations [82–
85], while better stress management and coping with stressful events have been associated with less
disability and [86].
Smoking has been associated with an increased risk of getting MS, and growing evidence suggests
that smoking might increase disease progression and the risk of developing SPMS [87–89].
Good sleep has been reported by people with MS to improve MS-related fatigue, and a study have
shown a correlation between fatigue, and sleep disturbances and circadian rhythm abnormalities
[90,91]. Poor sleep has, however, been linked to lesions located specifically in three parts of the
central nervous system, which may suggest that sleep is not only a factor that influences MS
symptoms, but could also a symptom on its own [92].

Summary
Symptom fluctuations, medication side effects, and the uncertainty of disease progression affect the
health-related quality of life for individuals with MS [21,24,47]. Consequently, the use of
complementary treatments and lifestyle adjustments are widespread in the MS population, and the
concept of MS-specific diets has interested both researchers and individuals with MS for many
years [53,57,71]. There is currently no conclusive evidence that supports the content of a specific
MS diet, and a study have indicated that the restrictive content of two of the most popular diets,
Swank’s low fat diet and Wahl’s Paleolithic diet, may lead to insufficient intake of vitamins and
minerals [53,70]. While there are many indications that support the existence of diet-disease
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mechanisms in MS, the nature and strength of diet’s impact on disease activity is still unknown
[7,10,70].
Other lifestyle factors are more consistently supported in literature with e.g. stress, physical activity,
smoking, environmental temperature, and sleep having been shown to impact MS disease activity
[82,87,88,91].
With the KosMuS project, we wished to investigate the potential links between diet, lifestyle factors
and MS disease activity with a study design in which variables and outcomes measures are
informed by the experiences of people living with MS. The following chapter describe the process
of designing content and tools for a large-scale digital data collection of observational that allow us
to take an exploratory analysis approach.
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Chapter 2: Diet, lifestyle, and symptoms experienced by
individuals with MS
Methods
Overall study design

The KosMuS study’s initial phases uses a combination of methods in a sequential mixed methods
design [93]. With our mixed methods design, we take a pragmatic approach in which a theoretical
approach has not been the determining factor for the chosen methods [94]. Our choice of methods,
however, is guided by the nature of our study aim [94,95]. Our main objective in each phase has
been to gain knowledge that could inform the next project phase, and hereby continuously build on
our insight and understanding of the study aim.
The initial part of the KosMuS design phase included a study on how people with MS perceive diet
and nutrition to influence MS and daily MS symptoms. The data collection for this study was
conducted together with an investigation of adoption factors for a digital data collection, which is
described in chapter 3. Data from each part was separated and analyzed independently.
Data from 14 initial interviews conducted by two master students prior to KosMuS formed the basis
for our investigation of individuals with MS’ perception of the impact of diet and lifestyle on MS
disease activity. A sequential mixed methods approach was chosen to facilitate a detailed and
exploratory process in 15 semi-structured interviews that was then followed by a survey to
substantiate and validate the findings in a larger population. This was done to ensure that the
findings, when used in the study design and data collection, would be relevant to the broad
population. Finally, three focus group interviews were conducted to clarify inconsistencies between
semi-structured interview and survey with regards to diet and MS.
Apart from informing the data collection study design, the exploratory study on diet and MS
provided material for the development of a scale that could assess daily MS symptoms. The scale
was developed specifically for KosMuS as a patient-reported outcome measure, and it was tested in
cognitive interviews and a pilot study prior to implementation.
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Study 1. Nutrition and multiple sclerosis (paper I)

See detailed description in paper I: “How people with multiple sclerosis experience the influence of
nutrition and lifestyle factors on the disease”. See Appendix 1.
Aim: To investigate how individuals diagnosed with MS perceive diet to have an effect on day-today changes in MS.
Design: Sequential mixed methods study.
Participants and data collection: An initial exploratory study of diet and MS among 14 participants
recruited through the Danish Multiple Sclerosis hospitals was conducted in summer 2015. Results
from these were investigated in-depth in 15 semi-structured interviews in 2016. Participants were
recruited through the Danish Multiple Sclerosis hospitals and a mailing list of individuals who had
signed up for news about the research project in nutrition and MS, the KosMuS project. The
collected material was analysed, and the findings were substantiated in a survey that was sent out to
1,000 members of the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society. Finally, three focus group interviews were
conducted to elaborate on inconsistencies between semi-structured interviews and focus group
interviews.
Analysis: The structured responses from the initial exploratory study were categorized according to
symptom manifestations, the impact of nutrition on MS, impact of other lifestyle and environmental
temperature on MS. Data collected in phase two was coded into categories in a qualitative deductive
content analysis [96]. Following the analysis, results were gathered in a categorization matrix [96].
In phase three survey, 25 items were constructed based on the findings from phase one and two.
Descriptive analyses were conducted in SurveyXact and R with the focus of comparing survey
results and findings from the semi-structured interviews [97,98].
Data from the focus group interviews in phase four were coded and inserted in a categorization
matrix identical to the one developed in the analysis process of phase two.
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Implications for study design

Findings from study 1 and literature on nutrition and longitudinal study designs informed
discussions and decision-making on how to design a large-scale KosMuS data collection on diet,
lifestyle, and MS. To investigate our study aim with an exploratory machine learning approach, we
needed to gather enough data with a sufficient level of detail. Data would have to be registered
daily, but the design and nature of the registrations needed to be reasonable and compatible with
everyday life for an individual with MS.
Nutrition studies and diet diaries

The most common methods for assessing nutrition involve the use of food frequency questionnaires
or interviews on 24 hours recall of diet [99]. In food frequency questionnaires, an individual’s diet
is assessed or classified based on items that estimate the frequency and amount of intake of different
food groups, e.g. fruit, vegetables, meat, whole grain, etc.. Another widely used method, 24 hours
recall, is often based on telephone interviews, in which the interviewer will call the participant and
ask them to recall their intake during the day [100]. The food frequency questionnaires are a
convenient and easy to use method, while the 24 hour recall of diet is more labor consuming for the
project administration, but this method does show high validity [99,100]. Both methods show
satisfactory results when used to track dietary patterns and longitudinal studies investigating longterm effect of diet, but they are not suitable for longitudinal studies with daily measurement waves.
In our study, data from the food frequency questionnaires would not be detailed enough, and 24
hours recall would require daily scheduled interviews which would be inconvenient for both
participants and project coordinators. These methods remain the most useful for cross-sectional
studies or studies with shorter time frames of measurements.
Daily diet diaries are an alternative to food frequency questionnaires and 24 hours recall interviews.
They consist of complete registration of all meals and are acknowledged as a gold standard for
studying nutrition [1,100,101]. The level of detail and the extent to which changes in diet from day
to day can be identified makes it a very suitable method for a project like KosMuS. However, diet
diaries are time consuming for the participants, and require a lot of motivation and perseverance,
and this requires that the study design and tools for data collection can accommodate and support
participants [1]. Furthermore, the extensive nature of the method will introduce missing items and
nonresponse that will need to be addressed in the following data analysis [101].
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Longitudinal data collection

A longitudinal study is defined as a study that collects data from the same sample over time [102].
Each point of measurement can be described as a wave, and the number and frequency of waves
should be chosen based on the nature of the outcome, as well as participant burden [103]. In a study
like KosMuS, the investigated measures occur and change daily, which requires a longitudinal
design with a daily wave frequency.
The use of high-frequent waves with daily measurements minimizes common risks of attrition, e.g.
attrition caused by recall bias or not being able to locate participants at the start of a new wave
[103]. However, with high frequency of waves, participant burden is assumed to be high, which
needs to be addressed in the design and implementation of the data collection by e.g. focusing on
creating a good participant experience and incentives for participation [103,104].
Panel conditioning describes how a participant response might be different the nth time they
respond, compared to how they would have responded the first time [102]. The panel conditioning
may depend on the character and the sensitivity of items [105]. Participants who register diet intake
are known to be susceptible to reporting an intake closer to the socially desirable as well to change
behavior as a consequence of the registration [106]. Items and registrations related to diet might be
considered sensitive, similar to items on health, e.g. MS symptoms. It can be difficult to assess the
effect of panel conditioning, which may both weaken the data quality, or enhance it by making the
items seem less sensitive to the participants through the high-frequent repetition of them being
asked [102,105].

Daily symptoms assessments

Based on findings from study 1 and considerations on a longitudinal study with daily waves, we
wished to use daily MS symptoms as study outcome measures. We furthermore, preferred using a
validated scale and preferably one validated in a Danish MS population. However, a search in
literature and among colleagues did not yield any results. In existing scales respondents are asked
about symptom manifestations for the previous weeks or month [107,108], and the scales are often
lengthy [107,109] or specific to one or few symptoms [110,111]. Therefore, we decided to develop
a scale specifically for the KosMuS project to ensure that our outcome measure would be sensitive
enough to capture changes.
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Study 2. Scale development for MS symptoms assessment

See detailed description in paper II: “Development and feasibility test of a scale assessing selfreported scale for assessing symptoms and functions in multiple sclerosis”. See Appendix 2.
Background: Existing scales for assessing outcomes in MS are lengthy, focused on one symptom,
or asks about symptom change for the last month [23,107,108,110,111], and there is a need for
short and easy to complete scales with items relevant to the patient experience in MS.
Aim: To develop and pre-test a scale for self-reported assessment of MS symptoms that affect
individuals with MS in everyday life.
Development: Item generation was conducted based on the data material gathered in the KosMuS
project’s study 1 [112,113]. All gathered items were discussed among the authors before deciding
on drafts for item wording and response scales.
Two neurologist and two MS-specialized nurses provided feedback on the survey content with
regard to clinical relevance and coverage.
Pre-tests: Three face-to-face cognitive interviews were conducted with respondents with MS to test
face validity and content validity [112]. Each interview examined ease of use, understandability,
and layout [114].
Adjustments were made to the scale based on feedback from clinicians and cognitive interview
respondents, and it was then piloted in a small feasibility study that aimed to investigate scale
sensitivity and general use [112]. Fifteen individuals with MS were invited to fill out an online
version of the MS scale for three consecutive days followed by a phone interview or a written
evaluation of the scale.
Registrations and evaluations from the pilot study were analyzed and discussed among the authors
based on descriptive and visual summaries.
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Results
Study 1. Nutrition and multiple sclerosis (paper I)

All participants in study 1.1 had at least one MS symptom that they felt change from day to day.
The majority of participants had multiple symptoms with severity varying daily. Most common
symptoms were fatigue, walking difficulty, sensory disturbances, and cognitive problems.
Lifestyle factors were perceived to have a bigger impact on these symptoms compared to dietary
factors. Participants reported increased stress to have an immediate effect on symptom
manifestations. Physical activity were considered to have a positive impact on the disease, but in
both semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews, participants also reported that highintensity exercise could cause exhaustion. Good sleep was perceived to influence symptoms
positively, and warm weather or water to cause exacerbations in symptoms.
Elements in diet were perceived to influence MS symptoms. However, there was a clear distinction
in the data material between elements that were perceived to impact MS symptoms, and those
elements that participants had actually experienced to affect their symptoms. Dietary elements that
were perceived to have a negative effect on MS included meat (particularly red meat from fourlegged animals), fatty/processed foods, eggs, dairy, and sugar. Nutrition elements that were
perceived to have a positive effect on MS included fish and vegetables. All dietary elements that
had been experienced to affect a participant’s MS had caused flare-ups in symptoms. Ten
participants had experienced (large) sugar intake to have an immediate influence on their symptoms
within hours. Five participants had experienced immediate symptom increases following meat
consumption, while two participants, who had changed their diet, attributed a decrease in symptoms
to the elimination of meat from daily diet, but both emphasized that the change in symptoms had
not happened from day to day. Two participants had opted out of medical treatment in favor of
controlling MS symptoms and disease progression through diet and lifestyle alone.

Study 2. Scale development for MS symptoms assessment

The final survey draft consisted of 16 items divided into two subscales: symptoms (nine items) and
functions (seven items). Items in both subscales were rated on an 11-point numerical rating scale
with symptoms being assessed from 0 (“Symptom not experienced”) to 10 (“Symptom experienced
as worst possible”), and functions from -5 (“Function much worse than yesterday”) to 5 (“function
much better than yesterday”) with 0 being (“No change compared to yesterday”).
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The draft was adjusted following comments from clinicians. In the cognitive interviews, the survey
demonstrated satisfactory face validity and received positive feedback from participants with MS.
Wording of one of the response scales was changed to clarify the meaning of the numerical rating
scale.
In the pilot study, three individuals completed registration for three days, and six individuals made
one or two registrations. It took participants between 37 seconds and 22 minutes to fill out the scale
with a mean time of 6 minutes and 12 seconds. This number is compared to the cognitive interview
higher than expected. However, part of the survey was a textbox for potential comments. Comments
and later evaluations were positive, and suggestions for changes were mainly about adding
additional survey items to add content, e.g. an item where one could state if he/she was
experiencing a relapse.

Methodological considerations
Implications of study 1 on overall study design

Results from study 1 showed that the majority of individuals with MS perceive diet and lifestyle to
have an impact on their MS disease activity. While many participants had experienced a link
between MS symptoms and lifestyle factors, e.g. stress, fewer had experienced direct links between
MS symptoms and diet. However, for both lifestyle factors and diet, the flare-ups in symptoms that
had been experienced, had occurred immediately or hours after exposure. This suggested that daily
symptoms reports would have to be obtained daily in order to capture effects of this nature. The
immediate and clear response to specific exposures does not rule out that some effects of diet and
lifestyle could be long-term, but by collecting outcome measures daily, we increase the change of
capturing both short-term and long-term effect of the exposure variables. Capturing the long-term
effect on symptom severity assumes that participants do not use the project as a tool for changing
their diet.

Use of self-developed scale

Thorough research on existing scales did not lead to the identification of a validated scale that
would be suitable for use as an outcome measure in the KosMuS project. This led to the
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development of a new scale based on the material gathered in study 1 and information provided
from health professionals.
The scale was developed according to good practices [112], and it performed well in pre-testing
cognitive interviews and a small feasibility study. It did not undergo thorough large-scale validation
of construct validity and reliability measures prior to the implementation in KosMuS. However,
with the promising results in the initial tests we found it to be a suitable candidate for the project’s
outcome measure. During our scale development, an American self-reported MS scale, the
SymptoMScreen, was published with very similar structure with regards to response scale and
timeframe to ours [22]. The SymptoMScreen’s satisfactory validation results support the
applicability the KosMuS project’s survey structure and response scales. It is, however, a limitation
that the KosMuS project’s scale did not undergo the final, extensive validation prior to data
collection. Using a sample from the KosMuS population and paper-pen collected the sample, the
scale is currently undergoing validation to ensure validity and reliability before being made
available to other projects. The validation will include measures on temporal validity making it the
first MS-specific scale validated for daily changes in self-reported MS symptoms and functions.

Chapter 3: Design and development of tool for digital
data collection
The overall aim of the design and development phase was to design a digital tool that would enable
us to collect data on diet, lifestyle factors, and MS symptoms. We investigated which factors
influence motivation for participation and engagement in a research-based digital data collection
(study 3), and the findings informed the development of a digital solution (only reported in thesis).

Methods
Data collection for study 3 was conducted together with the exploratory study 1 on diet, lifestyle,
and MS. Collected data material was analyzed separately for each study. Findings from study 3 on
motivation and adoption factors shaped a number of requirements that were included when deciding
on the digital data collection architecture. The requirements were shared with the developers
through use cases and examples of summarized findings. A dynamic prototype of the KosMuS app
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was tested using think-aloud methods in three sessions with participants that had earlier been part of
the focus group interviews.

Study 3. Factors for adoption in an eHealth-based research project (paper III)

See detailed description in paper III: “Identification of factors that motivate people with multiple
sclerosis to participate in digital data collection in research” – See Appendix 3.
Aim: To identify factors for adoption and participation in a research project with digital data
collection.
Design: A sequential mixed methods approach in three phases. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted, and findings substantiated in a survey. Finally, three focus group interviews were
conducted to further examine incentives for participation.
Participants and data collection: Fifteen semi-structured interviews were conducted with seven
participants recruited through the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Hospital in Haslev, and eight
participants through an email list with people that had already signed up for news on the research
project in nutrition and multiple sclerosis. Dimensions from the eHealth Literacy Framework and
the Health Education Impact Questionnaire were used as an overall framework for the interview
guide [115,116].
The survey contained 14 items that were constructed based on the findings from phase one, semistructured interviews. A random sample of a 1,000 members of the Danish Multiple Sclerosis
society received an email with an invitation and a link to the survey.
Three small focus group interviews were held at the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society, Valby,
Denmark. Three to six individuals with MS participated in each. The interview guide gathered the
findings from phase one and two to discuss how these could influence whether an individual would
choose to participate in the project or not.
Analysis: Transcribed interviews from phase one were open-coded, and codes were condensed into
categories [117]. The categories were supplemented with data from 425 Respondents who
completed the survey. These data were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
All three focus group interviews were transcribed and coded deductively according to findings from
phase one and two.
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Determining study design for data collection

Based on findings from study 1 and 3, and literature, the KosMuS project was designed as a
longitudinal study with individuals with MS being invited to register diet and symptoms for up to
100 days. Daily registrations on sleep, sleep quality, rest, and stress were added in the design, as
these factors related to lifestyle might influence both MS symptoms and diet. Physical and daily
activity levels were planned to be automatically assessed through an app. Factors related to sociodemography and MS that are not expected to change daily were integrated as baseline measures in
the study design.

Development of digital tool for data collection

We initiated the process of developing the digital tool for data collection. In our search, we tested a
variety of apps for diet tracking. It would be an extensive task to develop a tool with the required
functionalities from scratch, so the preferred approach was to identify an already existing solution
for the most complex task, diet registration. Requirements included:
-

A satisfactory user-interface that matched the expressed needs in Study 3

-

A detailed but easy to use diet registration - preferably linked to a nutrition database

-

An open API that would allow integration and data extraction.

We furthermore tested apps that could register physical activity via smartphone.
A Danish company, Hyperlead, developed the digital solution for the project. Hyperlead was
responsible for coding and creating the backend including data pulls and participant administration
modules. In the KosMuS project, we were responsible for all content, usability, and ensuring that
functionalities were as close as possible to the findings from study 3. In the collaboration between
Hyperlead and KosMuS, we used use-cases, personas, participant flows, and mock-ups to ensure
mutual understanding and a focus on the participant population. The techniques were inspired by
Holtzblatt and Beyer’s work on contextual design [118,119].

Prototype testing with think-aloud method

Based on findings in study 3, a dynamic prototype was constructed in Axure [120]. In it,
participants could click through pages and enter information needed for the on-boarding.
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The prototype was tested using the think-aloud method combined with an informal interview to
provide feedback on how participants experienced the app interface and their overall impression of
the app [121,122]. Three participants aged 26 to 56 were invited to individual sessions. All three
had earlier participated in one of the focus group interviews [113,123]. Each session lasted 35 to 50
minutes, and during this the participants were asked to perform three tasks: 1) Open the app and
perform a daily diet and symptoms registration, 2) Find the overview of registered symptoms and
look into the changes in fatigue over the last two weeks, 3) Find help and description of how to
register diet.
During the session participants were prompted if they forgot to think aloud or got stuck in a task
(e.g. “Tell me what is confusing here” or “Tell me what you’re doing now”. Notes were taken
throughout the session with pen and paper, noting down a participant’s difficulties, nonverbal
gestures or questions [124].
After the tasks had been completed, an informal interview focused on answering questions that
participants had asked during the tasks, and on elaboration of difficult steps in a task. Participants
were encouraged to speak their mind about good and bad features in the app design. Inspired by
Nielsen’s severity rating of usability problems, the collected data was assessed based on the impact,
frequency, and persistence of the problem, and then divided into one of three categories: “1. Not a
problem”, “2. Cosmetic or minor usability problem”, or “3. Major usability problem or catastrophe”
[125,126].

Results
The following sections contain the results of the design and development phase in KosMuS. Study
3 is explained in detail in the corresponding paper. See Appendix 3.

Study 3. Factors for adoption in an eHealth-based research project (paper III)

The analysis of the semi-structured interviews led to the identification of three categories consisting
of factors related to adoption and participation in a digital data collection. The categories were: 1)
Life with MS, 2) Technology, 3) Participation and incentives.
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Life with MS

Living with MS affects everyday life and activities. Participants across all ages and number of years
living with the disease, experienced physical and or psychological limitations caused by the MS.
Physical limitations included impaired walking ability, vison, and fine motor skills, as well as
spasticity, dizziness, and bowel and bladder problems. Psychological limitations included fatigue,
memory impairment, lower ability to concentrate, and easily feeling overwhelmed. The
combination of these activities resulted in lower energy levels, and participants were very aware of
the need to economize their daily energy levels.
Disease-modifying drugs were the primary tool in disease management, and seven out of nine
participants with relapse-remitting MS were medically treated. Two participants had decided to
either stop or not start taking disease-modifying drugs against doctors’ advice. All participants
described the dilemma of choosing between medication with many immediate side effects and
unknown long-term effects on their MS, compared to going untreated with few current symptoms
but risk of higher severity later in the disease course.
While medication remained the primary disease management tool, complementary treatments were
widely used, and participants also used aids such as walking aids, calendars, reminders, social
media, and help from family and friends to keep a daily functional level and keep in touch.
Use of technology

Participants had high use of technology in everyday life. 14 out of 15 participants owned a
smartphone, and in relation to their MS they used their phones to participate in online MS patient
communities on social media or as a digital aid to support various limitations caused by MS.
Although participants felt comfortable using digital aides in everyday life and considered it a
positive part of their life, the MS could also be a barrier to using the technology. Participants had
problems with using e.g. apps or websites with small fonts, too many colors, small buttons, and
“screen clutter” in general.
Participation and incentives

The majority of participants were interested in participating in a project like KosMuS on diet and
MS. However, a number of factors would affect their final decision on whether to enroll or not.
These factors were related to the two categories above and included:
-

Daily time consumption needed to be reasonable

-

The provided technology needed to be easy-to-use
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-

Diet tracking shouldn’t be too complicated

The three categories identified in the content analysis of semi-structured interviews were validated
in a larger survey sample that supported the main findings. Respondents on average considered 15
minutes a day to be a suitable amount of time spent on daily registrations. Survey showed a more
positive attitude toward disease-modifying treatment compared to the semi-structured analysis but
results were other than that very consistent between the two phases.
Focus group interviews

In the focus group interviews, participants discussed motivations for participating in KosMuS as
well as how identified categories from earlier phases would and should affect the development of
study design and digital tool for data collection. When participants collaboratively ranked
motivations for participation, the following were the most highly ranked across the three focus
group interviews:
-

To contribute to research

-

To learn more about myself and my MS

-

To exchange experiences with other individuals with MS

Study 3 showed that there are factors relevant to include in the design of study and digital data
collection to ensure a positive participant experience and a successful data collection for the project.
Simple design and easy, short daily registrations might be relevant regardless of the participant
population, but results from Study 3 show that these factors become essential when conducting a
digital data collection in an MS population affected by the limitations caused by the disease.
Usability-wise there are elements that are particularly relevant to MS, e.g. button size, colors, and
screen clutter.

Development of digital tool for data collection

Based on the findings in Study 3 we prioritized the following features for a digital data collection
solution:
-

one-point of entry

-

feedback to participants (perhaps as part of the symptoms monitoring)

-

convenience and easy-to use and quick (usability adjusted to potential MS needs)
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In the initial development phase, we explored existing solutions for mobile diet registration. A
search on the Google Play app store in spring 2017 returned more than 500 results when searching
for diet trackers. We tested the more popular apps.
The most popular diet trackers in Denmark (e.g. LifeSum and MyFitnessPal) contain detailed
information on diet and are supported by extensive underlying databases that contain most items
available in Danish supermarkets. However, many of these apps have strict business models, and
are not willing to share data or collaborate in research projects without substantial fees.
As none of the existing solutions had built-in options for adding symptom and environmental
factors trackers, we needed to develop a one-point entry app.
After researching existing solutions, we ended up using two third-party apps, an online
questionnaire service, and to develop a KosMuS app that could connect all of the above and point to
a secured server. The solution furthermore consisted of a participant administration module. See
overview of architecture in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Overview of solution architecture

Diet tracking: FatSecret

FatSecret is an Australian-based app that has a Danish database available for both Android and iOS
platforms. Its database contains the most common diet elements, and it allows for easy addition of
new food items. The app contains a variety of feedback mechanisms that allow users to track their
diet intake, and the app has a simple design without too many colors and unnecessary features.
FatSecret has an online social society, and it was originally developed to facilitate weight loss
[127].
FatSecret has an open API that allow third-party users to collect daily data registered by users that
have exchanged tokens with the project holder. The application is free when data is collected from
FatSecret as a standalone app, but if embedded in an existing solution, there is a fee. FatSecret has
an extensive library of documentation.
Physical activity: Moves

Moves tracks activity via smartphone [128]. Daily activity is estimated by using global positioning
system (GPS) technology, Wi-Fi and cell towers that are combined with samples of the
smartphone's accelerometer data to record location, physical activity (eg, walking, bicycling and
running) and transit throughout the day [129]. Studies indicate that reliability and validity of Moves
app is an accurate estimate of physical activity [130]. However, it is lower compared to physical
activity measured with wearables (e.g. wrist worn) [130,131]. Case et al’s findings indicate that
Moves might have a slight overestimate on iOS and slight underestimate of physical activity on
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Android [130]. The app has an open API and data can be extracted via exchanged tokens [128]. It is
free of charge.
Symptoms, sleep, and stress + baseline measures: SurveyXact

SurveyXact is a classic survey service that allows the project coordinators to set up a survey and
send it out [94]. It has an API that can be used to extract data, and to automatically send and create
links to new, empty questionnaires. The web-service has an adaptive design that makes it easier to
fill out questionnaires on mobile devices, and layout can be customized to suit usability needs.
License is already part of the Danish MS Society’s digital services portfolio.
The KosMuS App

The KosMuS app became the one-point entry to diet, symptoms, and baseline measurements. The
main purpose of the app was to provide the interface for underlying participant flow module, to
gather the daily registrations in a one-point entry. The app should furthermore provide participants
with motivational updates (e.g. when reaching registration milestones) and features that might
support the participant in learning more about own disease (e.g. visual overviews of tracked
symptoms) to increase adoption, participant experience, and motivation for continuous registration.
The application should facilitate the on-boarding process including participant consent, new ID in
underlying database, guidance in installing and creating users in FatSecret and Moves, and finally
the exchange of tokens between the created user profiles and the KosMuS projects servers.

Prototype testing with think-aloud method

As part of the development, three think-aloud sessions provided valuable feedback on the
prototype’s usability and potential problems. The majority of identified problems were categorized
as cosmetic problems, but more severe problems that could have limited accessibility were also
identified. An excerpt of the identified problems is shown in table 1. Problems were used to adjust
the graphic interface and content before implementation. An example is provided in figure 3 that
shows the change in design of the app’s front page following the think-aloud sessions.
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Table 1. Excerpt of results from think-aloud tests
Severity
Not a problem

Problem
-

One participant felt that the color

Possible solution
-

The color of the logo and

was a bit off compared to the

content is the same as the

similar color of the MS society’s

MS society’s logo, but

logo

screen light might make is
look different.
-

-

This was set as low

There are built-in buttons in

priority, as only reported

Android that has the same

by one participant and not

function of going back, as there is

as something that caused

in the app. This is double function

an issue

and unnecessary

-

The two other participants
preferred the simple

-

One participant wanted more

design. And one described

colors

it as “quiet and easy for
the eyes”

Cosmetic or

-

Spelling mistakes and long words

minor

that could be changed into more

usability

simple synonyms

problem

-

Two participants did not like the

-

Correct them and focus on
readability

-

square buttons, and

One suggested that a
rounded shape would also
make it easier for people
to hit the buttons (aiming
for the middle of the
circle)

-

Disable graphs on as
default mode. Set default
mode to off or what they
had on last time. Not all
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-

In the overview of symptoms, all

symptoms will be relevant

graphs representing a symptom

to track for all.

was on by default, but this led to a
confusing and messy overview

-

Check that font sizes are
the same, and as a
minimum the same as on

-

the front page.

Font size is too small in the subpage Settings, and to one
participant it was almost
unreadable on the phone

Major usability

-

Difficult to find quickly find the

problem or

right buttons for daily

catastrophe

registrations
-

-

Highlight buttons that are
needed in everyday use

-

Change size and

On an Android phone,

placement of buttons on

participants often hit the built-in

sub-pages.

“Close” button instead of the
app’s “Back” button that is placed
directly above the Android button.
Causes a lot of confusion.
-

All three participants mentioned
that the button texts were too

-

Reduce and focus on
readability

long, and it caused long pauses
when participants tried to get an
overview.
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Figure 3. KosMuS app front page before and after adjustments
following three think-aloud sessions with users
s

Before

After

Methodological considerations
User involvement in the development phase

In study 3, dimensions from the eHealth literacy framework and the Health Education Impact
Questionnaire [111,128] were used as a framework for interview guides to ensure a systematic
collection of empirical data on factors related to the use and motivation for use of a digital solution.
The framework dimensions allow us to identify digital competencies and motivations across the
participant population and include this information in the development phase to ensure the best
possible match between digital solution and the participant as a user. While these investigations
provided valuable information for the developers in the design process, our user involvement in the
development phase itself was limited to think-aloud tests of the prototype. In hindsight, we would
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have changed the purpose of focus group interviews in study 3 to a workshop in which participants
were involved in the design of the prototype [119]. This would have created a more dynamic
involvement of the user group informing the steps between identified needs and features developed
to meet these needs.
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Chapter 4: Data collection and analysis
In autumn 2017, we finished the development of the digital tool for data collection as well as the
surrounding organization structure for implementation. On November 23rd the first members of
Danish MS Patient Society were invited to participate in the KosMuS project.
Data collection was conducted from November 2017 to March 2018 with each participant
registering diet intake, daily symptoms, and other lifestyle factors for up to 100 consecutive days.
Chapter 4 briefly describes the implementation and data collection phase followed by a presentation
of the first exploratory analyses of the gathered data.
The effect of lifestyle factors and daily diet intake on symptom severity was investigated in paper
IV, which uses fully connected feed forward networks to examine same-day effects and long shortterm memory models to examine previous days’ effect of diet and lifestyle factors on symptoms.
The final part of the chapter contains a discussion on the methodological considerations in the data
collection and analysis phase.
In the analyses reported here, we focus on the MS scale’s nine symptoms as an outcome measure
for self-reported MS disease activity. Items from the MS scale’s second sub-domain on MS-related
functions will be addressed in later work.

Methods
Data collection and implementation

Aim: A successful implementation with satisfied participants and high participant rates
Design: Participants were invited to participate via email. If they wished to participate, they were
asked to fill out a short form to confirm phone number, email address, name and confirm their
interest in the project. Less than 24 hours after completing the form, they received an email with
participant information on how to download the KosMuS app and begin recruitment. Participant
consent was obtained upon first login (via sms confirmation).
200 invitations were sent out per day to minimize the response time for people who wrote or called
us to get tech-support and help with on-boarding or getting started with the diet registrations. From
the support module we could identify people who had signed the consent but had not exchanged
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tokens and thereby connected FatSecret diet registration or Moves daily activity registration to their
KosMuS app.
Participants: Participants were recruited through the Danish MS society, and an invitation was sent
to all members above age 18 diagnosed with MS, who had provided an email and accepted to be
contacted by email by the MS society. Email were sent out to 7,249 individuals with MS, which is
approximately 45% of all people diagnosed with MS in Denmark [27]. To be able to participate,
individuals had to own a smartphone with and Android or iOS operating system.

KosMuS support service

The digital data collection required participants to install at least two apps (KosMuS and FatSecret),
and three (Moves) if they agreed to track daily activity. In the on-boarding process, participants
were guided by the KosMuS app on how to provide participant consent and how to install FatSecret
and exchange a token between their FatSecret account and their KosMuS participant ID to allow for
data transfer to the KosMuS servers. Despite in-app guidance and various written user guides, the
process was not straight-forward, and participants were encouraged to contact the KosMuS support
in case of problems.
The KosMuS support service provided a combination of reach-out and responsive services:
-

Participants could contact the support team by phone or email

Examples of reach-out messages:
-

Participants who had successfully on-boarded the project on their own were sent a text
message welcoming to the project and encouraging them to contact the team in case of
doubts or questions

-

Participants who had installed the KosMuS platform but had not connected the FatSecret
account to the KosMuS server. These participants received a phone call or a text message
offering to make the final installations guided over phone

-

Participants who signed up for the project but never installed the KosMuS platform received
a text message reminder within a week of signing up, offering help with the installation.
This reminder was re-sent after a month.
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For the first month of implementation and support, the KosMuS support team consisted of one
(author), but in December 2018, two student assistants with a background in health informatics
were added to the team to keep up with support demands and particularly reach-out services to
potential participants. Reach-out services were prioritized in the support team, as it was a consistent
finding across interviews and focus groups (study 3) that participants were motivated by knowing
that their participation was noticed, and that the research team received and appreciated registered
data.

Data pre-processing

When the final participants finished their registrations in spring 2018, data was extracted from the
KosMuS server and SurveyXact [94].
Data on daily diet intake (FatSecret) was extracted from XML files that contained daily diet
registrations per participants to a flat file dataset in csv format. The same procedure was used for
Moves data on physical activity. Baseline measures and daily MS symptoms, sleep, and stress were
extracted directly to a csv format.
Moves – daily activity

In the data collection, 269 participants had downloaded Moves. While FatSecret and the KosMus app
were required for complete participation, the Moves app and tracking of daily activity was voluntary.
Despite studies that showed satisfactory data validity [129,131] and our own testing that showed the
same, our initial data cleaning revealed many inconsistencies in the dataset indicating that the app
severely under-reported step counts, the primary measure in the app.
Participants that had normal physical function level and reported no use of walking aids would be
registered with as low as 20 steps a day. Furthermore, we experienced a significant number of contacts
to the KosMuS support from dissatisfied participants that did not experience the app to be consistent
with their actual daily levels of activity. Several participants, for example, reported checking the app
before a walk, bringing the phone on the walk, and afterwards finding that the step count had
increased very little or not at all.
The combination of these factors led us to remove the app data from the dataset, and consequently,
step count and daily activity levels are not part of the final data analysis.
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Food grouping

The diet dataset consisted of food items that were already in the FatSecret database as well as food
items that had been created by participants. Foods from the FatSecret database contained
information for all nutritional values in the output, while food items that had been created by users
had varying quality with sometimes all information filled out based on the nutritional facts on the
back of a product, and other times only basic information would be given, e.g. brand, type of food,
amount. Most manually added food items only consisted of one item, but in some cases part of or a
whole meal had been manually added as one food items. Furthermore, a specific food item or very
similar food items were often represented through several food IDs. An example of FatSecret data is
presented in table 2 (the data is transposed for readability).

Table 2. An excerpt of data from FatSecret that shows variables and three examples of diet
registration.
Participant ID
(fictive)

123333

123444

123555

Date

02-01-2018

03-05-2018

01-04-2018

Name

Mandler (almonds)

Fuldkornsbrød
(whole grain
bread)

Arla Klovborg
Mellemlageret
Danbo (cheese)

Description

10,5 almonds

1 slice

1 serving

FoodID

37040

3590

5588174

Unit

10,5

1

1

Calories

73

67

320

Carbohydrates

2.49

12.26

0.1

Sugar

0.6

1.43

-

Protein

2.68

2.37

24

Fat

6.38

1.07

25

Polyunsaturated fats 1.539

0.237

-

Monounsaturated
fats

0.447

-

4.052
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Saturated fats

0.489

0.233

-

Cholesterol

0

0

-

Iron

3

5

-

Vitamin A

0

0

-

Vitamin C

0

0

-

Sodium

0

138

-

Potassium

92

53

-

Calcium

3

3

-

Fiber

1,5

1.1

-

For the analysis, all food IDs were assigned to one or more food categories, food groups, and food
items. An example of the hierarchy is shown below in table 3. A detailed description of the food
coding can be found in paper IV and a full overview of food categories, food groups, and food items
in paper IV’s Appendix 1. .

Table 3. Example of food coding hierarchy.
Food Category

Food Group

Food Item

Vegetables

Leafyvegetables

Salad
Spinach
chard

Newly added category – example with additions in italic
Food Category

Food Group

Food Item

Vegetable

Soy_product

Soy beans
Soy sauce
Soy_processed (e.g. tofu)
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Study 4. Data analysis

See detailed description in paper IV: “Dietary and lifestyle factors and symptom severity in multiple
sclerosis - an exploratory machine learning approach” – Appendix 4
Aim: To explore the potential relationship between MS symptom severity and diet intake and
lifestyle factors using a machine learning approach.
Participants and data collection: 7,249 individuals with MS were invited to register diet, lifestyle
factors, and self-reported symptom assessments daily for up to 100 days.
Upon enrolment, participants completed a baseline questionnaire with items on basic information,
MS-related information, and static lifestyle factors not reported daily (e.g. smoking). Daily
registrations of lifestyle factors consisted of items on stress and sleep (duration, quality and rest).
Daily diet intake was registered as FoodIDs that were assigned to three hierarchical levels of food
codes: food categories, food groups, and food items.
Analysis: In the analysis, linear regression fitted with least-squares was used as a baseline measure
for model performance. Two types of neural networks were tested on data. A fully connected feed
forward network was used to study model performance for same-day relations between input
features (diet, lifestyle, and/or anthropometric traits) and outcome (nine items on self-assessed
symptom severity). Long short-term memory networks tested the effect of including input features
for both same-day and previous days (set to three days) to include potential time lag between input
feature and outcome.
Each of the three methods was tested on datasets for each of the three food coding levels (food
categories, food groups, and food items), three lifestyle factors (stress, sleep, and smoking), and on
three aggregated dataset with diet intake, lifestyle factors, and other traits (one dataset with each of
the three food coding levels).
Pearson correlation coefficients were used to identify input features important to the performance of
the dataset with lowest mean absolute error, i.e. with the best predictive ability.

Results
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Data collection and implementation

Engaged members contributed to a successful
implementation of the KosMuS app and its
supplementary functions. Figure 4 shows the participant
flow from initial invitation of 7,249 members of the
Danish MS Society to the final 312 participants who
completed 5 or more days of diet and symptoms
registration. On average, each participant registered 55,7
days.

Study 4. Data analysis

Data analysis is based on an imputed dataset with 17,363
participant days. Mean imputation was used to impute
symptoms (20.55 percent missings) and last observation
carried forward was used to impute diet intake (8.03

Figure 4 Overview of participant flow
from 7249 invitations to 312 participant
completing five or more days with diet
and symptoms registrations.

percent missings). Each participant day contains
symptom assessments, diet intake, and daily assessed lifestyle factors (stress and sleep). Baseline
questionnaires contribute with information on smoking and other traits.
Model performance was assessed with mean absolute error (MAE) as metric, with higher MAE
indicating a lower model performance and vice versa. The outcome for all models was symptom
severity assessed through nine symptoms scaled to mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
MAE’s ranged from 0,4929 to 1.2601 for models analyzing diet (food category, food group, or food
items), stress, sleep, or smoking separately. MAE ranged from 0.4085 to 0.6626 for models
analyzing datasets containing diet, lifestyle factors, and other traits (three different datasets based
on the food coding levels). Linear regression fitted with least-squares, our baseline measure for
model performance, was the method with lowest performance in all datasets.
Diet (three datasets – each with food category, food group, or food item coding)

In the separate analyses of diet and lifestyle factors, the greatest improvements from baseline
measure to neural network were achieved in models taking diet as input (e.g. from MAE: 1.2601 to
MAE: 0.5667 for the analysis on food groups). While model performances on diet dataset achieved
distinct improvements in neural networks, there was no clear difference between the use of fully
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connected feed forward (FCFF) neural networks taking same-day input features and long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural networks taking same-day and previous three days as inputs.
Stress

Neural network models for stress improved the model performance, and the MAE furthermore
dropped from 0.6278 in the FCFF neural network to 0.4929 when including last three days’ stress
assessments in the input features in the LSTM neural network
Smoking

The model performance for smoking had the lowest improvement from linear regression model
(MAE: 0.6605) to FCFF neural network (MAE: 0.6455).
Sleep

The model performance for sleep improved from linear regression (MAE: 0.7997) to FCFF network
(MAE: 0.6368). There were no clear differences in the performance between FCFF and LSTM
networks.
Dataset with diet, lifestyle factors, and anthropometric traits

Model performances increased across all three methods when gathering diet and lifestyle factors, as
well as data on anthropometric traits. LSTM neural networks had the best model performances in all
three dataset with different food coding levels. Best performance was obtained for the full dataset
with diet intake coded as food groups (MAE: 0.4085).
Pearson correlation coefficients

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for the dataset containing diet intake coded as food
groups, lifestyle factors, and anthropometric traits, as this dataset obtained the best model
performance in the neural networks.
Stress, smoking, sleep, and MS-related variables had the strongest correlations to symptom severity.
Increased symptom severity was related to stress, MS traits (progressive MS, diagnosed in 1999 or
earlier), smoking, nutritional supplements (multi-vitamin, calcium, probiotics) and food groups
(food groups: coffee, soft drinks, sugar/honey/jam, red processed meat, beer, red meat – pork).
Strongest correlations related to decreased symptom severity were MS traits (relapse-remitting MS,
diagnosed in 2010 or later), sleep (duration and quality), never smoked, nutrition supplements
(vitamin D, misc. oils and fibers), and diet (food groups: fruit and vegetable juices, vegetable oils,
fruiting vegetables, chocolate and candy bars, legumes, whole grain, and nuts).
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Discussion and methodological considerations
The results from the data analysis indicate a relation between diet and symptom severity, as the
MAE for diet achieved model performances similar or better than for lifestyle factors (e.g. smoking
and stress) that are more consistently supported in scientific literature. The results also indicate that
the effect of diet is a combination of several food groups or eating patterns that are better analyzed
in more complex models, e.g. with the neural networks applied in this study.
Lifestyle, MS-related factors, and food groups were all represented in a list of factors with the
strongest relation to symptom severity. The relations were calculated as Pearson correlation
coefficients that indicates how strongly two variables are correlated linearly, and hence, the
presented correlations do not consider e.g. a model’s learning algorithm [132]. However, the
identified lifestyle and MS-related factors reflect established knowledge on for example an
increased symptom burden in progressive MS [24] and flare-ups following psychosocial stress [80].
These results support the strength of study design and outcome measures. The food groups
represented among the strongest correlations were weaker compared to lifestyle and MS-related
factors. This supports the indications from the linear regression and neural networks that the
relation between diet and MS symptoms are more complex and not limited to one or few food
groups. Elements represented in the correlations do, however, support content from popular MS
diets.

Strongest diet correlations versus MS diets and existing knowledge

Coffee and soft drinks had the strongest correlation to increased symptom severity, and while intake
of soft drinks containing sugar or artificial sweeteners is discouraged in the Wahl’s modified
Paleolithic diet, a moderate intake of coffee and caffeine is allowed in both the modified Paleolithic
and Swank’s low fat diet [16,133]. One cross-sectional study has found coffee to be inversely
correlated to disease progression in MS [134]. In our study, coffee and soft drinks represent the two
food groups with the highest levels of caffeine (in soft drinks from cola). Further in-depth studies
will be needed to investigate a potential dose-response relationship between symptoms and
coffee/caffeine.
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Intake of processed red meat, beer and pork was related to increased symptom severity, which is
consistent with both Swank’s low fat diet and Wahl’s modified Paleolithic diet [16,133]. Similarly,
fruiting vegetables, vegetable oils with unsaturated fats, whole-grain products, nuts, and legumes
are considered part of a healthy diet and were found to be related to decreased symptom severity in
our dataset [16,133]. Intake of legumes and whole-grain is, however, discouraged in the modified
Paleolithic diet [16].
Chocolate and candy bars also appeared among the food groups related to decreased symptom
severity. Most of the content from this category is not permitted in the MS-diets, with the exception
of dark chocolate with high cacao content [16,133]. The content of flavan-3-ols and procyanidins,
antioxidant polyphenols, in chocolate has been shown to have beneficial cardiovascular properties
by, among other things, reducing oxidative stress, which in MS is indicated to play a major role in
the disease pathogenesis [135–139]. It is important to note that the identified food group in our
study also contains candy bars and chocolate with low cacao content, and further studies could be
conducted by re-grouping chocolate with other food items containing flavan-3-ols and/or
procyanidins.
A few food groups that according to MS diets would be expected to be among strongest
correlations, were not present. Fish and omega-3 acids (nutrition supplement) were not represented
among the identified food groups. Both are recommended in the low fat MS diet and the modified
Paleolithic diet, and omega-3 supplements have been investigated in numerous studies with
conflicting findings [11,16,67,133]. Similarly, fatty foods and food groups with high content of
saturated fats (e.g. meats, high fat dairy, butter, snacks) were only moderately represented in food
groups related to increased symptom severity (beer and pork). Swank’s low fat MS diet has
saturated fats as the main culprit in the MS diet-disease relationship [133].
Causality

Study 4 indicates possible relations between symptoms and diet, lifestyle factors and other traits,
but investigations in controlled settings are needed to establish causality. A number of confounders
may affect relations, and diet may be affected by age or sex. Furthermore, individuals with more
severe disease burden may not have the energy or be able to cook the same meals as one with very
low disease burden.
In research on stress, stress is considered a trigger for exacerbations in MS [80]. However,
increased symptom severity and relapses may also lead to emotional stress [85]. In our findings,
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LSTM neural networks had the best model performance for stress, which might make it possible to
investigate causality in our dataset, if there is a time lag between input features and symptom
severity.
Sleep is categorized as a lifestyle factor in our studies. However, there is research which suggests
that poor sleep should be considered a symptom related to specific lesion sites in the brain [88].
With sleep performing best in same-day neural networks, our analyses are not able to investigate
causality.
Removing Moves and daily activity from the dataset

Moves was removed from the dataset after initial data cleaning analysis due to highly unreliable
data for the main measure, step counts. By omitting data from Moves in the data analysis, we are
unable to include data on daily activity levels as a measure for physical activity in the data analysis.
As physical activity is associated with decrease in (e.g. fatigue, walking ability, and cognition) the
data that was supposed to be added from Moves represent an important lifestyle factors that has
been shown to influence MS [140–142].
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Chapter 5: Discussion and perspectives
The KosMuS project consists of an investigation of diet and MS. The potential diet-disease
relationships were investigated with a mixed methods approach with primarily qualitative elements
in study 1. These findings led to the development of a scale for measuring self-reported symptoms
in study 2. Study 3 investigated potential motivations and barriers for participation in a large-scale
digital data collection and informed development of a digital tool for data collection. The KosMuS
project was implemented in late 2017, and 312 individuals with MS participated and completed 5 or
more days of diet and symptoms registrations.
Analysis on the collected data showed improved model performance when applying neural
networks as analysis methods compared to linear regression. The results indicated a relation
between diet and lifestyle factors and MS symptom severity.
In the following sections, we discuss the results, methodological considerations, strengths and
limitations for the KosMuS project as a whole. Detailed discussions of each project phase can be
found in papers I-IV.

Comparison of results from study 1 and study 4
Participants in study 1 generally perceived dietary factors to influence MS. Some participants in
semi-structured interviews or focus group interviews reported having experienced symptom flareups after consumption of red meat, sugar, or fatty foods on their symptom. Findings from study 4
did find relations between pork and processed red meat and increased symptom severity, but beef,
which was among the most mentioned in study 1, was not explicitly present among strongest
correlations. Similarly, soft drinks have significant sugar contents, which some participants in study
1 had experienced as a trigger of exacerbations. However, other food groups with high sugar
content (e.g. cake, candy, ice cream) was not among the strongest correlations, and chocolate was
oppositely related to decreased MS symptom severity.
While the findings between study 1 and 4 are not clearly consistent, similarities exist.
Inconsistencies could be related to our food coding in study 4 or individual responses to nutrition
exposures, for example caused by allergies in study 1 [143]. Furthermore, the analyses in study 4
investigate symptom severity but do not differentiate between a chronic high severity score and a
high severity score caused by a flare-up.
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Participant sample and selection bias
Participants in the study all had smartphones; they had sufficient digital literacy to install apps and
follow the digital on-boarding process by themselves (or with assistance from the KosMuS support
team over the phone); they had the energy to perform daily registrations; and they had the
motivation to register diet intake and symptoms.
These very specific and advanced requirements for participants will exclude parts of the MS
population from the KosMuS project and create a selection bias.
No scientific evidence suggests that diet affects MS differently depending digital literacy. However,
there might be a difference in dietary patterns between those who own a smartphone and are
comfortable using it for a project like this, and those who are not. This is indicated by studies that
show correlations between digital literacy and education, and furthermore between educational
levels and dietary patterns [144,145]. With such correlations we might risk that some dietary
patterns will be less frequent in the our dataset.
Individuals with MS experience a range of different symptoms, and symptom variance is very
individual. Some of these symptoms might interfere more than others with the ability to participate.
E.g. participants experiencing fatigue or fine motor skills impairment, may find it too demanding to
participate in KosMuS. In the app development phase, we tried to accommodate as many of these
symptoms as possible by conducting pilot and usability tests, and testing and re-testing
questionnaires. But still we are aware that a number of individuals have found it too challenging to
participate due to specific symptoms (e.g. fatigue) and everyday life with MS.
Finally, we also expect that more people with an above average interest in diet have participated in
the study. These people will expectedly be the ones that are very aware of healthy eating habits and
consume complementary nutritional supplements.

Data saturation in study 1 and 3
Study 1 and 3 initiated the KosMuS project. Qualitative methods provide the foundation for the
studies (with 15 semi-structured interviews and 3 focus group interview, as well as additional 14
interviews in the initial exploratory phase in study 1). This leads to the question on whether data
saturation in the analyses was achieved for both of the questions asked: “How do individuals with
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MS experience nutrition’s and lifestyle factors’ impact on MS?”, and “Which factors determine
adoption and participation in a MS-nutrition research project with digital data collection?”.
Data saturation in qualitative research is achieved when enough information is collected for the
study to be replicated, when additional interviews do not yield new information or themes, and
when further coding is no longer feasible. [146,147]. Data saturation does not come with one-sizefits-all method, and the amount of information needed to achieve saturation will depend on study
design and study aim [148]. In our studies, focus group interviews and survey can provide an
indication of the quality and saturation level of the in-depth information gained in the semistructured interviews [148]. Focus group interviews in Study 3 on adoption and participation factors
added very little new information to the study aim. In the focus group interviews, we learnt more
about how these factors could practically influence the KosMuS project, and findings from previous
phases were elaborated. When participants were asked to rank previously identified motivations and
add ones that were missing, only one group identified an additional motivation. In general, the
findings from the survey and the focus group interviews were in line with findings from the semistructured interviews, and this indicates that Study 3 achieved data saturation in its three phases.
Study 1 on nutrition, lifestyle and MS provide themes and tendencies for factors in nutrition and
lifestyle that affect MS, but the differences between findings across the four phases are greater. At
least one individual in both semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews experienced
meat, sugar, alcohol, and fatty foods to have a negative effect on MS. However, perceptions of
foods that affected MS had more variations, and several lifestyle and environmental factors such as
artificial light, meno-pause, and fever came up in the focus group interviews but were never raised
in the semi-structured interviews. This additional information might have emerged because of the
different methods and the openness and conversation among peers that occur during a focus group
interview [148]. In general, study 1 found themes and tendencies for the participant-experienced
impact of nutrition and lifestyle on MS, but the findings were not as clear as the ones identified in
Study 3. This might be the result of a broader study aim [148], but we also considered that it could
reflect the complexity of the field and how it is experienced by individuals. This would highlight
the need for the systematic and quantitative collection of information on nutrition, lifestyle, and MS
in the later phases of the KosMuS project.
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Self-reported measurements
In the KosMuS project, we have used self-reported symptoms as the outcome measure for patientexperienced disease activity.
The self-reported measures allow for frequent measurements on a daily basis, and the developed
scale was with its 16 items quick to fill out for participants. If outcome measures should have been
replaced or supplemented with clinical data on e.g. inflammation levels (cytokines) [7]. These
measurements would not allow for daily measurements, but they could have supplemented the selfreported measures and created an outcome with a combination of self-report and clinical outcomes.
The addition of other outcome measures would have been valuable. However, it would also have
been costly for both participants and project. Several participants in the qualitative phases of Study
3 underlined that they would think it too much if they had to show up somewhere at specific places,
and if they had to take time off from work to participate in the research project. With the participant
burden being quite high already, clinical outcome measures would have been logistically
challenging to implement, and it could have become difficult to include participants from all over
the country.

Perspectives for future research
With our results, we contribute to existing knowledge on diet and lifestyle and MS symptoms.
While different approaches in study 1 and 4 came up with similar results, findings from study 4
suggests that, the relation between diet and MS is complex and multivariate. With regards to the
data collected in the KosMuS project, we would suggest more elaborate analyses that e.g. re-group
diet intake from food items to nutrient-based coding, or use the existing coding to create sub-groups
of participants based on dietary patterns. The use of neural networks showed promising results, and
while this study used supervised regression learning, classification learning supplemented with
enhanced feature selection might assist in more specific mappings of diet and MS.
Further studies in the KosMuS dataset might elaborate on current findings and contribute to more
clear hypotheses on the relation between diet and lifestyle and MS symptoms. However, potential
relations should be investigated in more structured settings, e.g. in randomized controlled trials, to
establish causality and optimally dose-response relationships.
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The KosMuS project’s use of digital tools to conduct an intensive data collection over a relatively
short timeframe is to our knowledge, the first of its kind. Our results indicate that valuable data can
be obtained through this study design, and with the right design, digital tools can be developed to
also be meaningful to use for the participant. In MS, the high-frequent and patient-reported data
might be useful if paired with other datatypes from the MS registries, wearables, or with genetic gut
microbiome.

Conclusion
In our study, we took a new approach to investigating diet-disease relationships by digitally
collecting observational data with daily registrations on diet, lifestyle, and symptoms in MS.
Results indicate a relation between diet and MS symptoms, and they support existing knowledge on
lifestyle factors (stress, sleep, and smoking) influence on MS symptoms. While further studies are
needed to establish the effect of diet on MS symptoms and underlying disease activity, our study
identifies dietary factors that might help shape hypotheses for studies conducted in more controlled
environments.
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Abstract
Purpose
Increasing knowledge suggests that nutrition and lifestyle factors affect multiple sclerosis (MS). This
study explores how people with MS experience daily MS disease activity and the influence of
nutrition, environmental temperature, stress, and physical activity (NESPA factors).
Methods
Four phases mix qualitative and quantitative elements in an exploratory study. The initial two phases
consisted of an observational study of 14 participants and 15 semi-structured interviews. Results from
the two first phases were substantiated in a survey completed by 425 respondents (response rate:
42.5%). Finally, findings and inconsistencies were elaborated in three focus group interviews.
Results
In the initial observational study, several of the participants linked NESPA factors to MS disease
activity. Results from the semi-structured interviews showed that particularly stress, meat, fatty foods,
and processed sugar were perceived to have a negative impact on MS disease activity, and some
participants had experienced immediate effects of these factors on their MS disease activity. The
survey supported these findings that were further elaborated in focus groups.
Conclusion
People with MS perceive nutrition and lifestyle to affect daily disease activity. Individuals who have
experienced links between their MS, and nutrition and lifestyle attribute some of these changes to e.g.
stress, and the consumption of sugar, meat, and fatty food.

Keywords
Multiple sclerosis, diet, exercise, fatigue, symptoms
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INTRODUCTION
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory, demyelinating disease that affects the central nervous
system [1]. Disease onset is most common in individuals age 20-40 with a higher prevalence in
women [2,3]. MS is accompanied by a wide range of physical and cognitive symptoms, and the
disease severely impacts patient, patient’s family, and society [4–6].
There is no cure for MS, but disease-modifying treatment can stabilize disease progression for
patients in initial relapse-remitting phase and possibly delay transition to a secondary progressive
phase of the disease. These medical treatments often have many side effects [7]. The primary and
secondary progressive states of MS are less responsive to treatments, with the first pharmaceutical
products entering the market recently [8,9].
Severe medical side effects and uncertainty of the disease-modifying treatments’ long-term effect on
disease progression, lead many MS patients to look for complementary treatments. This includes MS
diets and changes in lifestyle [10,11]. An Australian study showed that 64.7% made changes to their
diet as a consequence of their MS diagnosis [11]. Research conducted in nutrition and MS have shown
conflicting results when examining the impact of vitamin D, lower salt intake, and omega 3 on MS
progression [12–17]. A recent epidemiological study in a sample of 6.989 people with MS found that
healthy diet and composite healthy lifestyle were associated with less disability and MS symptom
burden [18]. However, further research is needed to examine the longitudinal perspective and specific
dietary factors. Conclusive nutrition guidelines do not exist, and the content of currently published
MS targeted diets varies greatly [14,19–21]. Consequently, people with MS receive little support and
advice from their doctors [21], and instead on their own obtain information from the Internet, family
and friends, and complementary health professionals.
Together with changes in diet, a number of lifestyle factors, and environmental temperature have also
been found to impact MS progression. Increasing evidence suggests that physical activity and
particularly exercise can decrease fatigue, restore function, and manage symptoms [22–24].
Furthermore, stressful life events have been associated with MS exacerbations [25].
Environmental temperature changes have been recognized as having an impact on MS. More than
80% of people with MS develop symptoms during cases of hyperthermia [26].
Clinically, disease activity in MS is defined as relapse rate and disability progression over time.
However, many people with MS experience daily symptom manifestations that are caused by old
scarring and environmental triggers that are not relapses or directly related to disease progression
[27–29]. These symptom manifestations may affect the individual’s functioning in everyday life
through impairment, limitations, and restrictions [30]. From a clinical perspective, physical disability
is used as a primary indicator for MS health, but ‘invisible symptoms’ (e.g. pain, cognitive
impairment, and dizziness) are major contributors to health-related quality of life among people with
MS [31–34]. Individuals with MS are often more concerned with mental wellbeing than physical
disability [34], which illustrates a discrepancy between the clinical and the patient perspective. Hence,
health professionals – as well as researchers - may benefit from a better understanding of how
individuals with MS experience living with the disease and the factors experienced to affect MS. An
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improved understanding may lead to better patient-centred care and ensure that future research
designs and outcomes are relevant to both clinicians and the individual with MS. Research indicates
that nutrition and environmental factors affect MS, but to our knowledge, no studies have investigated
the patient perspective of how these factors influence MS.
In this paper, we use disease activity as a broad term that contains both clinical definitions and daily
MS symptom manifestations that affect individuals living with MS.
The aim of this study is to explore how people with MS experience disease activity and the impact of
nutrition, environmental temperature, stress, and physical activity.

METHODS
Study design
Links between MS disease activity and nutrition, environmental temperature, stress and physical
activity were explored in four sequential phases that combined qualitative and quantitative elements
to substantiate and elaborate findings. See figure 1 for an overview of study design and its four phases.
Participants in phase one, two, and four only participated in one interview phase each, while survey
invitations in phase three were sent to a randomized sample that did not exclude participants from
interview phases.
Figure 1. Overview of study design and its four phases.

The interviews and focus group interviews are informed by a phenomenological approach that sought
to explore the lived experience [35,36]. In this study we investigate people with MS’s lived
experience of possible links between their MS disease activity and nutrition and lifestyle factors. The
sequential mixed methods design aims for a dynamic application of methods. Hence, the different
phases are initiated in order to further understand and/or elaborate on the results of the preceding
phase [37]. It has been debated if a phenomenological approach is compatible with focus group
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methodology. Opponents argue that by using focus groups one risks contamination of described
experiences and a loss of the individual perspective [38,39]. However, focus groups may contribute
with enrichment and clarification of data as a result of the interaction and reflection among
participants, and between participants and interviewer [39,40].

Concepts and definitions
In the following, factors that potentially influence daily MS disease activity will be abbreviated to
NESPA factors (Nutrition, Environmental temperature, Stress, and Physical Activity)
For people with MS, the lived experience is not limited to include disease activity as disability
progression over time. Therefore, the data collection, does not distinguish between disease activity
(relapses and/or progression over time) and symptom manifestations but on how MS is experienced
by the people diagnosed with it. This may include the clinical definition of disease activity and
relapses as well as symptoms and factors that influence people living with MS.
The semi-structured interviews, survey, and focus groups conducted in this study, also included data
collection that explored factors for adoption of technology and eHealth project recruitment. These
results will be published elsewhere.

Organisation and data collection
Phase one: Initial exploratory study

The initial exploratory study was conducted in a convenience sample of 16 people. The study included
people diagnosed with MS, Danish speaking, above age 18, and with no significant cognitive
impairment or aphasia.
Participants were identified and invited in April 2014 at the Danish MS Hospital in Haslev. The
hospital admits patients for elective stays of two or four weeks, during which the patients participate
in rehabilitation and patient education related to their condition and the impacts associated with living
with MS.
Thirteen patients accepted the invitation and were interviewed on the premises by authors LP and SK.
Three additional participants were recruited through Facebook, with one participant responding to an
advertisement on the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society, and two participants via authors own
Facebook network. These three interviews were conducted in the participants’ own homes (April
14th, May 7th and 9th 2014).
The 16 interviews combined open-ended conversation with structured probing about nutrition and
other factors affecting participants’ MS. Probing was used to support the participants’ awareness of
daily habits. Interviews were digitally recorded and then transcribed. Two interviews were excluded
prior to the analysis, due to technical problems with the recording device. Consequently, the dataset
consisted of 14 interviews. Ten women and four men were interviewed.
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Phase two: Semi-structured interviews

Findings from phase one showed that several participants with MS had changed diet as a consequence
of being diagnosed with MS, and that participants considered certain food groups and other NESPA
factors to influence disease activity. Based on these results, semi-structured interviews were
conducted to further explore people with MS’s experience of links between NESPA factors and
disease activity through an interview guide based on the findings from phase one. The interviews
explored participants’ dietary habits, and their experience of the links between MS disease activity
and NESPA factors.
In the interviews, participants were asked about daily habits with regards to nutrition and lifestyle,
how they experienced MS disease activity in everyday life, and how MS, and nutrition and lifestyle
might be experienced to affect each other. Participants were not asked to relate to specific nutrition
or lifestyle elements, but were asked open questions. If a participant mentioned specific elements,
iterative questioning was used to learn more about the nature of their experience and to examine
consistency [41]. Prior to each interview the participant would have time to read, ask questions and
sign the consent form, as well as completing a short questionnaire on socio-demographic data. See
table 1 for socio-demographic distribution of participants. All interviews were recorded on
Dictaphone.
Fifteen participants were included in the semi-structured interviews. Seven participants were
identified in July 2016 through a Facebook status update on the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society
page. Eight participants were identified in July 2016 at the Danish MS Hospital, Haslev.
All 15 interviews were conducted by author AK. Eight interviews were conducted at the Danish MS
Hospital in Haslev on August 30th 2016 (n=4) and September 9th 2016 (n=4). Five interviews took
place in participants’ homes in the Northern and Capital region of Denmark July-August 2016. Two
interviews were conducted at the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society’s offices in Valby.
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Table 1. Socio-demographic data
Phase two

Phase three
(N=425)

Phase four

Female

10

79% (334)

10

Male

5

21% (91)

2

18-29

1

3% (14)

1

30-39

3

15% (64)

1

40-49

5

24% (100)

2

50-59

5

32% (135)

5

60-69

1

20% (87)

3

Gender

Age

70-79

6% (25)

Type of MS
Relapseremitting

9

60% (257)

8

Secondary
progressive

2

13% (57)

2

Primary
progressive

3

17% (74)

2

Don’t know

1

9% (37)

Year of diagnosis
1989 or earlier

9% (41)

1990-1999

2

20% (84)

3

2000-2009

7

37% (158)

8

2010 or later

6

33% (142)

1
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Phase three: Survey

To substantiate the findings and validate the analysis from phase two, a survey was conducted among
people with MS. The survey questionnaire contained 25 items related to NESPA factors, and for each
item respondents were asked to state whether they had experienced the given NESPA factor to affect
their MS. Furthermore, respondents were asked if they followed a specific set of MS diet guidelines,
and if yes, which one. A text field allowed for comments on NESPA factors and other factors that
had not been stated in the structured part of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was set up in
SurveyXact [42] and sent out to a random sample of 1.000 members of the Danish Multiple Sclerosis
Society that was extracted from the member database. The sample only included members diagnosed
with MS, who had given consent to receive information, and who had registered an email address.
The sample was generated in December 2016.
Invitations were sent via emails that contained a brief introduction and a link. A reminder was sent
out to those who did not reply within the first five days. Ten days after initial invitation, the
questionnaire was closed. In total 425 respondents filled out the survey (response rate 42,5%). See
table 1 for a summary of participants’ socio-demographics.
Phase four: Focus group interviews

While the combination of phase one to three enhances our understanding of nutrition and lifestyle
factors’ effect on MS disease activity as perceived by participants, the first phases also reflected very
different experiences among the participants. Focus group interviews were conducted to elaborate on
participants perspectives through the discussions and synergy of focus group interviews [43,44].
Focus groups were assembled by sending out an invitation to potential participants who had already
indicated an interest in the project. Furthermore, a status update was put up on the Danish Multiple
Sclerosis Society’s Facebook page. Twelve participants were identified with the invitation, and six
were identified via the Facebook advertisement. Participant number for each focus group was as
follows focus group 1 had five participants on 12th of January 2017 (one late cancellation), focus
group 2 had four participants on 17th of January 2017 (two late cancellations), focus group 3 had three
participants on 18th of January 2017 (three late cancellations).
Focus group interviews were conducted in Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society office facilities in
Copenhagen, Denmark. Participants were invited to a 2.5 hours long session. Participants were asked
to fill out a participant consent form and a questionnaire on socio-demographic data. The focus group
interview guide was inspired by Krueger and Casey [44]. Participants were informed that interviews
were recorded on a Dictaphone and later transcribed.

Data Analysis
Phase one: Analysis of initial exploratory study

The collected data material from phase one, was analysed by collecting the responses of the structured
probing and categorizing responses into structured categories. Categories described socio-
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demographic factors, symptom manifestations, the impact of nutrition on MS, and the impact of other
lifestyle and environmental temperature on MS. Authors SK and LM went through transcriptions and
supplemented the content of the response categories by identifying parts of open-ended conversation
consistent with already existing categories.

Phase two: Analysis of semi-structured interviews

The aim of the analysis of semi-structured interviews was to investigate those NESPA factors that
participants mentioned in relation to their everyday life living with MS. Content analysis was chosen
to be able to classify these components into categories [45].
All interviews were transcribed in its complete form, and hereafter each interview was coded in
NVivo (nVivo, vers. 11 [46]). Since data on nutrition and lifestyle was collected together with a part
on adoption factors and eHealth, the whole dataset was initially coded into open themes to ensure that
the two parts were properly separated before the main analysis Data from part on adoption factors
and eHealth is reported elsewhere. The two themes related to nutrition and lifestyle were analysed by
a qualitative deductive content analysis [47]. In the analysis, we focused on identifying NESPA
factors linked to MS through the lived experience of the participants. The lived experience of living
with MS was affected by both factors that participants had experienced to have an effect on their own
MS, and factors that were believed to have an effect.
Initial coding was conducted by author AK. After coding of the first three interviews, the coding
strategy was reviewed with author LK. After reviewing the code, the interview was re-coded to adjust
to comments and discussions. Authors LSK, LK, and AK reviewed the codes together in three
sessions that carefully examined the codes and the data behind each code. In the sessions, reflections
were made on the nature of the patient experience, and how to best present the findings. A
categorization matrix was developed, as a structured presentation of participants’ experiences with
nutrition [47]. The structure was the outcome of an abstraction process that divided the main
categories into positive effects and negative effects, as well as distinguishing between the
participants’ experiences and beliefs.
Phase three: Survey

Based on the results from the content analysis of the 15 semi-structured interviews, a survey was
constructed to validate these findings. The survey included 25 items related to NESPA-factors, and
they were constructed by authors AK, LSK and LK . Nutritional factors that had been mentioned as
having an impact on MS disease activity in the earlier studies were listed, and respondents had the
options of responding “Yes, it has an effect” or “No, it does not have an effect” to each nutrition
listed. In the selection of nutrition items, authors were particularly careful not to choose or divide
items in a way that would favour existing MS diets to avoid that respondents were guided in their
responses. The same structure was used on sleep/rest, physical activity, cognitive training, stress,
temperature, and smoking. Furthermore respondents were asked if they followed a specific MS diet,
and in that case which one. In two items respondents indicated which symptoms (i.e. fatigue and pain)
and conditions (i.e. mood and sex life) related to MS that they felt changing on daily or weekly basis.
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All items were followed with a text box, in which respondents could add options not represented in
the categories. Socio-demographics are listed in table 1.
Data was analysed with focus on NESPA-parameters, and a comparison of the survey results and the
results of the analysis. Data analysis was conducted in SurveyXact and R [42,48].
Phase four: Focus groups

Focus groups were analysed in a categorization matrix identical to the one developed in the analysis
process of phase two. The three focus group interviews were transcribed an coded in nVivo [46].
Author AK, who coded all parts of the interviews related to nutrition and lifestyle, conducted the
coding. Subsequently, the coded text was divided into the categories used in the phase two
categorization matrix. Meetings with author AK and LK, and AK and LSK were held to discuss the
findings and how they contributed to findings from previous phases.

Ethical consideration and data agency.
In this study, no biological material or medical devices were used and the participants were not
subjected to any kind of diagnostics or treatment. Consequently, approval from the Danish National
Committee on Health Research Ethics (Den Nationale Videnskabsetiske Komite), was not required,
which is the case for all studies only involving interviews and questionnaires [49].
The initial, observational study did not need to be registered, as it was part of a student research
project. The remaining parts of the study were registered and approved with the Danish Data
Protection Agency (2016-41-4723).

RESULTS
Phase one: Initial exploratory study

In the initial study, phase one, participants related a range of NESPA factors to changes in MS disease
activity. When probed about NESPA factors and a potential impact on MS, particularly six factors
were mentioned: psychological stress, hot/cold weather, sugar, exercise and beef (see table 2). These
results instigated the more elaborate investigation carried out in phase two to four.
Table 2. Factors affecting MS. Results from Phase 1: An observational study.
Identified factor

Participant (ID)

Total

Psychological stress

1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.11, 1.12,
1.13, 1.14

10 out of 14

Heat (temperature)

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.7, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11,
1.12

9 out of 14
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Cold (temperature)

1.1, 1.7, 1.9, 1.10, 1.12, 1.13

6 out of 14

Sugar

1.2, 1.7, 1.11, 1.12, 1.13

5 out of 14

Exercise

1.7, 1.10, 1.11, 1.12, 1.14

5 out of 14

Beef

1.6, 1.12, 1.13

3 out of 14

No factors affecting MS

1.5

1 out of 14

Phase two, three, and four: In-depth investigation
Seven men and 20 women participated in a semi-structured interview or a focus group interview;
mean age was 48,7 (range 26 to 70). All participants were diagnosed with multiple sclerosis; relapseremitting MS (n= 17), primary progressive MS (n = 5), or secondary progressive MS (n = 5), and one
participant being unsure of the precise type of MS. All particpants had been diagnosed with MS for
mean 10.5 years (range 0 to 22 years), with disease burden ranging from mild, daily fatigue to being
wheelchair bound most of the time. The participants had varying interest in nutrition and lifestyle
factors; some mentioned diet and lifestyle to be a major priority in their everyday life with regular
exercise and strict diets, while others expressed that quality of life to them equalled being able to eat
whatever they felt like an not being bound to a specific diet or lifestyle. Seven out of 15 participants
in the semi-structured interviews had made changes in their diet after they were diagnosed with MS
(ID: 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.11).

Disease activity and symptoms
Participants in semi-structured interviews (phase two) and focus group interviews (phase four)
experienced fluctuations in daily MS symptoms, both physical and neuropsychological symptoms.
Physical symptoms included weal legs, sensory disturbances, decreased balance and headaches.
Neuropsychological symptoms were related to cognition, energy levels, and mental wellbeing. The
number and severity of symptoms varied among participants, and reflects the MS population as a
heterogeneous group, and some participants experienced many and others few.
”I can feel 100kg heavier in my body. I become confused. I become
forgetful. And as I said, I become a bit wobbly. And I sometimes get
cramps.” (Female, 39 years, diagnosed in 2009, ID: 2.12)
When asked about the experienced correlations between daily MS disease activity and NESPA
factors, several participants reflected on the difficulty of distinguishing between which parts of
everyday life that potentially associate with changes in MS disease activity.
”(…) I’ll say strange things or something. And then I start doubting if
it is the MS, or if it’s just because I’m confused and tired, right? “
(Female, 44 years, diagnosed in 2005, ID: 4.1)
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While participants mainly used changes in daily symptoms to describe their MS and everyday life
with the disease, relapse triggers and disease activity over time were only few times mentioned in
relation to NESPA factors.

NESPA-factors
In the analysis, NESPA factors mentioned by participants in interviews and focus groups, were
plotted into a categorization matrix [47] to distinguish between factors as having “Experienced
positive impact on MS”, “Experienced negative impact on MS”, “Perceived positive impact on MS”,
and “Perceived negative impact on MS”. “Experienced impact” describes NESPA factors that
participants personally have experienced to have a positive/negative effect on their disease activity
or symptom manifestations. “Perceived impact” describes factors that participants believe/perceive
to impact disease activity based on information from other people, literature, diets, etc. The matrices
for interviews and focus groups are shown in table 3 and 4.
A factor was categorized as “perceived impact” when a participant described the potential benefits or
harms based on information from others, common knowledge of MS, or as something they try or had
tried without having experienced an effect on their MS. For example wordings like: “I have also heard
that of course you need to think about not getting too much animal fat” (Male, 49 years, diagnosed in
2000, ID: 2.14)
Contrarily, a factor was categorized as “experienced impact”, if a participant had experienced that
factor to have an impact on their MS disease activity, potentially causing flare-ups. For example: “If
I have eaten a big, red/rare steak… Then I can feel it. Right away”. (Female, 39 years, diagnosed in
2009, ID: 2.12)
Survey results from phase three are gathered in figure 2, as a percentage of participants that perceived
each of the NESPA elements to affect their MS. See figure 2.
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Table 3. Categorization matrix. Results from Phase 2: Semi-structured interviews.
Experienced
positive

Experienced
negative

Perceived positive

Perceived negative

Nutrition
Meat (2.12)

Meat (2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6,
2.7, 2.8, 2.10, 2.13, 2.14)
Fish (2.1, 2.3, 2.4,
2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9,
2.11, 2.12, 2.13,
2.14)
Vegetables (2.1, 2.2,
2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9,
2.10, 2.11, 2.12,
2.13)
Fatty foods (2.4,
2.14(animal fat))
Legumes (2.6)

Legumes (2.5)
Eggs (2.4)

Sugar (2.6,
2.8)

Sugar (2.2, 2.4, 2.5, 2.11)

Fast food (2.6)

Fast food (2.4)
Gluten (2.5, 2.11)
Non-organic (2.4)

Alcohol (2.12)

Alcohol (2.2, 2.11)
Chicken (2.11)
Dairy (2.5, 2.11)
Avocado (2.3)
Rice (2.9)
Fibres (2.2)

Vitamin D
(2.3 ,2.12)
Hemp (2.2)
Ginger (2.1, 2.2)
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Other Factors
Sleep and rest (2.3,
2.7, 2.8, 2.10, 2.11,
2.12, 2.13)
Smoking (2.1)

Smoking (2.15)

Heat (2.1, 2.3,
2.4, 2.5, 2.11,
2.14)
Cold water
(2.9)
Stress (2.1,
2.2, 2.4, 2.5,
2.9, 2.12, 2.14)

Table 4. Categorization matrix. Results from Phase four: Focus group interviews.
Experienced
positive

Experienced
negative

Perceived positive

Perceived negative

Nutrition
Fatty foods (4.8)

Fatty food (animal)
(4.3)
Fish (4.1)
Vegetables (4.1)

Meat (4.2 (beef), 4.1,
4.6, 4.8)

Meat (4.3, 4.12,
4.10)

Sugar (4.1, 4.2, 4.3,
4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 4.10,
4.11)
Eggs (4.1)
Fibres (4.3)
Alcohol (4.3)
Other Factors
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Sleep and rest (4.1,
4.2, 4.6, 4.9, 4.11,
4.12)
Fever (4.2, 4.1, 4.9,
4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.10,
4.11)
Heat/sun (4.6, 4.9)
Artificial light (4.12,
4.6, 4.9
Stress (4.3, 4.11,
4.12, 4.10)
Meno-pause (4.7)
Participant 4.5 did not perceive or experience nutrition or lifestyle to have an effect.
Figure 2. Phase three: Survey results. Percentage of respondents who indicated the included factors to have
an impact on MS (n=425)
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Nutrition
All participants had at least one nutritional factor that they perceived to have an impact on their MS
– either on disease activity in general or disease activity related to a specific symptom manifestation.
Three participants had personally observed specific diet components to have a negative impact on
daily MS disease activity fluctuations (ID: 2.6, 2.8, 2.12).
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These findings were supported in the phase three survey, where results of the survey showed that
respondents perceived many dietary components to affects their MS.
Sugar

Findings from both the observational study and the survey (phase one and three) showed that sugar
was the most common nutritional element to be linked to MS disease activity by participants and
respondents. For three participants in the semi-structured interviews, the MS diagnosis was the
tipping point that urged them to remove sugar completely from their daily diet (ID; 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6).
In total, four participants in phase two perceived sugar to have a negative impact on MS (see table 3).
However, this perception might also be influenced by society´s view on sugar consumption, as one
participant described it as common knowledge that sugar is bad for everyone – not only people with
MS. Two interview participants had experienced direct effects of sugar consumption on specific
changes in disease activity. One participant described that he within a few hours after larger sugar
intakes would feel light-headed and got sensory disturbances moving in specific patterns across one
arm (Male, 51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 2.6). Further one participant felt dizziness after extensive
consumption of sugars, i.e. juice or chocolate (Female, 41 years, diagnosed in 2002, ID: 2.8).
In the phase three survey, 43% of the respondents’ reported sugar to have an impact on their MS
disease activity. Based on findings from phase one and two, these results were a bit higher than
expected. Consequently, focus group interview participants were presented with the results from the
survey with seven out of 12 participants stating that they had experienced a negative impact of sugar
on their experienced MS symptoms.
Participant (ID: 4..6): I will say that the thing about sugar and things
containing lots of sugar… That doesn’t surprise me. I feel the same.
Participant (ID: 4.7): But how does it affect you, if I may ask? Just to
compare.
Participant (ID: 4.6): I think I get… My body goes weak. (…) I can
feel it if I have had a lot of sugar in a day. Normally, I don’t eat sugar.
So in the beginning I thought, that it is just because I’m not used to
sugar. But then my [symptoms] increase. I get sensory disturbances in
my whole left side. And it is just on small scale, but they do increase”
Participant (Male, 51 years, diagnosed since 2012 ID: 4.6)
Participant (Female, 40 years, diagnosed since 2016 ID: 4.7)

Meat

Nine out of fifteen participants in phase two had the perception that meat, and in particular red
meat, might have a negative effect on MS disease activity (see table 3). This seemed to be a general
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opinion: “When you´ve heard what people say, then you try to avoid beef. […] I don´t think it
makes a difference” (Male, 70 years, diagnosed since 2004, ID 2.13) None of the people
participating in phase two had eliminated meat completely from their diet, but five participants had
following the MS diagnosis, limited their intake to smaller amounts, poultry and wild rabbit (ID:
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.14). Other participants stated that meat was an important part of daily diet, and
they enjoyed too much to eliminate it despite the potential harmful effects on MS (ID: 2.2, 2.7, 2.8,
2.12). Participant (Male, 49 years, diagnosed since 2000, ID: 2.14): ”I do consider these things. I
do. Probably not enough, but you also need to remember to live”. While the perception of meat as
having a negative impact on MS was widespread, only on participant (Female, 39 years, diagnosed
since 2009, ID: 2.12) experienced a direct effect of eating red meat, which made her feel more tired
and fatigue compared to fish and poultry.
In the survey, 26% responded that they experienced meat to have an impact on their MS, which was
fewer than indicated e.g. alcohol and sugar to have an impact. When this result was presented in the
focus group, majority of participants agreed that they perceived sugar to have a larger impact than
meat.
However, participants (ID: 4.1, 4.2 4.6, and 4.8) had experienced meat to be directly correlated to
their MS disease activity, and participants (ID: 4.2 and 4.6) experienced immediate effects of eating
meat, and particularly “red meat” (beef, lamb, and pork):
”I definitely believe that beef is bad, you know? Especially for me.
That’s just my experience. I can’t have meat. Then I can’t sleep at all,
and have pain, and sensory disturbances, and everything. I.. It goes
straight to my legs”
(Female, 56 years, diagnosed since 2007, ID: 4.2)
Participants who noticed links between meat and MS disease activity were more likely to
distinguish between “red” meat and “white” meat. Red meat was by participants defined as beef,
pork, lamb, and other four-legged animals. Participants both experienced and perceived red meat to
be a bigger trigger for worsening in MS condition compared to white meat (e.g. poultry and rabbit).
Fast food, fatty foods, and alcohol

Compared to meat, more respondents in the survey replied that they believed fatty foods and fast
food had an impact on their MS (45% compared to 26%). However, this high number was not
reflected in semi-structured interviews or focus group interviews. In the phase two, one participant
had observed a correlation between fast food (defined as processed, fatty foods) and increase in
symptoms: ”Now I have completely stopped eating fast food and that kind of stuff, right? But those
times I have had something that I didn’t completely know what was, then I have registered an
increased activity in my symptoms” (Male, 51 years, diagnosed since 2012, ID: 2.6),
In the focus group interviews, one participant (Female, 51 years, diagnosed since 1995, ID: 4.8) had
experienced feeling an increase in fatigue following the intake of fatty foods.
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Similarly, 57% of survey respondents reported alcohol to affect their MS disease activity. In the
interviews, only one participant reported an experienced effect on MS from alcohol: “Alcohol, I feel
that too. Ehhm. It simply goes straight to my legs, immediately” (Female, 39 years, diagnosed since
2009, ID: 2.12). When further explored in focus groups, a participant (Male, 31 years, diagnosed
since, ID: 4.3) told how he would feel tired after drinking even one beer. However, none of the
remaining participants reported direct correlations between their MS disease activity and alcohol.

Fish and vegetables

While some participants in phase two and four had experienced different diet factors to have a
negative impact on their MS disease activity, none reported to have experienced a positive impact
on MS linked by a specific diet factor. However, fish and vegetables were perceived by participants
in both phases to have a positive effect on their MS (see table 3 and 4). Participants mentioned that
it was a priority for them to eat fish regularly and several times during the week: ”I have always
eaten lots of fish, and that is of course something that I’m aware of” (Female, 40 years, diagnosed
since 2016, ID: 2.7). And the intake of fish was associated with the positive effects of increased
and/or sufficient intake of Omega 3 (fatty) acid. ”Preferably, I eat fish at least once a week.
Minimum. But I don’t think it is quite enough” (Male, 31 years, diagnosed since 2014, ID: 2.3)
Similarly, many participants in the semi-structured interviews perceived vegetables to have a
positive effect on MS. To some participants vegetables were the center of their meals, while others
considered it a healthy supplement to their nutrition.
But I think that it is just something I do [eat vegetables], because I
have been told that it is healthy, but it is not something that I can feel.
(Female, 39 years, diagnosed since 49, ID: 2.13)
Other nutrition that one or more participants perceived as having a positive effect on MS were
legumes, avocado, rice, fiber, hemp, and ginger.
Dietary supplements and vitamins

Dietary supplements and vitamins were widely used among participants and perceived to have a
potential positive effect on MS. All interview participants took at least one nutrition supplement or
vitamin, but they had very different opinions on which supplements to take and why. The majority of
participants took vitamin D, as their clinicians had recommended it. In addition, some participants
took large numbers of various supplements, as it “can’t harm anything” (Male, 70 years, diagnosed
since 2004, ID: 2.11), and another participant saw it as a way of providing the body with the right
building blocks to resist MS (Female, 31 years, diagnosed since 31, ID: 2.5). Contrary, other
participants minimised their consumption: “I stick to basic stuff, so I don’t confuse it [the body] too
much” (Male, 51 years, diagnosed since 2012, ID: 2.6).
The wide use of vitamins and dietary supplements was confirmed in the survey, in which 67% replied
that they believed that certain vitamins and dietary supplements affected their MS.
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MS diets

Altogether, many participants perceived and experienced that a number of specific diet components
affected MS disease activity. However, several participants in interviews and focus groups
interviews emphasized that they considered the effects of diet to be long term, and that the diet as a
whole was more important than one specific diet component. Participant (Female, 56 years,
diagnosed since 1995, ID: 4.6):
”I hear somebody say that they have tried to avoid this or that for a
month. Or two months. And then I tell them: ’Try with a year. Try with
two years, and then try to see the difference’”.

Environmental temperature, stress and sleep
Compared to nutrition, more participants reported links between their MS disease activity and nondietary NESPA-factors. Temperature/weather and stress were experienced to have a negative effect
on MS disease activity.
Contrary, participants experienced that sleep, rest, and physical activity had a protective effect on
disease activity in MS.
Stress

Interview participants reported that stress noticeably influenced their MS (ID: 2.1, 2.4, 2.5, 2.9,
2.12, 2.14). ”Stress affects it [MS] a lot. Both physically and mentally” (Female, 63 years,
diagnosed in 2001, ID: 2.5). In the following survey, 89% indicated that stress affect their MS. This
was the second-highest ranked influence of all NESPA factors listed in the survey. Stress was not
included as a specific question in the interview guide for the focus group interview. However,
participants several times mentioned it themselves in all three interviews, and they continuously
linked stress to significant increase in experienced disease activity.
Participant (ID: 4.11): Yes, stress [affects my MS]
Participant (ID: 4.12): Yes
Participant (ID: 4.11): It’s completely… Then I can’t think. At all.
Participant (Female, 52 years, diagnosed in 1995, ID: 4.11)
Participant (Female, 26 years, diagnosed in 2013, ID: 4.12)
Temperature

In addition, six participants experience that heat and warm temperatures affected their MS (ID: 2.1,
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.11, 2.14), and especially leg strength: ”It feels like I have lead weights on my legs.
Then I have to focus when I move them [legs]. A lot. Somehow, the heat affects me a lot.” (Female,
51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 2.1)
These statements were supported by survey results, in which 73% had reported temperature and
weather to have an impact on their MS.
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Conversely to being affected by heat, one interview participant experienced that cold water made her
limbs stiff, while warm water relieved her symptoms (Female, 56 years, diagnosed in 1997, ID: 2.9).
Sleep and rest

While stress and heat were reported to have a negative effect on MS disease activity, proper sleep
and rest were regarded essential by participants (see table 3 and 4).
”And then I can go and be completely energized in the morning, but
then the energy levels just fade, and in the afternoon, then I feel like
’ohhh’, and then the battery runs out completely. And then you don’t
have anything for the rest [of the day], if you don’t get some rest.”
(Female, 39 years, diagnosed in 2009, ID: 2.12)
In the survey, sleep and rest had the highest percentage of respondents indicating the factor to have
an effect on MS (92%). In focus group interviews, participants talked about how the need for sleep
changes and how daily energy levels can depend on taking a rest during the day:
“It really hits me from time to time. Then I need to sleep for 15 hours
a day, and it is impossible to get up and.. Yes”
(Female, 26 years, diagnosed in 2013, ID: 4.12)
And:
Participant (ID: 4.6): Do you need to rest during the day?
Participant (ID: 4.9): Yes (…) But I don’t sleep. I just lie down and
rest.
(Female, 56 years, diagnosed in 1995, ID: 4.6)
(Female, 54 years, diagnosed in 2006, ID: 4.9)

Physical activity

Physical activity was important to a majority of interview participants (10 out of 15), and there
seemed to be an agreement on physical activity being beneficial for one’s MS.
”I have definitely kept the active lifestyle, and I have a feeling that it
has had an impact. I can’t say how much or how little, but it does
mean something. It is my… I don’t doubt that at all” (Male, 51 years,
diagnosed in 2012, ID: 2.6)
Nevertheless, the MS diagnosis imposes limitations, and some participants expressed that they
didn’t feel able to be as active as they used to (ID: 2.1, 2.2, 2.10). This could be due to physical
limitations (Female, 51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 2.1), or due to the effects in the days
following intense physical activity (ID: 2.2, 2.5). A participant on physical activity:
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”I can still do it, but it is the reaction afterwards that I don’t feel good
about. It can take me several days to recover. So that’s just not an
option” (Female, 43 years, diagnosed in 2014, ID: 2.2)
In the survey, 89% of the respondents stated that physical activity affects their MS. Unfortunately,
we only have the percentage for how many respondents experienced physical activity as having an
effect, and not whether the effect was positive or negative.

Discussion
Through four phases we explored how people with MS experience NESPA factors as correlated with
disease activity.
Non-dietary factors such as stress, physical activity, and sleep and rest were more frequently
associated to changes in MS disease activity. However, participants did perceive nutrition and many
specific diet components to have an impact on their MS disease activity. These links between MS
symptoms and nutrition were often based on perception and beliefs, instead of actual experiences.
However, some participants reported having experienced sugar, meat, fatty foods and alcohol as
causing an increase in their MS symptoms.
Sugars i.e. mono- and di-saccharides influence on MS disease activity or symptoms is unclear. A
study have found increased sweets/candy consumption to be positively associated with risk of MS
[20], and another study showed that poor nutrition quality with higher proportions of added sugars
and meat were associated with increased symptom burden and disability[18]. However, to our
knowledge, this is the first report which identifies sugars as an agent which may influence the patients
perceived health symptoms.
Our results indicates that the di-saccharides such as those found in sweets (sucrose, fructose) but not
necessarily lactose may impact the MS patients wellbeing.
The effect of disaccharides on the blood glucose concentration as an explanation would require
changes which would either cause osmotic or electrolyte changes, initiate enxymatic processes or
activate specific receptors, e.g. increases acetylcholine as shown in rats or be mediated by sugarinduced metabolites from the gut biota.
An explanation of a mechanism is not within the scope of this study, but the finding calls for further
investigations.
Meat was another nutrient that appeared in all four study phases. This may be consistent with findings
from 1950 by Swank, who showed that a diet low in total fat (especially saturated fat of animal origin)
could significantly decrease the disease activity and deterioration in individuals with relapseremitting MS [50]. Swank’s research has been criticized for the lack of control group and high dropout rates. Furthermore, a clinical control trial conducted in 2009-2013 tested the McDougall diet
which is similar to the Swank diet with a very low fat, plant-based diet. The study did not find an
improvement in MRI scans ore relapse rates, but did show an improvement in fatigue after one year
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of following the diet [51]. At the same time, paleo diets with higher protein and fat intake are getting
more popular among people with MS. So far, there is no conclusive evidence that support a complete
removal of saturated fat from the diet – or an increased intake of protein and fat [15]. However, the
reduction of red meat and saturated fat remains one of the most frequent elements in MS diets.
The reports of fatty food as a trigger for increased experienced disease activity may be related to the
discussion on saturated fat in meat. Furthermore, fast food and fatty food often contain larger amount
of sodium, which has been associated with MS disease activity [52]. However, a recent study by
Fitzgerald et al. was not able to confirm this [16].
In general, the majority of participants in all four phases perceived certain food elements to influence
MS. However, the analysis showed that fewer experienced a link between those food elements and
their MS disease activity. This might be explained by the opinion of a general healthy lifestyle being
good for ones MS, which could make respondents answer yes to elements affecting their MS, if it’s
an element that is generally considered unhealthy (e.g. alcohol and fatty foods).
The majority of participants reported temperature and weather to be a factor that they related to
changes in their MS disease activity. Studies from as early as 1890 has registered a correlation
between warm water and heat and exacerbations in MS symptom flares [53]. Even though these
correlations have been identified in a number of studies, there is still very little knowledge on the
mechanisms behind heating reactions among individuals with MS [26].
Participants in all four phases identified stress as a having a major influence on exacerbations in the
participants perceived disease activity, and two participants even indicated stress as a direct trigger
of attacks in relapse remitting MS. These findings are consistent with the results of a meta-analysis
from 2014, which showed a significantly increased risk of exacerbations among people with MS who
had experienced stressful events in previous weeks or months [25]. While there is strong evidence of
a link between stressful life events and exacerbations in MS, we still know very little on the
psychological, neuroendocrine, environmental and immune mediators that cause these exacerbations
[25].
Physical activity is often highlighted as an important factor for maintaining function and as part of
rehabilitation following relapses. In this study, only few mentioned physical activity as having an
impact on the experience of disease activity. Some participants even mentioned feeling worse after
exercising. This may be due to increased body temperature [26]. It is possible that not many of the
participants engaged in frequent exercise activities or that it opposite is part of everyday life and
changes are not felt. Earlier studies have indicated that increasing levels of PA to be associated with
increased levels of energy, social function, physical, mental, and overall QOL[24,54].

The results from the initial study, semi-structured interviews, surveys, and focus group interviews
were quite consistent and highlighted the same NESPA-factors across methods. However, the
tendencies for e.g. correlations between dietary factors and disease activity were stronger in the
survey compared to semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews. This might be linked to
the difference between believing that a dietary component is bad for MS, and actually experiencing
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its impact yourself. People with MS have been exposed to popular as well as scientific literature on
NESPA factors and MS. All fifteen participants in the semi-structured interviews believed nutrition
to be of influence on their MS, but only three participants had observed direct links between dietary
factors and daily MS symptom fluctuations. Focus groups showed the same tendencies with eight
participants who had observed links, while all believed nutrition to be of importance. This might
mean that results from the survey could be affected by the mix of own experiences with what
information respondents have received.

Methodological considerations
Some of the identified NESPA factors in this study that participants have experienced to impact MS,
may be factors that are not unique to people with MS. They could illustrate something that people
with other diseases or even healthy individuals may experience. However, while it may be difficult
to distinguish between MS caused fatigue and postgrandial somnolence, other of the identified cases
illustrate flare-ups of more specific MS symptoms; such as sensory disturbances, dizziness and weal
legs.
This study solely investigates people with MS´s experience and perception of NESPA factors and
MS. Several of the factors that were not experienced to have a positive or negative impact, may still
have an effect that is not experienced by the individual, e.g more long-term effects on disease
progression or relapse rate.
Participants were recruited through the Danish MS Society’s social media accounts and other of the
Danish MS Society’s communication channels. All invitations emphasized that participation did not
require a specific interest in nutrition or healthy lifestyle. However, it is possible that those who
signed up were more interested in nutrition than the general population of people with MS. In phase
one, two participants were recruited through authors’ own personal social media network. This might
have affected how comfortable participants felt with being honest and open during the interview.
This study used a mixed method approach that combined exploratory interviews (phase one and two),
with a confirmatory survey (phase three), and finally reflecting and elaborating focus group
interviews (phase four). The sequential mixed methods design allows us to triangulate our findings
and strengthen our results by combining qualitative and quantitative elements.
We recognize that in qualitative research, the subjectivity of the researcher is an integrated part of the
research process [55]. In our frequent discussions we have encouraged awareness of this matter and
continuously elaborated on the design of interview guides and survey, as well as the analysis process
and findings to be able to explore the patients’ lived experiences as openly as possible [56]. All
authors present at the analysis and planning sessions were familiar with existing knowledge and
theories. We were careful to examine our own involvement and impact on the process; for example
in the design of the survey, we were aware of - and discussed how - our pre-existing knowledge and
beliefs could affect the selection and distribution of items chosen for the survey.
We deliberately avoided using a framework or including items based on existing knowledge or
research conducted in the field of nutrition and lifestyle factors and MS, as we aimed to explore the
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lived experiences. However, individuals with MS are exposed to an abundance of information on diet,
lifestyle, and health through patient communities and various online sources. Therefore, we used
iterative questioning [56] to better understand how a factor was experienced to affect a participant’s
daily MS disease activity. In the analysis of phase two and four, the results of iterative questioning
led us to divide nutrition and lifestyle factors into the categories of “perceived impact” and
“experienced impact”.

Perspectives and future work
This study presents insight knowledge on NESPA factors’ influence on MS disease activity – as
experienced by individuals with MS. Results from this exploratory study, should be used as the
foundation for further studies that collect real time data on NESPA factors and changes in perceived
MS disease activity in a larger scale, to allow for more structured analyses of these potential
correlations. Sugar has consistently been linked to changes in MS condition in all four phases of this
study. In earlier studies, sugar has mainly been linked to the onset of MS [20], and the effect of sugar
on experienced disease activity as well as disease progression has not been thoroughly investigated.
To further explore the links of sugar and MS, a controlled clinical trial would be needed.

Conclusion
A majority of the participants in this study perceived nutrition and lifestyle to have an impact on MS
disease activity.
Fewer individuals experienced the potential impact of specific factors. However, some individuals
had experienced temporary flare-ups of MS disease activity after the consumption of meat, sugar,
alcohol, and fatty foods. Furthermore, some participants experienced associations between
environmental temperature (in particular heat), sleep/rest, and stress. Further investigations are
needed to, explore links between MS disease activity, and specific NESPA-factors.
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Abstract
Introduction: Physical mobility has traditionally been the primary outcome measure for people
with multiple sclerosis. However, studies show that disease burden in multiple sclerosis is related to
a wide range of symptoms, and that these symptoms may vary from day to day. However, there’s a
lack of scales that can assess symptoms and functions relevant to the individual MS and capture
daily changes in the MS condition.
Objective: To develop and perform pre-validations test of a scale assessing symptoms and
functions in individuals with multiple sclerosis.
Methods: Materials from an earlier qualitative study were used to identify MS-related factors
important to individuals with MS. Items were constructed with a focus on forming an easy to
respond to, short survey with appropriate response scales. Two neurologists and an MS-specialized
nurse provided feedback on the MS survey. Three cognitive interviews were performed with
individuals with MS to test face validity and content validity. This step was followed by a smallscale pilot study in which 15 individuals were invited to fill out the MS survey for three consecutive
days to test sensitivity and feasibility. Participants in the pilot study were after three days
interviewed about their experience and understanding of the survey. In between all phases in the
development, adjustments were made to optimize the MS survey structure and content.
Results: The item construction process led to the MS survey consisting of 16 items that were split
into symptoms (n= 9) and functions (n= 7) to best possibly capture the MS-related factors that
influence daily functions of an individual with MS. The response scales and wordings were adjusted
based on feedback from health professionals and cognitive interviews with three individuals with
MS. In the small-scale pilot, the survey demonstrated satisfactory sensitivity and ability to reflect
daily changes in symptoms and functions. Final adjustments were made after the pilot study
interviews.
Conclusion: The MS survey is a sixteen-items scale assessing nine symptoms and six functions in
MS. Further validation studies are needed to ensure measures for construct validity and internal
consistency.
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Introduction
Individuals with multiple sclerosis, an autoimmune inflammatory disease in the central nervous
system, experience varying disease manifestations and symptom patterns depending on the location
and extend of nerve damages [1–3]. Symptoms include fatigue, pain, spasticity, cognitive
impairment, mobility impairment, balance impairment, and vision impairment.
While daily symptoms may not always reflect current underlying disease activity, symptoms have
been shown to greatly affect the health-related quality of life in individuals with multiple sclerosis
(MS) [2,4–6]. However, varying symptom patterns and disease courses complicates the use of
symptoms in both clinical decision-making and research studies. Therefore, there is a need for MSspecific scales that assess and include all symptoms relevant to individuals with MS and health
professionals in a short and easily administered format.
Measurements of MS severity have long focused on physical disability with the Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDSS) is considered the current gold standard for assessing MS disability
[7,8]. The EDSS’s ordinal scale construct makes it easy to use in a clinical setting, but the walking
test needs to be administered by a health professional, as self-reported estimates are discrepant to
actual performance, which makes this scale less usable in a self-report design [7,9].
MS scales that include other symptoms or functions than walking ability include the Multiple
Sclerosis Spasticity Scale and Fatigue Impact scale [10,11]. However, the majority of individuals
diagnosed with MS experience a range of symptoms, and their concerns are not limited to walking
disability or one other symptom [6].
Other measures asses a broader array of MS-related conditions, e.g. Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale
(MSIS-29), Functional Assessment of Multiple Sclerosis Quality of Life (FAMS), Performance
Scales Disability Measure (PS) [12–14]. While the scales cover multiple symptoms and function
levels, they are often grouped into sub-domains [12,13], lengthy with many items, have time frames
that ask about summarized experience in the last three weeks, or have short response options that
are not sensitive to detect minor changes in symptom severity. These characteristics make it
difficult to assess individual symptom patterns with daily changes in severity.
A newly published scale, the SymptoMScreen, did show promising results, but would need to be
supplemented with additional items to cover all symptoms and functions that we identified as
important to people with MS [15]. We furthermore found that its 7-point likert scale ranging from 0
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(not affected at all) to 6 (total limitation / I’m unable to do most activities) added a layer of
interpretation by assessing based on self-reported limitation, which may influence skew responses
[15].
In the following study, we present the MS survey scale that has been developed based on material
collected from individuals with MS, and in cooperation with health professionals working with MS.
It is presented together with results from a small pilot feasibility study. The scale consists of 16
Items divided into two subscales describing symptoms (9 items) and functions (7 items), and it is
intended as an easy-to-fill out scale that captures daily changes in MS symptoms and functions and
reflect individual patterns in symptoms and functions.

Methods
In this study, we report on the initial phases necessary in the development and validation of a robust
scale. The process consists of three phases: item development, scale development, and scale
evaluation [16,17]. First phase focuses on item generation and establishing content validity, while
the second phase consists of pre-testing and the first parts of a large-scale validation. Finally, the
third phase tests dimensionality, reliability and validity [16]. We here report on phase one and the
pre-testing of phase two, which forms the foundation for a later large-scale psychometric validation.
Scale development: Identifying domain and generating items

The scale domain was identified as symptoms and factors related to MS that affect individuals with
the disease in everyday life. Four requirements were established before the scale development. The
MS scale should:
1. Cover symptoms that individuals with MS are affected by in everyday life
2. Be short and easy to complete
3. Be sensitive enough to measure day-to-day changes
4. Be self-administered
Item domains were collected from data material that had been gathered in a sequential mixed
methods study investigating how individuals with MS experience diet and MS with a focus on daily
changes in MS that participants perceived to be affected by diet [18]. The data material was
discussed in meetings between authors, in which symptoms and factors that individuals with MS
had described as being important or fluctuating with regards to their MS were examined. Authors
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AK and LK have previous experience with the development and validation of scales and
frameworks [19–21], and this experience was used when carefully examining the MS-related
factors and how they could be rephrased into items with suitable response scales.
To ensure that the chosen parameters were relevant not only to people with MS but also clinically,
two neurologists and an MS specialized nurse were asked to provide feedback on the scales. They
received the scale on email, and were then interviewed on telephone. Their feedback led to the
adjustment of item wordings and the short written introduction for each subscale.

Cognitive interviews

Cognitive interviews were conducted to ensure face validity and explore content validity [16]
through interviews that in detail investigated if scale and scale descriptions were clear and easy to
understand, and to explore how participants understood the content – text and items [22,23].
Three individuals (two female, mean age 41 years) with MS were invited to participate in a
cognitive interview. All three participants had signed up for receiving notifications on a research
project on diet and MS in the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society. Two interviews were conducted in
the participants’ homes, and one interview was conducted at the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society.
The scale consisting of two subscales (symptoms and functions) was introduced to three
participants in cognitive interviews to examine if the items and rating scales were meaningful and
easy to understand for a respondent [22,23]. In each session participants were asked to fill out the
questionnaire, while the interviewer observed if certain items seemed to cause doubt. Participants
were furthermore ask to think-aloud. The interviewer took notes on paper, and after the
questionnaire had been completed, the participant was asked to elaborate on their thoughts by
prompting (e.g. “I noticed that you hesitated when completing this item. Was there anything
confusing about the item?”). The interviewer continued by asking how a participant understood
each of the symptoms and functions, and if they could give an example of their experience with e.g.
spasticity. After interviews, the interviewers notes were shared and discussed together with possible
adjustment with author LK.
Pilot study: Pre-testing of questions

In August 2017, a small pilot study was conducted with the MS scale to get a temporal perspective
on the scales and examine if it would be sensitive enough to capture day-to-day changes and
suitable for self-administration. Fifteen people with MS that had indicated interest in a research
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project by the Danish MS Patient Society, were sent an invitation to fill out the scale on three
consecutive days, followed by an evaluation that could be written or if preferred conducted as a
telephone interview with author AK.
Participants that accepted the invitation to the three-day pilot study, received and filled out sociodemographic information (e.g. sex, age, MS type, year of diagnosis) and participant consent prior to
getting the survey. Following enrolment, each participant received an email with an online link to
the survey. Each survey consisted of participant initials, the MS scale and a text box for potential
comments.
After three days, participants were sent an email that asked them to evaluate the scale based on
content, understandability, amount of time spent, response options/scales, and overall impression.
Written evaluations were collected through SurveyXact [24], and oral evaluations were conducted
as telephone interviews with author AK as interviews. Notes were taken by the interviewer during
telephone interviews.

Results
Development of scale

Sixteen factors were extracted from the data material. Each factor represented a symptom that had
been experienced by participants in interviews, survey, and focus group interviews. The potential
items were discussed between authors AK, LK, and LSK to decide how a factor could be worded in
an item, and how it would fit with potential response and rating scales.
Factors were assigned an item each, and in this process we divided the factors into symptoms and
functions, as we identified to distinct categories in the material. Fatigue is an example of a symptom
that can be absent or present with different severities, while mood is a function that can be better or
worse than the day before, but it cannot be absent.
Visual analogue scales and Likert-scales were considered as response options, but to ensure
sufficient sensitivity and reproducibility, an 11-point numerical rating scale was chosen for both
symptoms and functions [25,26]. Nine symptoms were each rated on a 11-points numerical rating
scale scale ranging from 0 (“Symptom not experienced”) to 10 (“Symptom experienced as worst
possible”). Seven functions were also rated on an 11-points likert scale ranging from -5 (Function
much worse than yesterday) to +5 (Function much better than yesterday) with 0 being no change.
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Evaluations from the two neurologists and MS-specialized nurse led to the change of wording in
several items. For example, Sexual dysfunction was changed to Sex life to improve understanding,
but also to avoid negative connotations when possible. Furthermore, the functions item Cognition
was elaborated with Difficulty concentrating and Memory problems to avoid clinical terms that may
be familiar to individuals that have been diagnosed for several years, but not to those who are
recently diagnosed.
Cognitive interviews

The cognitive interviews demonstrated satisfactory levels of face validity with few items as
exceptions. Changes were made in the wording of the response scales, as well as a change of the
wording in the introduction question before the functions to ensure that the introduction was easily
understood. All of the three participants indicated experiencing three or more symptoms, and that
two or more functions had changed since the day before. Participants commented on the layout, and
one participant asked for a more clear presentation of the response scales and how to indicate a
response. In the following layouts of the paper-pen version, the layout of the response rating scales
have been changed from a slider to a numerical scale with ten steps and an introductory line to each
subscale that explains how to indicate a response.
Pilot study

In the pilot study, nine people accepted the invitation to fill out the questionnaire for three days in a
row. Three participants completed all three days, and six completed one or two days. One
participant did not respond to the emails with link to the survey.
The average time for filling out the questionnaire was 6 minutes and 12 seconds, ranging from 37
seconds to and 22 minutes. In the questionnaire, a text box for comments was placed. The text box
was mainly used after the first entry, and the corresponding response times were among the highest
for the first day to. Those who filled out a second or a third time achieved lowest response times.
Comments were mainly providing a context for participants’ responses (e.g. having just been sick)
or commenting on the digital survey’s layout.
Results showed varying responses in terms of symptoms severity and functions changing. Two out
of three participants who filled out all three days in the test, had changing patterns with at least one
symptom spanning 5+ steps on the scale. The third participant had a very stable response across
days on both symptoms and functions items.
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Four participants were interviewed on phone, three participants gave a written evaluation, and one
participant did not respond to the evaluation. In interviews and written evaluations, participants
expressed that the scale had been easy and fast to fill out. Three participants wished that it would be
possible to provide more context to the items with e.g. having the text box as part of the
questionnaire. When asked if it was because a symptom or a function was not covered by the
questionnaire, participants stated that it was more related to some symptoms or functions where it
would be hard to distinguish between MS or other factors as the cause of an increase or decrease in
a given item. The pilot study did not lead to any adjustments in items.

The MS survey

The final and adjusted MS survey consists of 16 items with two subscales. Subscale one reports on
nine symptoms and subscale two in seven functions related to MS. The scale was developed and
tested in Danish, and the translation in this manuscript is a direct translation with no adjustments to
cultural difference and similar, see figure 1.

Part 1
How have your MS symptoms been today?
Circle your response in each line
Non-existent

Worst possible

Fatigue

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Walking difficulty

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Sensory disturbances

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dizziness

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Muscle weakness

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Spasticity

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pain

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Bladder dysfunction

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Bowel dysfunction

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Part two
How have following functions changed today compared to yesterday?
Circle your response in each line
Much worse

Unchanged

Much better

Concentration and memory
issues

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Vision

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Balance

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Fine motor skills

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Energy levels

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Mood

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Sexual life

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Discussion
In this paper we present the MS survey which assesses symptoms and function related to MS
through 16 items. The scale is self-reported, and the items were generated based on material from
interviews, survey, and focus group interviews with individuals with MS.
Cognitive interviews and the small-scale pilot study indicate that the scale is responsive to changes
in symptoms and functions, and that it has satisfactory face validity and content validity. The scale
items are based on material collected in a study on MS, diet, and lifestyle factors [18]. As the study
aim was not specifically focused on uncovering all symptoms and functions affecting individuals
with MS, we may have missed items and factors in the item generation process. However, no
additional items were added to the item pool in the test phases, and the content is in line with earlier
questionnaires with different structures [13,15]
The scale is based on self-reported measures. Changes in symptoms and functions in MS may not
be directly linked to the underlying disease activity [27,28], and the scale should not be considered
a clinical tool for assessing such. However, fluctuations and symptoms affect the perceived disease
burden among individuals with MS [2,28,29], and the MS survey may be an important measure to
assess how interventions affect individuals with MS in an everyday life setting.
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The initial phases of the MS survey’s item and scale development show satisfactory results. The MS
survey is currently undergoing a large-scale validation to establish psychometric properties.
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Abstract
Introduction
Digital data collection has the potential to reduce participant burden in research projects that require
extensive registrations from participants. To achieve this potential, the digital data collection tool
needs to address potential barriers related to digital skills or participant characteristics.
Objective
In this study, we seek to identify factors that may affect motivation for participation and adoption of
a digital data collection tool in a research project on nutrition and multiple sclerosis (MS).
Methods
The study was designed as a sequential mixed methods study with three phases. In phase one, 15
semi-structured interviews were conducted with individuals with MS. Interview guide frameworks
were based on dimensions from the eHealth literacy framework and the Health education Impact
questionnaire. Data from phase one was analyzed in a content analysis, and findings were used to
inform the survey design in phase two that validates the results from the content analysis in a larger
population. The survey consisted of 14 items, and it was sent to 1000 individuals with MS
(response rate 42,5%). In phase three, findings from phase one and two were discussed in relation to
how these factors might affect motivation for participation and adoption of the digital tool.
Results
The following three categories were identified in the content analysis of the 15 individual
interviews: 1) Life with MS, 2) Use of technology, and 3) Incentives for participation. Phase one
findings were tested in phase two’s survey in a larger population (n = 1000). Majority of
participants were comfortable using smartphone technologies and participated actively on social
media platforms. MS symptoms did cause limitations to the use of web pages and apps when the
given pages had “screen clutter”, too many colors, or too small buttons.
Life with MS meant that most participants had to ration their energy levels. Support from family
and friends was important to participants, but support could also come in the form of physical aids
(walking aids and similar) and digital aids (reminders, calendar functions, medication management).
Factors that could discourage participation were particularly related to time it would take every day,
and lack of good tool for digital data collection with easy-to-use design.
Biggest motivations for participation were to contribute to research in MS, to learn more about
one’s own MS and what affects it, and to be able to exchange experiences with other people with
MS.
Conclusions
MS causes limitations that put demands on the tool developed for digital data collection. The tool
can facilitate good chances of high adoption rates, but the tool needs to be supplemented with clear
and simple project design and continuous communication to participants. Motivation factors should
be taken into consideration in both project design and data collection tool.
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Introduction
People with multiple sclerosis (MS), an autoimmune inflammatory disease in the central nervous
system, turn to diet as a complementary treatment, but very little evidence exists on the relationship
between MS disease activity and nutrition [1–4]. Consequently, patient representatives in the
Danish Multiple Sclerosis Patient Society proposed to initiate investigations of the field, and in
2016, the patient society established a research project, the KosMuS project, in collaboration with
University of Copenhagen. The aim was to explore potential correlations between nutrition and MS
disease activity by inviting people with MS to register nutrition intake, lifestyle factors, and daily
changes in MS for up to 100 days.
Daily records of symptom manifestations and diet provided the most suitable data for this kind of
study [5–7]. However, keeping a daily record of diet and symptoms is an extensive task for
participants [8,9]. A digital data collection using a smartphone-based tool for daily registrations has
the potential to reduce participant burden and improve data quality by providing a more convenient
tool than traditional paper and pen registration [10].
To achieve the full potential of a digital solution it is critically to obtain an knowledge about how
various factors may either facilitate or create a barrier to the everyday gathering of data for people
living with MS.
We here report on how we have identified factors that may influence the motivation to use a digital
data collection tool aimed to enable people living with MS to report on MS symptoms, diet, and
lifestyle factors in the KosMuS research project.
We use a sequential mixed methods design, which combines interviews, survey, and focus group
interviews to gain in-depth knowledge through qualitative phases that are validated in a larger
population in a quantitative format.
To assist with the initial identification of factors that may influence the use of a digital solution in
the context of a chronic condition, we used the eHealth literacy framework (eHLF) [11]
supplemented with selected dimensions from the Health Education Impact Questionnaire (heiQ)
[12]. The eHLF combined with dimensions from heiQ serves as a theoretical framework to guide
the development of questions for the semi-structured interviews in the study’s first phase. The
attributes described in eHLF and the selected heiQ dimensions may together influence users’
motivations to participate and report data on their MS.
With its seven dimensions, eHLF helps to understand the users by focusing on knowledge, skills,
trust, motivation, and user experience with the system aspect. eHLF’s dimensions are comprised of:
1. Ability to process information, 2. Engagement in own health, 3. Ability to engage actively with
digital services, 4. Feeling safe and in control, 5. Motivation to engage with digital services, 6.
Having access to systems that work, and 7. Digital services that suit individual needs [11].
The three selected dimensions from heiQ complement eHLF with the addition of personal attributes
related attitude, insight, and social interaction. The three dimensions are: 1. Positive and active
engagement in life, 5. Self-monitoring and insight, and 7. Social integration and support [12].
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Methods
The sequential mixed methods design used in this study consists of three phases. In phase one,
fifteen semi-structured interviews were conducted with people with MS. Two out of three
categories identified in the analysis of phase one interviews were substantiated in a larger
population in the phase two survey. Findings from both phase one and two described eHealth
literacy levels, health behavior, and attitude towards research participation in the participant
population. All findings were discussed in three focus group interviews in phase three to explore
how these would could affect adoption and participation in the KosMuS research project. An
overview of study design is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of study design

Data collection
This study’s data collection was conducted together with a second part that explored how
individuals with MS experience nutrition to affect their MS disease activity. Following data
collection, the two parts were handled and analyzed separately. A detailed description of the data
collection is presented together with the findings on diet and MS [13].
Phase one: Semi-structured interviews

Guided by the eHLQ and heiQ frameworks, interview guides were based on the seven dimensions
in eHLF and three dimension from the heiQ. The dimensions were chosen by authors AK and LK
through discussions that carefully examined the study aim compared to descriptors for each of the
dimensions. The selection was furthermore based on other studies’ experiences with using the
concepts as frameworks for qualitative studies instead of scale constructs which both eHLF and
heiQ were originally developed for [15].
Based on the selected dimensions, authors AK and LK constructed seven items for the interview
guide. Each item and its sub-topics for conversation reflects one to three dimensions from eHLF or
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heiQ. A short introduction to the KosMuS project and two items that invited participants to share
their thoughts on project design followed the seven items in the interview guide.
Two pilot interviews were conducted to test interview guide and the framework’s coverage. Pilot
interviews were conducted by author AK who interviewed two individuals with MS at the Danish
MS Patient Society’s premises in Valby. Following the interview, the two participants provided
feedback on the items. Their interview responses and item feedback was combined with
interviewer’s notes, and then discussed between all three authors with consideration to study aim,
participant experience, framework coverage, and the interviewer’s role. All nine items were kept in
the interview guide, but several item adjustments were made. The pilot interviews are not included
in the final dataset. A selection of items and their relation to the conceptual dimensions is found in
table 1.
Table 1. Examples of interview guide items and their relation to framework dimensions
Dimensions
Questions and potential points for
conversation
Can you give me one or more examples on a
teknologi that is not nice to use?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Design
Functionality
Aids
Difficulty level / skills

Which kind of support do you have in everyday
life? Related or unrelated to MS.
a.
b.
c.
d.

eHLQ. Dimension 3. Ability to actively
engage with digital services
eHLQ. Dimension 7. Digital services
suit individual needs

heiQ. Dimension 1. The positive and
active engagement in life

Family and friends
Assistants and health professionals heiQ. Dimension 7. Social integration
Technology
and support.
Tools and aids

Fifteen semi-structured interviews were conducted in July-August 2016. Participants were recruited
through a post on the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Patient Society’s Facebook page and from the
Multiple Sclerosis Hospital in Haslev, Denmark [13]. The interviews were conducted by author AK
and lasted 25 to 75 minutes. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed by author AK, and
all participants were given a pseudonym.
Phase two: Survey

Two out of three categories identified in the phase two content analysis of interviews were further
investigated in a survey. The survey format was chosen to investigate these findings in a larger
population, and in a population that was less invested in the study than those who had contacted the
research group or accepted an invitation for a face-to-face interview. To gain advantage of the
combination of semi-structured interviews and survey, the survey instrument was presented in a
simple, concrete and highly contextualized manner related to the Danish MS Society. The survey
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was distributed with a minimal time gap, and data was gathered to compare data to the findings
from the interviews [16].
A draft for survey items was constructed by authors AK and LK based on findings and overall study
aim. The draft was closely scrutinized and adjusted in a meeting with all three authors. The authors
focused on phrasing the items as closely as possible to the interview findings to ensure alignment
[16]. 14 items were constructed for the survey, and an excerpt is presented in table 2.
Table 2. Excerpt of survey items sent out to 1000 individuals with multiple sclerosis.
In everyday life I need to ration my energy because of MS
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
What would be the most important reason(s) for participating in a research project like this?
Choose up to three of the options.
To contribute to research in MS
To learn more about myself and my MS
To assist in weightloss
To pass on my own experiences about MS and diet
To exchange experiences with other people with MS
At deltage aktivt i et forskningsprojekt
To learn more about nutrition and lifestyle

The survey was constructed and managed in digitally via SurveyXact [17]. It was sent out by email
to a randomized sample of 1000 people from the Danish MS Society member database [13]. A
reminder was sent to non-respondents after 10 days.
Phase three: Focus group interviews

The final phase of this study consisted of three focus group interviews that explored how findings
from phase one and two could inform project design and development of the digital data collection
tool.
The group dynamic in focus group interviews allow for an often deeper and richer data material,
created through the social interaction facilitated by the interviewer [18]. All three interviews
included an exercise, in which participants were asked to collaboratively rank and discuss reasons
and incentives for participating in a digital health research project on nutrition and MS.
The three focus group interviews were conducted in the Danish MS Society in Valby, Denmark (3,
4, and 5 participants in each) in January 2017 [13]. Participants were recruited from a list of people
who had signed up for receiving updates on the KosMuS study. Interviews lasted 90 to 125
minutes, and were recorded on Dictaphone and later transcribed by author AK [19].
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Data analysis
Semi-structured interviews

Data was analyzed using content analysis [20]. This method allowed for a deductive coding of
statements and topics related to eHealth literacy, empowerment, or health behavior dimensions,
while still leaving room for the inclusion of inductively identified categories. Interviews were coded
in nVivo [19]. Interviews were coded by author AK. After coding of the first three interviews, the
coding strategy was carefully reviewed and discussed with author LK. These three interviews were
then re-coded based on the adjusted coding strategy. Codes were printed out on paper, and grouped
into categories that were named. This work was conducted by author AK, followed by two session
in which all three authors participated and reviewed codes and categories.
Survey

Results of the survey were closely scrutinized by the authors, and basic descriptive statistics were
used to identify response patterns [21]. Summarized responses were then compared to the earlier
findings from the interviews.
Focus group interviews

The transcribed focus group interviews were deductively coded according to identified categories
from the analysis of semi-structured interviews. Coding was conducted in nVivo [19]. Coding
strategy and excerpts of coded material were discussed with authors LK and LS. Code content was
compared to findings from previous phases, and the results were discussed between the authors.
Based on this, the results were divided into factors that could encourage or discourage participation.

Results
Six men and nine women, mean age ~49 years (ranging from 31 to 70 years) accepted an invitation
to an individual interview in phase one. In the phase three focus group interviews, two men and ten
women mean age ~50 years (ranging from 26 to 61 years) participated. 79% of the survey
participants were women, and the mean age among all survey participants was ~52 years (ranging
from 19 to 77 years). The participants across all three phases represented varying types and stages
of MS, and had on average been diagnosed for ~12 years. An overview of participant’s sociodemographic distribution is shown in table 3.
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Table 3. Socio-demographic distribution of participants in interviews, survey, and focus group
interviews.
Phase two
Phase four
Phase three
(N=425)
(N = 15)
(N = 12)
Sex
Female

10

79% (334)

10

Male

5

21% (91)

2

18-29

1

3% (14)

1

30-39

3

15% (64)

1

40-49

5

24% (100)

2

50-59

5

32% (135)

5

60-69

1

20% (87)

3

Age

70-79

6% (25)

Type of MS
Relapseremitting

9

60% (257)

8

Secondary
progressive

2

13% (57)

2

Primary
progressive

3

17% (74)

2

Don’t know

1

9% (37)

Year of diagnosis
1989 or earlier

9% (41)

1990-1999

2

20% (84)

3

2000-2009

7

37% (158)

8

2010 or later

6

33% (142)

1
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Seven of the interview participants in phase one, and all twelve participants in phase three were
invited from a list of individuals with MS who had signed up for updates on the KosMuS project on
nutrition and MS. Eight of the interview participants and all survey participants were invited
without having shown prior interest in KosMuS. The identified categories in the interview analysis
of phase one were present among both those who had indicated interest themselves, and those who
an invitation was reached out to. However, participants who had indicated interest in the project and
considered themselves likely participants in the KosMuS project were less concerned of
overcoming factors that might act as barriers.

Findings from phase one interviews and phase two survey
The content analysis of the phase one interviews identified the following three categories: 1) Life
with MS, 2) Use of technology, 3) Incentives for participation. The first category represents the
context of living with MS and factors that influence participants’ everyday life and the activities
they participate in. Category 2 relates to the everyday use of technology with regards to both skill
and attitude towards the use. The final category contains participants’ thoughts on and motivations
for participation in research projects in general and the KosMuS project specifically.
In the following, each category is presented together with the findings from phase two survey.
These are followed by a presentation of the findings from phase three focus group interviews, which
are summarized focusing on factors that encourage or discourage adoption and participation.
Life with MS

The analysis of the semi-structured interviews showed that participants to a varying extend
experienced that their everyday life was shaped by living with MS. Factors related to life with MS
that were identified as potential influencers on the participation in a research project with digital
data collections was divided into three sub-categories. These were: 1) Physical and cognitive
limitations, 2) Disease management in everyday life, and 9 The social aspect and sharing with
other.
Physical and cognitive limitations

Participants described how they felt limited in daily activities due to their MS. For some
participants with more severe disease progression, physical and cognitive symptoms were part of
everyday life, while other participants primarily experienced limiting symptoms when experiencing
relapses or particularly stressful times in their lives.
Participants with more severe disease progression had more aids to minimize the amount of
limitations caused by physical symptoms. Physical symptoms included, but were not limited to,
decreased walking ability, fine motor skills impairment, visual impairment, and digestive issues.
”If I’m expected to do something. At a certain time, and I’m running late. Then I become desperate.
Because… They [legs] just go numb”. (Female, 51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 1.1)
While some limitations were caused by physical symptoms, the cognitive symptoms of MS affected
all participants. These symptoms included memory impairment, lack of focus, and most-mentioned
fatigue and lack of energy.
”If I have times where I have a lot to do, then I really feel that it will be followed by a period of time
where I have a lot less energy.” (Female, 63 years, diagnosed in 2001, ID: 1.4)
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Participants tried to incorporate rest into their schedule and for some participants the lack of
energy meant that they would have to say no to things:
”[I] try to say no to things that I would have liked to participate in. But where I know that right now
my system needs rest”. (Female, 31 years, diagnosed in 2014, ID: 1.5)
Compared to physical symptoms, the limitations caused by cognitive symptoms were more present
in the participants’ minds, and they were very aware of the limited amount of energy they
possessed, and how it should be prioritized how to spend it. Limitations caused by cognitive
symptoms were harder to explain to the surrounding world.
”It is hard when people don’t… Well, it’s hard for people to understand what goes on inside my
body. Because only I can feel it” (Female, 56 years, diagnosed in 1997, ID: 1.9)
While all participants experienced constant or periodically symptoms that caused limitations in
everyday life, they all had individual symptom patterns, with some experiencing ten symptoms at
once, and other only brief experiences of either cognitive or physical symptoms.
”But it’s not that I crash [energy-wise]. Then I just need to sit down and figure it out. My tiredness
is here [points to legs], not here [points to head]. (Female, 51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 1.1)
“It’s so different how we feel MS, so you just need to bring a filter [when talking to others with MS]
and think ”Oh well, that [advice] is not really directed at me, so I can’t use that information for
anything”. (Male, 31 years, diagnosed since 2014, ID: 1.3)
Psychologically, a majority of participants mentioned that they had to avoid putting pressure on
themselves, ration their resources and as a result of this sometimes say no to invitations.
In general, participants who had been diagnosed for longer experienced more symptoms and felt
more limited by them in everyday life. However, in the younger part of the population, participants
were still affected by fatigue and periodical symptoms. Since more people in the younger part of the
population were under education, had full-time jobs, and young children, these objectively less
severe symptoms were still considered to cause significant limitations in their everyday life.
These main findings from the sub-category on physical and cognitive symptoms were gathered into
survey items. In this, 73% answered that they experienced fatigue on a daily basis, and 78% related
daily changes in energy levels to MS. When responding to the statement “I feel limited because of
my MS ” 75% percent answered agree or strongly agree. 85% of the respondents said that they felt
the need to ration their energy on days where they experienced MS symptoms, and 46% said that
they sometimes turn down arrangement or social events due to the MS. See table 4 for an overview
of survey results.
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Table 4. Overview of survey results (n = 425)
Indicate how much you disagree or agree with
the following statements:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

When I was diagnosed, there was a time where it
was difficult to relate to anything else than the
disease

9%

22%

34%

34%

I feel limited because of my MS

8%

18%

48%

27%

I need to ration my energy in everyday life
because of my MS

8%

8%

41%

43%

I often say no to things because of my MS

18%

35%

31%

15%

I use reminders and/or calendar to remember
appointments and tasks

9%

12%

40%

40%

I am often in doubt if my symptoms are caused by
MS

9%

32%

40%

19%

If I take MS disease-modifying medication, my
quality of life decreases

41%

36%

15%

8%

I make an effort to avoid that my MS makes me
appear different from others

6%

18%

46%

30%

It is important to me that I experience social
support, when I need it

1%

9%

51%

38%

It means a lot to me to participate in networks
(with other people with MS)

16%

44%

30%

9%

It is my responsibility to learn to live with MS

1%

1%

41%

56%

Disease management

Seven out of nine participants with relapse-remitting MS were on disease-modifying drugs.
Participants on disease-modifying drugs reported that they were affected by side effects on the short
term, and that they felt unsure of whether the medication would have the wished effect on the long
term. “But you’re at a point where you don’t dare to [not take the medication].” (Female, 43 years,
diagnosed in 2014, ID: 1.2)
“You’re completely trapped in ’Should I stay or should I go’. All the time. Because you know that
the chemistry in that medication is awful, but on the other hand, you have no idea what happens
and a lot happens with this disease all the time, and you’re constantly reminded of it” (Male, 51
years, diagnosed since 2012, ID: 1.6)
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Participant who had chosen not to take disease-modifying drugs, reasoned it with the number of
side effects or a wish to avoid the harsh drugs and instead try managing the disease with
complementary medicine and lifestyle choices. “Because my experience is that the medication has
so many side effect that the quality of life is more affected by the medication than by the MS.”
(Female, 63 years, diagnosed in 2001, ID: 1.4)
The majority of participants had or considered complementary treatments, which included yoga,
acupuncture, different types of massage, mindfulness, nutrition supplements, and specific diets.
These activities were mainly chosen with the hope of relieving symptoms or disease activity.
However, several participants also used these activities to increase their emotional wellbeing, and
as tools to deal with e.g. the uncertainty of the disease progression and daily changes that caused
worries.
“When I was diagnosed we’d lived in our house for a year. And I thought, okay, was it a mistake to
buy a house with two floors?” (Female, 40 years, diagnosed since 2016, ID: 1.7)
While the analysis of the interviews indicated that participants found the disease modifying drugs to
be a necessary evil, less than half (39%) of the survey respondents agreed that taking medication
affected their daily quality of life.
The Social aspect and sharing with others

The interview analysis revealed that participants in general consider family and other social support
an important part of handling life with an MS diagnosis. The family and social network often act as
informal caretakers that aid the participant in everyday life tasks that they have difficulty
performing themselves.
”In the beginning it took me a long time to accept that this is now how I walk. So if my daughter
was together with me, I would put a hand on her shoulder to steady my gait” (Female, 51 years,
diagnosed in 2012, ID: 1.1)
But apart from being there as a support in everyday life, several participants described how their
spouse were the main driver for lifestyle changes related to MS and for staying up-to-date with
new treatments. This was mainly expressed by male participants.
Participant: I wouldn’t get it done [participate in KosMuS]. No. But I thinks she would like to.
Interviewer: Your wife?
Participant: Yes, yes. She would. She would. She is very interested in what she can do to make it
[the MS] better, right? ” (Male, 49 years, diagnosed in 2000, ID: 1.14)
However, in general, participants underlined that they considered it their own responsibility to have
a good life and cope with the disease. This point of view was mainly expressed by participants who
had made active decisions on lifestyle and complementary treatments following the MS diagnosis.
“I have a family and kids, and I believe they deserve that I take good care of myself. And it’s my
responsibility. It’s not someone else’s responsibility”. (Female, 43 years, diagnosed in 2014, ID:
1.2)
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Some participants found it beneficial to participate in networks with other people diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis. This could be through patient networks at the Danish MS Society, working as a
volunteer at the patient society, or by participating or following digital patient networks on social
media. The primary reason for participating in these seemed to be to get the chance to exchange
experiences with other patients, and to get advice on medical and complementary treatments. Two
participants described patient networks on social media as a convenient way to avoid feeling alone
with the disease.
However, to some participants, networks and groups on especially social media, negatively
increased their awareness of the disease. In general participants with few MS symptoms found that
the groups were too focused on disease, and on the contrary participants who had been diagnosed
for more years found it discouraging when other people with MS had higher functional levels than
themselves.
“And it [being part of an online MS community] has of course been good, but also a little bad.
Because it’s a lot of focus on the disease, and eh, you hear a lot about those who are very sick”
(Female, 40 years, diagnosed since 2016, ID: 1.7)
”For example. There’s one [Facebook group] that is about exercise and MS. […] But among the
members was someone who was competing in Miss Fitness or something. She worked out
constantly. And hard workouts. She worked out like I used to do. And it was just depressing for me.
And I felt like that kind of posts weren’t really appropriate for an MS page” (Female, 43 years,
diagnosed in 2014, ID: 1.2)
Survey responses supported the interview analyses with 89% agreeing that social support was
important to them in relation to their MS, but also that they considered it their own responsibility to
learn how to live their MS (97% agree or strongly agree). The ambivalence of interacting with other
people with MS was reflected in the response to the statement “It means a lot to me to participate in
networks (with other people with MS)”, with 39% responding agree or strongly agree, and 61%
disagree or strongly disagree.
Use of Technology

All participants used computers and cellphones in everyday life. 14 out of 15 participants owned
and used a smartphone, and most participants had access to both computers and tablets. The
majority of participants (12 out of 15) had social media accounts and used services as Facebook and
Instagram daily. These accounts were mainly used to stay in contact with family and friends, but six
participants also mentioned social media as a way to participate in digital MS patient networks, and
to stay up-to-date with recent research in the field. Digital public services that are mandatory for
Danish citizens were described as convenient but hard to use for some of the participants.
Even though all participants used technology on a daily basis, some experienced technology as a
cause of frustrations.
”… and I said that I’ve already submitted it, but she couldn’t see it. I have been on [public website],
but now we have to do it again and I almost cannot take it. You know? But, it’s just. Arhh. But I
have to figure it out” (Female, 51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 1.1)
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Smartphone-based technology was considered positive for its ability to facilitate easy
communication with social network, but also negative because of the constant interruptions and
the expectation of constantly being online. This was mainly evident among older participants, but
younger participants too expressed how they sometimes felt that smartphones were too present
in their lives.
”But I can sometimes dream about taking my smartphone and conducting a small memorial
service for it and say thank you. And then throw a rose on top. But you don’t do something like
that, I know. Because all the kids [grandchildren] go calling me on it. (Male, 70 years, diagnosed
since 2004, ID: 1.11)
”And then you just have to check it. An then you just need to see who has written you. You just
have to see if there’s something, and to see if you’re important. You’re not. I think it has become to
much”. (Female, 51 years, diagnosed in 2012, ID: 1.1)
When participants described apps or web-based applications they enjoyed using, key words
included simple design, accessibility (preferably with one-point entry to all needed functions), easy
overview, and apps that provided a service that wasn’t available anywhere else or was easier to use
than the analogue one. While some participants related these preferences to their digital skill level
or personal taste, others found it necessary because of their MS. One participant used the term
“screen clutter” to describe digital services that had too small a font, too many ads, and too many
colors. All of these made it hard for her to focus on days where her visual impairment was most
noticeable, she would give up using services because of “screen clutter”. Several participants,
mostly among those who had been diagnosed for more years, described problems with small fonts,
many colors and ads, and small buttons. One younger participant who experienced the same issues
thought that the solution could be a bigger screen, but she was not interested in switching.
The problem is not that there aren’t phones with bigger screens. It’s just because I don’t want to
look handicapped. That’s something completely else. (Female, 41 years, diagnosed in 1997, ID:
1.10)
Just like the apps could be an obstacle to people with multiple sclerosis, they could also support
them with tools in everyday life with the disease. Participants especially used reminder apps to
remember medication, grocery lists, calendar appointments, and general reminders. Two
participants used memory game apps with the purpose to prevent cognitive decline. One participant
used a spreadsheet to keep track of side effects and disease progression. Notes from the sheets were
brought to consultations to back up questions that the participant might have in regards of i.e.
medication or side-effects.
In the survey, 80% said that they used (digital) tools (such as calendars, reminders, etc) to help them
in everyday life. These responses were in line with the findings from the interview analyses. 76%
agreed to the statement “I make an effort to avoid that MS makes me appear different from others”.

Participation and incentives

Participants’ reflections were mainly divided into thoughts on participation, motivation, and more
specific wishes on how to design the technology for a digital data collection.
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Patients had a variety of incentives and counter-incentives for participating in the projects as data
gatherers. To participate in research and contribute to research seemed to be one of the most
prevalent incentives for participating.
“The biggest motivation would actually be that ”Now we really managed to make something really
good that others can benefit from, and that I have participated in that” (Female, 41 years,
diagnosed in 2002, ID: 1.8)
Other incentives included a personal interest in nutrition and lifestyle, weight loss, contribute with
own knowledge and experiences to get a more positive perspective on MS, contribute with own
experiences and learn more from other people’s experiences, to gain knowledge about yourself, and
to find out something useful in cooperation with others.
“Because I do research in my disease everyday and learn something new from living with it. […}
And I would like to share my knowledge” (Female, 63 years, diagnosed in 2001, ID: 1.4)
12 out of 15 participants stated that they would be interested in participating. The analysis result
seemed to show a correlation between anticipated participation and whether or not a participant
considered nutrition to have an influence on MS.
“I think it [diet and nutrition] works for me. And I have no doubts that I have to participate in
something like this” (Male, 51 years, diagnosed since 2012, ID: 1.6)
“I have asked here [at the MS hospital] if you could get advice on what is good to eat, but no. And
therefore I really don’t think it matters what you eat. So I think it’s a waste of time to do research
in this field” (Male, 59 years, diagnosed in 2004, ID: 1.15)
However, two participants would like to join the project, even though they did not believe that we
would find anything.
“But that’s because I really advocate for research, and I think it’s exciting because so many people
say that they don’t eat this and that. And there’s so much talking. And I’m saying that it [nutrition]
does not help. But maybe I’ll be convinced. You’ll never know.” (Male, 70 years, diagnosed since
2004, ID: 1.11)
While, the majority would like to participate, several of the participants worried about the
complexity and daily time consumption.
”I’m wondering if it will be too much of a hassle, and if you’ll get it done [the daily registration]”.
(Female, 39 years, diagnosed in 2009, ID: 1.12)
Worries were related to the complexity of the nutrition registration, the amount of information,
and how detailed the nutrition intake would have to be for data to be useful. Participants were
worried that they would forget the registration or not have the time to do it every day. A few
participants had previously made diet diaries, and they were less concerned about the extend of
the task.
“You know, for me it’s no problem to register nutrition intake. I have tried that before. A few times”
(Female, 43 years, diagnosed in 2014, ID: 1.2)
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Participants, worried about the complexity of daily registrations were reflected in their thoughts
about the app design. It was a unanimous wish that the app should be well made, simple, easy to
use, big font size, nothing unnecessary and few things on each page to limit distractions.
“It doesn’t have to be fancy pansy. The most important thing is that it [the digital tool] is easy to
use” (Female, 40 years, diagnosed since 2016, ID: 1.7)
Some participants had ideas for features that they were missing in other apps. This included MS
cookbooks, medication reminders, step counters and similar. While many participants had these
wishes, they were not necessarily consistent with the project idea. The analysis highlighted the most
important feature as:
”But remember, it needs to be simple design and simple to do, because otherwise we don’t want
in at all”. (Female, 41 years, diagnosed in 2002, ID: 1.8).
In the following survey, when asked about if respondents could imagine participating in a project
like KosMuS 21% answered definitely, 9% yes, depending on how good the app is, 28% yes,
depending on the workload, and 43% answered that they would not be interested in participating.
Out of those who were interested in participation, the main motivations for participation were
listed as the contribution to research and the possibility of learning more about themselves and
their MS. When asked to estimate an acceptable workload per day, participants answer from 4 to
60 minutes with an average of 16 minutes.

Focus group interviews: Finding the motivation
In each focus group interview, the KosMuS project was presented together with the findings from
phase one and two. Participants then discussed how the findings in each of the three categories
could encourage or discourage participation in the project and adoption of the tool for digital data
collection. In the following sections, findings from the focus group interviews are grouped into
reasons for not participating and motivations to participate.
All 12 focus group interview participants considered themselves potential participants, and had
already indicated interest in the project by signing up for news and later invitation. However, the
majority of participants emphasized that there were a number of conditions that would have to be
met for them before they would enroll.
Reasons for not participating

Some participants stated that they had plenty of time to spare in daily life, but for the majority of
participants, the amount of time spent daily on registrations would be a crucial factor for their
decision to enroll in the research project or not. Available time that could be allocated was affected
by family, work, and parts related to living a life with MS symptoms. All participants agreed with
the survey response that indicated a maximum of 15 minutes spread out over the day.
Participants in first focus group interview underlined that it was important to them that they could
make these registrations whenever it fit with their schedule and not on specific times during the day.
One participant expressed: “It is not that I don’t want to spend time on the registrations.. But I think
it would help if the invitation contained very clear instruction and details on how much time you
can expect to spend and when” (Male, 61 years, diagnosed in 2008 ID: 3.4). This was
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supplemented by: “Yes, it needs to be clear.. I think that some might choose not to participate if it is
not clear how much it takes from you so you don’t think you have to sit at work and spend time [on
registrations]” (Female, 37 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID 3.5).
The results of the analysis indicated that when talking about the importance of daily time
consumption in the project, participants wanted simple registrations that were convenient and not
considered invasive in relation to their everyday life routines. Participants particularly emphasized
the importance of convenience in a project like KosMuS that stretches over several months. This
also included being able to do everything from home: “The biggest obstacle to me is if it’s on of
those research project where you have to have blood samples taken and show up for thing all the
time.” (Female, 44 years, diagnosed in 2005, ID: 3.1)
”I agree. […] I would think that it was a problem to take time off from work. Spend the whole day
on it.”
(Female, 37 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID 3.5)
Convenience was also main priority for participants when talking about potential registration
modes: “I don’t use my computer every day, but I do use my smartphone” (FG3). Participants
favored smartphones because of the flexibility that allowed participants to register on the go, and
not worrying about bringing papers or computers with you.
Flexibility in the registrations was important to participants, but the nature of especially the
nutrition registrations also initiated long discussions in all three interviews. Participants were not
scared off by daily registrations, but they did express worries about the complexity and detail of
registrations. “The thing about… That now I’m gonna have yoghurt. Then I go into the app and
choose yoghurt, but then I have to weigh my yoghurt, and then I have to find the scale. I don’t know.
” (Female, 51 years, diagnosed since 1995, ID: 3.8)
Participant (3.5): ”I can’t really imagine that you’re gonna do this.. But if you had to weigh each
and every food item”
Participant (3.2): “No”
Participant (3.1): “That would be too much. It would be okay to do in the beginning to find out how
much. As a start to measure your meals the first week or so.”
Participant (3.4): ”Yes. But no more than that”
(Female, 37 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID 3.5)
(Female, 56 years, diagnosed since 2007, ID: 3.2)
(Female, 44 years, diagnosed in 2005, ID: 3.1)
(Male, 61 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID: 3.4)
Participants were interested in easy registrations where it was okay to make estimates of portion
size. In the third interview, they also emphasized the importance of this in relation to “bad days
with MS”. Days where symptoms increased might be the most important ones to register, but also
the hardest for the participants to find the energy to do so.
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Talking about nutrition and the hypotheses on MS being affected by nutrition, several participants
raised the concern that projects like KosMuS might attract people that are already interested in MS
diets, and that people with normal eating patterns would choose not to participate because they
didn’t feel that they were eating right.

Participant (3.5): ”There might be some that live such unhealthy lifestyles that they don’t want
anyone to see or get involved. […]”
Participant (3.4): “But yeah, they will then. Their inputs could be really important too.”
Participant (3.3): “That’s the thing.”
Participant (3.4): “It’s all about telling them that it’s okay for them to live the way they do. And
that they can still contribute with valuable information.”
(Female, 37 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID 3.5)
(Male, 61 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID: 3.3)
(Male, 61 years, diagnosed in 2008, ID: 3.4)

Participants emphasized that it would be important to provide clear information on what it takes to
participate in the project and that communication before, during and after participation would be
crucial. Prior to the project communication should contain information on how to get started, and
during the project period several participant discussions focused on the importance of knowing that
someone was receiving the information they registered, and that it was a valuable contribution
toward the project aim.
Participant (3.6): “Support and feedback when we’re registering. Quietly from the side line.”
Participant (3.9): “To know that all we register is going to be used.”
Participant (3.8): “Yes, and that you have received it, so it has not just flown out into the blue.”
Participant (3.9): “That would give some motivation and energy, it would.”
(Male, 51 years, diagnosed since 2012 ID: 3.6)
(Female, 51 years, diagnosed since 1995, ID: 3.8)
(Female, 54 years, diagnosed in 2006, ID: 3.9)
Motivation to participate

Seven participation incentives that had been identified in the interviews, were handed out to the
each focus group and were in collaboration ranked by importance to the participants. See results
summary in table 4.
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Table 4. Collectively ranked motivations for participation
Focus group interview 1
Focus group interview 2
1. To contribute to
research in MS
2. To learn more about
myself and my MS
3. To exchange
experiences with other
people with MS
4. To learn more about
nutrition and lifestyle
5. To pass on my own
experiences about MS
and diet
6. To be part of the
research project
(planning, etc)
7. To assist in weight loss

1. To contribute to
research in MS
2. To receive feedback
during and after
participation*
3. To exchange
experiences with other
people with MS
4. To learn more about
myself and my MS
5. To learn more about
nutrition and lifestyle
6. To pass on my own
experiences about MS
and diet
7. To be part of the
research project
(planning, etc)
8. To assist in weight loss
At deltage aktivt i et
forskningsprojekt
*Category added by the focus group interview participants

Focus group interview 3
1. To learn more about
myself and my MS
2. To contribute to
research in MS
3. To be part of the
research project
(planning, etc)
4. To exchange
experiences with other
people with MS
5. To learn more about
nutrition and lifestyle
6. To pass on my own
experiences about MS
and diet
7. To assist in weight loss

When asked to ranked participation incentives, the following three incentives were the highest
ranked across the focus group interviews: “To contribute to research”, “To learn more about myself
and my MS”, and “To exchange experiences with other people with MS”.
Participant (3.10): “The difference is probably that to contribute [to research] is longterm. The
thing about learning more about how nutrition affects me and my MS. That’s more short term“
Participant (3.12): “To me it’s the one with learning more about my MS. It’s more important to me
to participate in a project that can help me get better than it is that it’s research-related. And if I
could uset his project to figure out what it is that affect specifically me.”
(Female, 26 years, diagnosed in 2013, ID: 3.12)
(Female, 43 years, diagnosed in 2009, ID: 3.10)
When describing the third-highest ranked incentive about exchanging information with other
participants with MS, several individual talked about good experiences, and that they considered it
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healthy in general o talk to others in the same situation. For other the exchange of experiences was
more related to getting new ideas on tools or things that had an effect on others and that they could
learn from.
Participant (3.12): “I think more about it. It sounds crazy, maybe. But that other could be sitting
with something or some experiences that I shouldn’t miss.”
(Female, 26 years, diagnosed in 2013, ID: 3.12)
Participant (3.3): “I would still argue for this one. That you exchange information. Because that
would give me some insight. […]”
Participant (3.5): ”And that’s also a thing which can help others. Because I think all your inputs
[gestures toward other participants] are really interesting, and then I can go home and read up on
it.”
(Male, 31 years, diagnosed since 2008, ID: 3.3)
(Female, 37 years, diagnosed since 2008, ID: 3.5)

Focus group 2 inserted an additional category “Feedback” that they described as getting feedback
during the project and after the project had been concluded.
Participant (3.6):” Feedback… That you get some information at the end of the project about what
you have discovered.”
Participant (3.9): “Yeah, the curiosity about what comes from the things I have contributed with.”
Participant (3.7): “But you could also get some feedback during the project, if.. There might be
some people that could get a bit tired of the registration. Something to keep them going.”
Participant (3.6): “Yes. Maybe feedback is part of the other categories but I just think it’s really
important”.
(Female, 56 years, diagnosed since 1995, ID: 4.6)
(Female, 54 years, diagnosed in 2006, ID: 4.9)
(Female, 40 years, diagnosed since 2016 ID: 4.7)
“To assist in weight loss” was prioritized last among all three groups.
Participant (3.6): ”If I had a big problem and was walking around weighing 100kg. Then I need to
do something else than to participate in this project. Then I need to go to an expert in nutrition or
to my GP or MS specialist.”
(Female, 56 years, diagnosed since 1995, ID: 4.6)

Discussion
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Our findings show that when organizing and designing a tool for digital data collection in research
projects for people with MS, there are disease-specific implications that are likely to affect the
adoption and accessibility. Cognitive and physical symptoms related to multiple sclerosis such as
vision impairment, tremors, and dizziness/fatigue might lower the accessibility if the digital tool is
not suited to fit the needs caused by various MS symptoms. Despite the influence of MS symptoms,
our findings indicate a high level of technology use in the Danish MS population, and participants
in this study used smartphones for both everyday life communication and as MS aids – e.g.
reminders and alarms.
The adoption of a digital tool together with the research project itself is not only affected by the
disease itself. Family, friends, and peers with MS affect how individuals with MS use technologies
and particularly smartphone-based solutions in everyday life. Medication and its side effects
together with the uncertainty of the disease affect the willingness to participate in a project like
KosMuS.
Worries and reasons not to participate are primarily linked to the content and workload of the
project, and not so much the digital tool itself that provides the convenience and flexibility of not
having to show up on particular times and places.
Our results indicate a positive attitude among people with MS towards participating in research.
The primary incentive was the contribution to research and in the long run to contribute to new
knowledge on how to better manage multiple sclerosis. This was closely followed by the wish to
learn more about oneself and what affects one’s own MS, and to share experiences and advice with
other people with MS.
For people with MS to enroll in a quite extensive research project like KosMuS, the tool needs to be
convenient and easy to use. It should be stated clearly what is expected of the participants, and our
findings indicate that the communication between project coordinators and participants, as well as
the feedback to participants is equally important to participants compared to the design of the digital
tool itself.
Few studies have investigated the implications of multiple sclerosis when designing eHealth or
other technologies for an MS population. Atreja et al published a qualitative study in 2005 that
informed on the design of a web portal for individuals with MS [22]. The authors identified similar
barriers to using a digital tool due to physical limitations caused by the MS. However, the study was
conducted prior to the introduction of smartphone technologies and large scale social media. While
some of the limitations remain the same, web 2.0 has changed accessibility, e.g. smaller screens
affect people with vision impairment, and small buttons on a touch screen affect people with fine
motor skills impairment. A study by Haase et at has indicated that people with multiple sclerosis
use web-based technologies just as much or more than their peers without MS [23].
This study used dimensions from eHealth literacy framework and the health education impact
questionnaire to investigate factors that affects the adoption and actual use of the eHealth tool, as
well as participants willingness to participate in a project like KosMuS. The dimensions covered in
the interview guide are in various extend represented in the findings. Dimensions such as Ability to
actively engage with digital services (eHLF, dimension 3), Digital services that suit individual
needs (eHLF, dimension 7), engagement in own health (eHLF, dimension 2), and self-monitoring
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and insight (dimension 5, heiQ), are clearly reflected in the identified categories’ content. On the
contrary, Feel safe and in control (eHLF, dimension 4) is less evident in the findings. The
dimension was included in all interviews, but the topic did not spark any elaboration or clear
opinion on data safety and trust among the participants. This might be because the dimension is not
a matter of concern to the participants. The finding is in line with a study on eHealth literacy in a
Danish outpatient clinic population that also observed less concern about eHLF’s dimension 4 [24].
Methodological considerations
Participants in all three phases of the study signed up voluntarily, and all focus group interview
participants as well as half of the individual interview participants had already indicated an interest
in the KosMuS project before being invited to interviews. This might indicate that some of our
study population has an existing interest in nutrition, research, and eHealth. The population might
furthermore be considered among the more resourceful people with MS that have the energy and
motivation to participate in interviews and possibly a more extensive research project on nutrition
and MS.
By using a sequential mixed methods design, we have been able to continuously qualify and
strengthen our results. However, we acknowledge that the researchers’ subjectivity is an integrated
part of the research process [25]. We have encouraged discussions of this matter in our frequent
meetings and in both the processes of design and analysis. By using a framework for the interview,
we risk guiding the participants too much, but the framework has also made it easier to address the
introduction of elements into the interview guides, survey design or analyses that were not in line
with the original study aim.
There might also be underlying factors that those interested in nutrition and lifestyle are also the
ones that are more affected by side effects from medication. While medication side effects were a
big part of the interviews, only 39% agreed to the statement that medication affects quality of life
negatively.
Our findings support the hypothesis that a system’s design can be adjusted to meet the eHealth
literacy levels of the user group [26]. It is important to acknowledge that in projects like the one
described here, the participant burden is high. That means that the project organizers need to
contribute with extra work to avoid imbalance. The results from this study should be incorporated in
the development of the eHealth tool for the KosMuS project. However, several of these findings are
disease-specific and not only related to this particular project. When designing eHealth-based
solutions for people with MS, factors related to the disease, and living with the disease should be
included in the design phase.

Conclusion
This study identified three factors that are important to address in the design of an eHealth-based
research project in a population of individuals diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. Technology and
elements of eHealth literacy may affect the general use of eHealth in population, and factors such as
life with MS and participation incentives will furthermore affect the adoption rates in a project like
KosMuS.
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Abstract
Background Individuals with multiple sclerosis use diet and lifestyle factors for symptom
management, and a number of published MS diets provide guidelines on nutrition and other
features. However, there is little evidence that supports the content of these diets, and earlier
research in the field has shown conflicting results.
We take an exploratory machine learning approach to investigate the relationship between MS
symptoms and diet and lifestyle factors.
Methods Members of the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society were invited to register daily dietary
intake, symptoms, and lifestyle factors for up to 100 days via a smartphone-based tool. In all, 312
participants enrolled in the study. Following data collection, diet registrations were coded into food
categories (n=23), food groups (n=71), and food items (n= 310).
The analyses test three methods for investigating the relationship between MS symptoms as an
outcome and diet, lifestyle factors, and other traits as input features. The three methods were: 1)
least squares regression (baseline), 2) fully connected feed forward neural networks (same-day
effects), and 3) long short-term memory neural networks (short-term temporal effect of diet and
lifestyle).
Feature selection was carried out on diet (three food coding levels), lifestyle factors (smoking,
stress, and sleep), and accumulated sets with diet intake, lifestyle factors, and other traits from
baseline questionnaires. Outcome targets were nine daily registered symptoms (0 to 10 in severity)
scaled to mean 0, standard deviation 1.
Pearson correlation coefficients were used on the best performing data matrix to further identify the
strongest correlations between input features and symptom severity.
Results Linear regression had the lowest performance level across all models with various input
features. The improvement in model performance from linear regression to neural networks was
greatest in models taking diet intake as input features (e.g. from MAE: 1.2661 to MAE: 0.5667).
Stress model performance improved when using long short-term memory networks that took sameday and three previous days’ stress registrations as input features (MAE: 0.4929). MAE for models
run as neural networks taking individual input features for diet intake, stress, smoking, or sleep
ranged from 0.4929 to 0.6455. Best model performance was achieved for a long short term memory
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network aggregating input features on lifestyle factors and diet intake coded as food groups into a
model together with other traits (MAE: 0.4085)
The Pearson correlation coefficient investigation revealed the strongest positive correlations
between increased symptom severity and stress, MS traits (progressive MS, diagnosed in 1999 or
earlier), smoking, nutritional supplements (multi-vitamin, calcium, probiotics) and food groups
(coffee, soft drinks, sugar/honey/jam, red processed meat, beer, red meat – pork). Correlations
negatively correlated with symptom severity were MS traits (relapse-remitting MS, diagnosed in
2010 or later), sleep, never smoked, nutrition supplements (vitamin D, misc. oils and fibers), diet
(fruit and vegetable juices, vegetable oils, fruiting vegetables, chocolate and candy bars, legumes,
whole grain, and nuts)

Conclusion The results indicate that diet and lifestyle factors affect symptom severity in MS, and
that machine learning methods can be used to understand these complex relationships in particular
for diet and stress. Pearson correlation coefficients support existing literature on MS traits, stress,
and smoking. Food groups appearing among the strongest correlations are in line with elements of
existing MS diets, but further studies on larger cohorts are needed to investigate the combination of
diet elements, as the neural network models suggest that the effect of diet intake on symptoms is
caused by non-linear correlations between single food elements and symptom severity.
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS), an inflammatory and demyelinating disease in the central nervous system,
causes disability and loss of quality of life [1,2]. For approximately 80% of individuals diagnosed
with MS, the disease presents as relapse-remitting MS (RRMS) characterized by episodic relapses
with loss of function [1,3]. The majority of individuals with RRMS will at some point transition to
secondary progressive MS (SPMS) in which relapses cease fully or partially and are replaced with
steadily increasing disability [4]. For approximately 20% of individuals with MS, the disease presents
as primary progressive MS (PPMS) [1,3].
There is no cure for MS, but a range of disease-modifying treatments for RRMS can reduce relapse
rates and possibly, slow transition to SPMS [5]. The first disease-modifying drug that targets SPMS
and PPMS was introduced only recently [6,7]. Treatments often have significant side effects that,
combined with the uncertainty about long-term effects on disease progression, make individuals with
MS turn to complementary treatments, as a supplement or alternative to traditional disease-modifying
treatments [8–11]. While disease-modifying treatments primarily target disease progression, MS selfmanagement strategies often focus on symptom management [12,13]. Symptom patterns vary
depending on the location of neuron damages, but common symptoms include fatigue, dizziness,
walking difficulties, cognitive impairment, pain, bowel and bladder dysfunction, and vision
impairment [14,15]. The majority of individuals with MS experience frequent symptom fluctuations
that increase disease burden and affect health-related quality of life [14–16].
Diet changes are among the most used self-management techniques used to control MS symptoms
and disease course, and a study found that ~65% of the newly diagnosed change their diet as a
consequence of their diagnosis [12,17–19]. However, despite decades of research, evidence in support
of a specific MS diet or the elimination of specific food elements is sparse [20–23], and the
composition of published MS targeted diets vary to a great extent [24–26].
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Swank et al. conducted a number of studies from the 1930’s to the 1980’s with the overall suggestion
that the omission of red meats and saturated fats might limit or fully stop MS disease progression
[26–28]. However, later studies have not been able to reproduce these results, and they have been
further criticized for small sample sizes and the lack of any dropout analysis [22,29]. More recently,
an epidemiological study from 2018 found that a healthy diet and a composite healthy lifestyle were
associated with less disability and symptom burden in a sample of 6,989 individuals with MS [30].
Salt consumption, omega-3 fatty acid supplements and vitamin D have been investigated for their
putative effect on MS disease progression, but results are conflicting [23,31–35]. Currently, the most
popular MS-specific diets are inspired by Swank’s low-fat diet and Terry Wahl’s modified paleolithic
diet. Both diets lack scientific evidence, and a recent study indicated that they might be too restrictive
and could lead to inadequate intake of vitamins and minerals [11,12].
A number of other lifestyle factors have been associated with MS symptoms and disease activity.
Stress and smoking have been shown to increase disease activity and cause flare-ups in MS symptoms
[10,35–37], while quality sleep, physical activity, and exercise are suggested to have a protective
effect [38–41]. A mixed methods study found an increased level of MS symptoms after the intake of
red meat, sugar, and fatty foods, and as a result of high stress levels, smoking, and poor sleep [42].
As a follow-up to this study, Danish individuals with MS were invited to register their food intake,
MS symptoms and other lifestyle factors (e.g. sleep, stress, smoking) for up to 100 days. In this paper,
we take an exploratory machine learning approach to investigate the effect of daily dietary intake
profiles and lifestyle factors on MS symptom severity.
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Materials and methods
Population
The KosMuS project (Nov 2017 - Mar 2018) enrolled Danish individuals (n=312) with MS (RRMS,
SPMS, and PPMS) who were asked to register their daily food intakes, lifestyle factors, and MS
symptoms. Invitation emails were sent to all members of the Danish MS Patient Society who had
provided an email, were above 18 years, and had agreed to receiving news from the patient society.
Advertisements and invitations to the project were posted in the patient society’s magazines and
social media pages. Individuals diagnosed with MS who were not members of the society were also
eligible to participate.
Before formal enrollment, participants who accepted the invitation were asked to download the
KosMuS platform app and the diet tracker FatSecret, sign a participant consent form and complete a
baseline questionnaire. Participants were encouraged to register for up to 100 days but were informed
that a shorter interval would also benefit the study, and two continuous weeks of registrations were
better than 100 day of sporadic registrations.

Dietary data
Participants registered daily food data in FatSecret, a diet tracker app that facilitates daily registrations
of diet intake. Diet data for all participants was extracted daily from FatSecret servers to the KosMuS
server at the University of Copenhagen. At the end of the data collection, data files were extracted as
XML files and were subsequently converted to CSV flat files for analysis. The data extract from
FatSecret contained information on Food ID, date of registration, participant ID, name and description
of food ID, units, meal, and nutritional content. Food IDs were coded and grouped in three
hierarchical levels, with each food ID being assigned a i) food category, ii) a food group, and iii) a
food item, based on a food coding framework used in studies related to the Danish Diet, Cancer, and
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Health prospective cohort [43]. The number of food groups and food categories was modified to fit
contemporary food trends in the Danish population, e.g. by adding food items for processed soy beans
(tofu). To illustrate the hierarchical mapping: fruit is a food category that is mapped to the following
food groups: citrus fruits, other fruits, nuts, and dried fruit. Dried fruit as a food group consists of the
food items: raisins, figs, prune, and other dried fruit. An overview of codes for food categories,
groups, and items can be found in Appendix 1.
Additional data on the intake of nutritional supplements (multivitamins, vitamin D, vitamin C,
vitamin B12, Calcium, Magnesium, Omega 3, Probiotics) was extracted from the baseline
questionnaire.

Symptoms
Daily self-reported measures of symptoms provide the main outcome for the work reported in this
paper. Due to a lack of suitable MS-specific scales for assessing daily changes in symptoms, a scale
was developed specifically for KosMuS [44]. Items were constructed based on interviews with
individuals with MS, and health professionals provided feedback on scale drafts. The final version of
the scale has gone through pre-validation testing in cognitive interviews and a pilot study that tested
response scale sensitivity and face validity [44].
The MS scale consists of nine symptoms and seven functions that individuals with MS generally
consider important for their ability to be active and engaged in “everyday activities”. Results were
reported using the nine MS symptoms as outcome variables. The nine symptoms are fatigue, pain,
spasticity, muscle weakness, walking difficulty, dizziness, sensory disturbances, bladder problems
and bowel problems. Each outcome is assessed on a numerical rating scale ranging from 0 (symptom
not present) to 10 (symptom presents worst imaginable).
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Lifestyle factors
In addition to the daily assessments of symptoms and functions, participants were presented with
additional opportunity to report on various lifestyle factors that might affect MS symptoms or their
diet intakes. Perceived stress level was reported daily on a scale from 0 (not stressed) to 10 (very
stressed). Sleep was reported daily in three features on sleep duration, sleep quality, and potential
rest during the day. Smoking was reported in the baseline questionnaire in which participants were
asked if they currently smoked or had ever smoked. Additional information on other traits (age, sex,
MS type, year of diagnosis, disease-modifying treatment) was collected using the baseline
questionnaire.

Dataset pre-processing
Data was processed and prepared using
R v3.5.1 and Python v3.6.5 [45,46].

Figure 1. An overview of the data pre-processing
steps.

Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the
data pre-processing steps.
All datasets were loaded as flat-file
CSV formats. If a participant had more
than 25% missing registrations, and
there was a gap in the data with 7 days
or more with no records at all, only the
largest chunk of consecutive days was
kept. In the diet dataset, participants
were removed from the dataset if the total days with registrations were less than five. If a participant
had more than 40% missing in either the symptoms or diet datasets, the whole data sequence or parts
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of it were removed based on an estimate of data quality (number of consecutive days, number of diet
intake entries per day, and distribution of missing data points).

Imputation of symptoms and dietary data
Different methods for imputation of univariate time-series were tested on the symptoms dataset with
the ImputeTestbench package for R [47]. Specialized methods for imputation of time series
(na.approx, na.interp, and na.interpolation) were tested and compared to more simple imputation
methods (mean imputation and last observation carried forward [LOCF]). Three complete participant
courses (n = 100 days) were used to test imputation accuracy, and results were evaluated using root
mean squared error (RMSE) for each of the five methods based on different proportions of the
completely available data artificially set to missing (10%, 20%, …, 90%). Diet was imputed after the
merging with the MS symptoms dataset. Chunks of missing days were of size 1-4 days. Diet intake
data was imputed using the LOCF method.

Splitting and scaling data
Prior to the analyses, data was split into training (80%), validation (10%), and test sets (10%). To
avoid information leakage between the sets and to ensure an optimal architecture for temporal
machine learning, the splitting was performed based on IDs. The same division of training, validation,
and test sets were used across all analyses providing identical training, validation, and test sets for all
models.
Following the dataset split, symptoms were scaled to mean=0 and standard deviation=1. The
validation and test sets were scaled using the mean and the standard deviation of the training set, as
this approach was shown to prevent information leakage to the training set [48]. Scaling was
performed across all symptoms and participants instead of separately per symptoms to ensure
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comparability throughout symptoms and participants. Sleep duration, sleep quality, rest duration and
stress were also scaled to mean=0 and standard deviation=1. However, scaling here was conducted
separately for each variable.

Statistical analysis
Models

Three methods of increasing complexity (linear regression, neural network and temporal neural
network) were utilized to test the associations between a set of input features (diet, lifestyle factors,
and/or other traits) and the target outcomes (symptom severity across nine symptoms). The models
tested nine combinations of input features:
1. Daily diet intake profiles (food category level) + nutritional supplements
2. Daily diet intake profiles (food group level) + nutritional supplements
3. Daily diet intake profiles (food item level) + nutritional supplements
4. Stress
5. Smoking
6. Sleep
7. Daily diet intake profiles (food category level) + lifestyle factors + other traits
8. Daily diet intake profiles (food group level) + lifestyle factors + other traits
9. Daily diet intake profiles (food item level) + lifestyle factors + other traits
Linear regression

Multiple linear regression models were used to assess baseline model performance. These were
modelled with the input features as independent variables and the mean daily symptom severities as
dependent variables. The models were fitted on the training data (80% of data) using least-squares.
The accumulated validation and test set (20% of data) was used to predict values for symptom
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severity. Model performance was described using the mean absolute error (MAE) between the
predicted and real values.
Feed forward neural network

Fully connected, backpropagated feed forward neural networks were used to model the relationship
between input features and symptom severity outputs for same-day occurrences [49]. The networks
were trained on the training dataset, which consisted of the input features and output values. Input
was provided as a 2D tensor of IDs x features for the given participant day. Target outputs are
provided in a 2D tensor of IDs x nine symptoms for the given participant day. Long short-term
memory (LSTM) models
LSTM models have the ability to address sequential and varying-length data and capture long-term
dependencies [50]. Data was reshaped to create a sequence length that determine how far back the
model look for dependencies. After initial testing, the sequence length was set to five, meaning that
for each sample the network was provided with input features from four consecutive days and the
outcome measures from the fourth day.
Model training and parameter tuning for neural networks

Training and validation sets were used to train the model and adjust hyperparameters, such as number
of hidden nodes, dropout, batch size, etc. Early stopping based on the validation set MAE was
implemented in all models to minimize the risk of overfitting. Both the feed-forward neural network
and the LSTM neural network had one hidden layer. Due to different network parameters (e.g. input
sizes), learning rates, number of neurons in hidden layer, and batch size were fitted individually.
Correlations between features and symptom severity for best model dataset

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between input features and outcome for the dataset
with the best model performance in above analyses. When used for feature selection in machine
learning, it is a filter-based method that indicates linear relation between two variables without
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considering the neural network’s algorithm [51]. The coefficient may, however, provide an indication
of features particularly of interest in our input dataset.

Results
312 individuals enrolled in the study and registered diet intake and symptom severity for five days or
more. An overview of participants’ descriptive statistics is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of KosMuS participants.
Total (n= 312)
Gender
Female

252

Male

60

Age
Mean (range)

46.1 (24-74) years

Type of MS
RRMS

254

SPMS

24

PPMS

15

Don’t know

19

Year of
diagnosis
2015-2018

81

2010-2014

84

150

2000-2009

113

Before 1999

34

Not in medical treatment
Total

82

-

RRMS

46

-

SPMS

13

-

PPMS

15

-

Don’t
know

8

Diet coding
In total, participants logged 264,146 food entries, distributed over 5,499 different food IDs. On
average, each participant logged 15.4 food entries per day. Food IDs were grouped into 23 food
categories, 71 food groups, and 310 food items – this additional grouping information was
subsequently merged to the dataset.
Dietary intake was represented through the combination of food categories (or food groups/items)
registered per participant per day form the primary input. In the data matrices, each item registration
is represented with 0.1 per time it was registered per day per participant (e.g. registration of three
bananas by a participant on a given day would result in the value 0.3 for the banana food item; the
same procedures would be repeated on the food group and category level).

Figure 2. Imputation test results
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Missing data imputation
The comparison of methods tested for the
imputation of symptoms (Figure 2)
demonstrated consistent results across all
three participants and percentage of
missing data spiked in. In summary, mean
imputation returned the lowest RMSE
values, indicating that the registered
symptom severity ratings does not present
systematically in cycles (which would be
better imputed using the na.approx, na.interp, na.interpolation methods) or are identical from day to
day (a pattern that would be better approximated using the LOCF method). Based on these results,
mean imputation was applied to the symptoms dataset.
Daily dietary intake was imputed using last observation carried forward. The imputed dataset
consisted of 17,363 participant days, of which symptoms were imputed for 3,568 days (20.55%) and
daily dietary intakes were imputed for 1,395 days (8.03%).
After the dataset had been split based on participant IDs, training set consisted of 13,729 participant
days, validation set of 1,694 participant days, and test set of 1,640 participant days.

Model performance results
The imputed dataset that was used in all analyses consisted of 17,363 participant days. Results are
reported using the MAE metric on the test set. An overview of results is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Overview of results.
Linear regression

Feed Forward NN

LSTM
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Food Categories

Food Groups

Food Items

Stress

Smoking

Sleep

Other traits + lifestyle +
Food categories

Other traits + lifestyle +
Food groups

Other traits + lifestyle +
Food items

MAE: 0.8157

MAE: 1.2601

MAE: 1.2661

MAE: 1.0652

MAE: 0.6605

MAE: 0.79997

MAE: 0.6178

MAE: 0.6325

MAE: 0.6626

MAE: 0.6160

MAE: 0.6263

Loss; 0.5471

Loss: 0.5656

MAE: 0.5667

MAE: 0.5803

Loss: 0.5218

Loss: 0.5262

MAE: 0.6267

MAE: 0.6193

Loss: 0.5574

Loss: 0.5486

MAE: 0.6278

MAE: 0.4929

Loss: 0.5610

Loss: 0.4931

MAE: 0.6455

MAE: 0.6308

Loss: 0.5973

Loss: 0.5628

MAE: 0.6368

MAE: 0.6311

Loss: 0.5591

Loss: 0.5605

MAE: 0.4602

MAE: 0.4194

Loss: 0.4941

Loss: 0.4388

MAE: 0.4527

MAE: 0.4085

Loss: 0.4754

Loss: 0.4250

MAE: 0.4663

MAE: 0.4468

Loss: 0.4834

Loss: 0.4652

All neural networks were fitted with one hidden layer. Number of input features ranges from 2 to 359,
with all networks having 9 output units. Number of neurons in the hidden layer was adjusted based
on input feature size. Sigmoid was used as activation, and Adam as optimizer. An overview of the
architecture for each model can be found in Appendix 2.
The baseline least squares linear regression model had the lowest performance in all tests (MAE
ranging from 0.6605 – 1.2661). Across the more sophisticated models using neural networks, with
the targets (symptoms) being scaled to mean 0 and standard deviation 1, the model performances
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(best MAE: 0.4085) do not make accurate predictions for symptom severity based on daily diet intake
profiles, lifestyle factors, and other traits.

Diet and lifestyle factors

Amongst the models using daily diet intake profiles as their input, the feed forward network taking
food groups (n=71) as input had the best performance (MAE: 0.5667) with a significant improvement
of model performance compared to linear regression (MAE: 1.2601). The application of the LSTM
did not show an improved performance compared to the feed forward neural networks for food
categories and food groups, and only a small improvement for food items. For both types of neural
networks, using food groups resulted in the best model performances given this cohort size the diet
coding for food groups is the most useful of the three diet coding levels..
The LSTM model taking daily self-reported stress levels as input had the best performance of all diet
and lifestyle factors. An MAE of 0.4929 was better compared to linear regression (MAE: 1.0652) and
the feed forward network (MAE: 0.6278). This result shows that symptom severity prediction is more
accurate using the previous days’ stress levels compared to the same-day stress level.
Data on smoking consisted of static variables obtained from the baseline questionnaire, and due to
the lack of daily changing variables no LSTM models were created for smoking. The feed forward
network had the best performance (MAE: 0.6455), but this was only slightly better than linear
regression (MAE: 0.6605).
Best model performance for sleep was obtained using the LSTM model (MAE: 0.6311), but with only
small difference compared to the feed forward network (MAE: 0.6368).
When diet, lifestyle and other traits were gathered as the model input, model performance was
improved across all three models with different diet coding levels. The model using food groups had
the best model performance. The best model performance across all models and methods in this study
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was reached using an LSTM network including all collected variables on MS, basic traits, lifestyle
factors and diet intake represented as food groups (MAE: 0.4085).

Correlations between features and symptom severity for best model
dataset
The best model performance was achieved by the model using a combination of diet coded as food
groups, lifestyle, and other traits. Pearson correlation coefficients between daily mean symptom
severity per participant and the vector of variables identified as feature correlations important for
model performance. Table 3 shows an ordered overview of the strongest positive and negative
correlations.
Sex was represented in the correlations with males being more likely to experience increased
symptom severity compared to females. Four out of nine nutrition supplements are presented in the
list with the strongest correlations, as well as the category Nutrition Supplements from the diet
registration. This category contains nutrition supplements that were registered by participants in the
daily diet registration and consists of mainly fiber and oil supplements.
Diet food groups that correlated with increased symptom severity include soft drinks,
sugar/honey/jam, processed red meat (cold cuts), beer, and red meat – pork. Food groups correlated
to decreased symptom severity include fruit and vegetable juices, vegetable oils, fruiting vegetables
(e.g. tomatoes), chocolate and candy bars, legumes, whole grain, and nuts.
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Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients excerpt in order (total number of features: 118).
Diet and lifestyle factors linked to
increased symptom severity

Diet and lifestyle factors linked to
decreased symptom severity

Stress

Lifestyle

RRMS

MS

SPMS

MS

Sleep duration

Lifestyle

PPMS

MS

DMT – Aubagio

MS

Current smoker

Lifestyle

Never smoked

Lifestyle

Diagnosis 1990-1999

MS

Sleep quality

Lifestyle

DMT – Lemtrada

MS

Diagnosis 2010-2014

MS

Multi vitamin (nut supl)

Diet

DMT – Tecfidera

MS

Male

Anthro.

Nutrition supplements *

Diet

Coffee

Diet

Female

Anthro.

Soft drinks

Diet

Fruit and vegetable juices

Diet

Sugar/honey/jam

Diet

Vegetable oils

Diet

Calcium (nut supl)

Diet

Vitamin D (nut suppl)

Diet

Processed red meat

Diet

Fruiting vegetables

Diet

Diagnosed before 1989

MS

Chocolate and candy bars

Diet

Probiotics (nut supl)

Diet

Legumes

Diet

Beer

Diet

Whole grain

Diet
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Red meat - pork

Diet

Nuts

Diet

*Registered as part of daily diet registrations instead of baseline. Primarily oils and husk fibers
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Discussion
Diet is not a single exposure, but consists of a complex set of inter-correlated variables [52]. This
complexity also extends to other lifestyle factors, including stress and smoking. Conflicting findings
in the diet-disease relationship in MS might indicate that a possible relationship is not limited to one
or few isolated dietary factors, but rather related to complex patterns. Machine learning methods’
ability to handle multi-dimensional and multi-variate data in a dynamic setting might offer an
approach to better understand the effect of diet and lifestyle on MS symptoms.
Our results indicate that when studying the effect of diet and lifestyle on MS symptoms, neural
network models perform better compared to traditional linear regression models. While performance
measures for models on smoking and sleep (models with few input features) showed minor
improvements from linear regression to neural networks, the measures for models on stress and diet
(with numerous input features) more than halved MAE. The MAE for all three diet groups was in
close proximity to MAEs for models having smoking and stress as inputs. Notably, both smoking and
stress have more scientifically established effects on MS [36,37,53–56] compared to diet, whose
effect on MS is long-debated. Using the LSTM networks that utilized the previous three days’ features
improved the performance of the model for stress compared to less sophisticated methods with only
utilizing the same-day exposure, which might suggest longer term effects of stress on MS symptoms.
The model performances improved for models containing diet, lifestyle factors, other traits and MS
related information. Models for food groups performed best, indicating that this level of coding for
daily dietary intake was the most suitable of the three levels. Pearson correlation coefficients for the
dataset containing all variables and diet as food groups showed that lifestyle factors and MS traits
had strongest correlations to symptom severity followed by nutritional supplements and food groups.
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Correlations indicate that lifestyle factors such as stress, smoking, and sleep are important factors
influencing symptom severity, with e.g. stress being more strongly correlated to symptom severity
than having progressive MS or having been diagnosed for many years. Disease-modifying treatments’
correlations reflect treatment guidelines in which Aubagio and Tecfidera are administered as first line
treatment to individuals with RRMS and normal disease activity, while Lemtrada is administered to
individuals with RRMS with high disease activity. Correlations related to MS traits are supported in
existing literature, and showed that increased symptom severity was associated with having been
diagnosed for longer [57], being male [58], and having SPMS or PPMS [14,15]. Similarly, other
studies have shown that smoking and stress may exacerbate MS symptoms and progression [37,54].
Nutritional supplements are widely used among individuals with MS, and vitamin D has been widely
studied for having a protective effect on MS, which the identified correlations seem to confirm. While
there is evidence that vitamin D deficiency increase the risk of MS, it is less certain how vitamin D
affects disease progression and symptoms [59–61].
Food groups are more strongly correlated to MS sypmtoms compare to MS-related and other basic
traits, and lifestyle factors. This might indicate that the potential effect of diet on MS symptoms is
not caused by individual food items, but rather by aggregate groups. However, the food groups that
correlate the strongest are close to the guidelines of existing diets. Food groups related to increased
symptom severity contain red meat, processed meat, sugar, caffeine, and alcohol, many of which are
elements that have been advised against in the Swank diet, the Wahls’s Protocol [25,26]. Similarly,
the foods represented in the correlations related to decreased symptom severity, e.g. vegetable oils,
fruit and vegetable juices, whole grain, legumes, and nuts, are permitted in these diets [25,26]. The
only exception here is the presence of chocolate and candy bars in the food groups that negatively
correlate with MS symptoms. While the strongest feature correlations are consistent with many of the
elements in MS diet, it is noteworthy that (fatty) fish and dairy are not in the list [25,26,34].
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Collected data is based on self-reported daily dietary intake, which is a time-consuming task for the
participants, and diet diaries are prone to under-reporting [62,63]. Missing days were imputed in our
dataset, but days that contained a low number of registrations were included as complete registrations
because of the difficulty in estimating whether the low number was due to a low diet intake or underreporting. Furthermore, our imputation assumes that data is missing completely at random, but
missing data on a given day may also be the result of a bad day for the participant with many
symptoms and fatigue, which would be a typical case of non-randomly missing data.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that examines diet-disease relationships through data
collected in a free-living population via smartphone-based tools. Findings on lifestyle factors and MS
are consistent with existing literature, which indicates that the study design is useful for collecting
large-scale data on diet, lifestyle, and self-reported disease activity. Further studies should investigate
how machine learning methods can be used to explain the complex nature of various diets’ effect on
MS disease activity by e.g. dividing diet intake profiles into subgroups or re-arranging food coding.
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Appendix 1 (paper IV) – Food Coding
whole_grain_cereals

refined_grain_cereals

potatoes

vegetables

Cereals_wholegrain

oat_muesli
bread_rye
bread_coarse
bread_crisp
corn
bulgur
quinoa
wholegrain_rice
seeds
grain_flour
wholegrain_pasta
breakfast_cereals
Cereals_wholegrain_glutenfree oat_muesli_gf
bread_rye_gf
bread_coarse_gf
bread_crisp_gf
cereals_refined
bread_white
rice
pasta
corn
couscous
porridge
cereals_refined_gf
bread_white_gf
pasta_gf
Potatoes
potato_boiled
potato_baked
potato_fried
potato_mashed
potato_stewed
potato_processed
Leafyvegetables
salad
Spinach
chard
fruitingvegetables
tomato
avocado
peas_beans
bell_pepper
chili
pumpkin
squash_cucumber
eggplant
otherrootvegetables
carrot
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cabbages_all

mushrooms
onions_garlic
stalkvegetables_sprouts

legumes

Soy_product

fruit

vegetables_misc
Citrus_fruits

Other_fruits

Nuts

beet
sweetpotato
parsnip_jeru
radish
ginger
cauliflower
brusselssprout
broccoli
kale
cabbages
redcabbages
mushroom
fungal_other
onion
garlic
leek
broccoli
sprout
artichoke
corn
aspargus
fennel_celery
beans
chickpeas
legumes_processed
green_beans_peas
soy_beans
soy_sauce
soy_processed
Misc
Orange
lemon_lime
Grapefruit
Apple
Strawberry
Pineapple
Banana
Melon
Grape
Berries
peach_apricot
Other_fruits
Peanut
Peanutbutter
other_nuts
other_nutbutters
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Dried_fruit

juice

Fruitjuices

Vegetablejuices

Plant_milk

red_meat

redmeat_pork

redmeat_beef

redmeat_veal
redmeat_misc
redmeat_lamb
redmeat_game

processed_meat

processed_meat_redmeat

processed_meat_poultry

nuts_processed
raisins
figs
prune
other_driedfruit
juice_orange
juice_apple
juice_otherfruit
Juice_tomato
Ginger_juice
Other_vegjuice
Coconut_milk
nut_milk
rice_milk
oat_milk
pork
roastpork
kassler
friedpork
porkfillet
porkchop
skikeschnitzel
pork_withsth
roastbeef
beefsteak
beef_roast
beef_withsth
veal_withsth
veal_steak
veal_pork_mince
lambchop
lamb_withsth
deer
elk
rabbit
game_other
Bacon
cold_cut_pork
cold_cut_beef
sausage
kebab
salami
liver_pate
ready_meal
hamburger
Chicken_burger
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poultry

Poultry

fish

fish_lean_fresh

fish_lean_processed

fish_fatty_fresh

fish_fatty_processed

fish_shell_fresh

fish_shell_processed
egg

Egg

Chicken_coldcut
chicken_salad_mayo
chicken_readymeal
chicken_spread
ready_salad_chicken
chicken_whole_roasted
chicken_stew
chicken_mince
chicken_chopped
goose
turkey
pheasant
duck
vagtel_pigeon
cod
tuna
flatfish
roe
lean_fish_fresh
fried_battered_fish
canned_tuna
fish_salad_mayo
fishballs
cod_roe
smoked_lean_fish
lean_fish_proc
salmon
sardins_anchovies
mackerel
trout
herring
Smoked_salmon
pickled_herring
ready_meal_salmon
mackerel_tomato
Salad_mayo_fattyfish
smoked_mackerel_trout
clam
squid
lobster_crayfish_crab
shrimp
mayo_salad_shellfish
ready_meal_shellfish
egg
egg_ready_meal
egg_salad_mayo
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low_fat_dairy

dairy_products_lean

dairy_lean_lactosefree
high_fat_dairy

dairyproducts_fatty

butter

dairy_fatty_lactosefree
butter

vegetable_oil

vegetableoils

mayonnaise_and_dressings

yolk
egg_white
Milk_skimmed
milk_semiskimmed
butter_milk
skyr
yoghurt_Natural_b2
yoghurt_Fruit_2p5
lean_cheese
yoghurt_drink
Cremefraiche_lean
yoghurt_lactosefree
milk_lactosefree
whole_milk
yoghurt_natural_a2
cream
cremefraiche_fatty
coldbowl_fruitfoghurt_3
cheese_misc
creamcheese
Danish_cheese
soft_cheese_ brie_similar
hard_cheese
feta_mozarella
goatcheese
lactosefree_cheese_cream
Butter
Butter_oil_product
plant_oil_spread
olive_oil
sunflower_oil
coconut_oil
flaxseed_oil
sesame_oil
rape_seed_oil
vegetable_oil_misc
mayo_salad
mustard
oil_based_salad_dressing
mayo_based_salad_dressing
mayonnaise
salsa_processed
Pesto_currypaste
Remoulade
Ketchup
Dressings_misc
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Sauce_processed

margarine

margarines

jam_syrups_sugar

sugar_honey_jam_syrups

soft_drinks

softdrinks

waters
cocoa

snack_food

potatoes_fatty
chocolate_candy_bars

confectionary_nonchocolate

cake

frying_oil
Sauce_powder
sauce_asian
sauce_white
sauce_misc
Margarine
coconut_butter
vegan_cheese
syrup
whitesugar
honey
marmelade
coconut_fruit_sugar
chocolate_syrup
cola
cola_light
sparkling_softdrink
sparkling_softdrink_light
lemonade
lemonade_light
energy_drink
water
sparkling_water
cocoa_powder
cocoa
milkshake
lactosefree_cocoay
Fries
chips
chocolate
dark_chocolate
candy_bars
toffee
hard_candy
hard_candy_licorice
licorice
jelly
marzipan_creampuffs
mints
mixed_nonchocolate
Cookie
cake
musli_bar
danish
biscuit_waffles_pancake
dessert_notbaked
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ice cream

coffee

tea
alcohol

Misc

sorbet
cream_milk_icecream
yoghurt_icecream
lactose_free_icecream_soy
sacoury_snacks
corn_snacks
wheat_crackers
pork_crackle
rye_crackers
savoury_snacks_mixed
coffees
coffee_reg
coffee_decaf
coffee_instant
teas
teas_reg
wines
red_wine
white_wine
sparkling_wine
muscat_port
alcohol_free_wine
beer
beers
alcohol_free_beer
cider
spirits_brandy
rum
vodka
alcohol_misc
soup_processed
fond
soups_processed_veg
soups_processed_meat
spices
salt
peppers
vinegar
spices_misc
health_nutrition_supplements psyllium_fibers
fish_oils
nut_suppl_misc
protein_powder
protein_powders
nonclassified
non_classified
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Appendix 2 (paper IV) – Neural network architecture
LSTM neural networks
Input
features

Hidden neurons

Learning
rate

Batch size

Food Categories

32

18

0.01

100

Food Groups
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100

Food Items

319
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100

Stress

2

4

0.01

100

Smoking

6
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100

Sleep

3

5
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100

Anthropometric
+ lifestyle +
Food
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Input
features
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Food Categories
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Food Groups
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Food Items
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Stress
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Smoking

6

5
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FCFF neural networks
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Sleep

3
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+ lifestyle +
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+ lifestyle +
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Appendix 5 – Baseline Questionnaire
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Basisskema
Køn:
Kvinde
Mand

CPR: __ __ __ __ __ __ - __ __

Civilstand:
Enlig
Gift/samboende

Højde: ________ cm
Vægt: _________ kg

Hvad er din nuværende arbejdssituation?
Fuldtidsansat
 Deltidsansat (uden offentligt løntilskud)
Deltidsansat (med offentligt løntilskud, incl flexjob)
Studerende
Hjemmegående
Arbejdsledig
Aldersbetinget pension
Helbredsbetinget førtidspension pga. MS
Helbredsbetinget førtidspension a andre årsager
Andet: _______________________________
Hvilken region bor du i?
Region Hovedstaden
Region Sjælland
Region Nordjylland
Region Midtjylland
Region Syddanmark
Grønland og Færøerne
Bosat i udlandet
Hvad er din senest afsluttede uddannelse?
Folkeskole
EFG/HG/Teknisk skole (1-årige ungdoms udd.)
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HH/Studentereksamen/HF
Erhvervsuddannelse (faglært, håndværker, HK mm)
Kort videregående uddannelse (1-2 år)
Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (3-4 år)
Lang videregående uddannelse (5 år eller derover)

MS
Hvilken type sclerose har du?
Attakvis multipel sclerose
Sekundær progressiv sclerose
Primær progressiv sclerose
Ved ikke
I hvilket årstal fik du diagnosen i sclerose: ___________
I hvilket år oplevede du de første symptomer på sclerose: _______________
Bruger du hjælpemidler?
Ja, stok
Ja, rollator
Ja, kørestol inde
Ja, kørestol ude
Ja, el-crosser ude
Ja, handicapbil – til arbejde
Ja, handicapbil til trivsel
Andet bevægehjælpemiddel
Nej, jeg bruger ikke bevægehjælpemiddel

Har du, eller har du haft, nogle af følgende sygdomme samtidig med din sclerose, dvs.
dobbeltdiagnose?
Astma
Allergi (ikke astma)
Sukkersyge (diabetes)
Forhøjet blodtryk
Blodprop i hjertet
Hjertekrampe
Hjerneblødning, blodprop i hjernen
Kronisk bronkitis, for store lunger, rygerlunger (emfysem, KOL)
Slidgigt
Leddegigt
Knogleskørhed (osteoporose)
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Kræft
Migræne eller hyppig hovedpine
Forbigående psykisk lidelse (f.eks. let depression eller angst)
Vedvarende psykisk lidelse eller mentale forstyrrelser
Diskusprolaps eller andre rygsygdomme
Grå stær/grøn stær
Tinnitus (hyletone, susen for ørerne)
Andet: ___________________________
Nej

Medicin og kosttilskud
Får du sygdomsmodificerende sclerosemedicin? (Fx Aubagio, Gilenya, Avonex, Tecfidera, Tysabri.
OBS: Fampyra og Baclofen er ikke sygdomsmodificerende sclerosemedicin)
Binyrebarkhormon
Interferon-beta
Copaxone (Glatirameracetat)
Aubagio (Teriflunomid)
Tysabri (Natalizumab)
Gilenya (Fingolimod)
Lemtrada
Mitoxantron
Andet: ______________________
Jeg får ikke sygdomsmodicerende behandling

Hvor ofte tager du medicinen?
Dagligt
1-3 gange ugentligt
Månedligt
Årligt
Jeg modtager ikke sygdomsmodificerende behandling

Får du medicinsk symptombehandling mod en eller flere af følgende?
Smerter
Spasmer
Inkontinens
Træthed
Gangbesvær
Seksuel dysfunktion
Depression
Andet (hvad?)
Jeg er ikke i medicinsk symptombehandling
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Tager du kosttilskud (f.eks. D-vitamin)?
Ja
Nej
Hvis ja. Hvilke kosttilskud tager du?
Multi-vitaminpille
D-vitamin (separat)
C-vitamin (separat)
B12-vitamin (separat)
Calcium (separat)
Magnesium (separat)
Fiskeolie / omega 3
Andet tilskud af fedtstoffer
Probiotika eller andre mælkesyrebakterier
Andet (anfør gerne i tekstboks)

Tager du naturmedicin/urtepræparater (f.eks. echinacea, ingefær-tabletter eller cannabis)?
Ja
Nej
Bruger du nogle af følgende behandlinger?
Særlig diæt (Hvis ja, sendes til næste spørgsmål – ellers til Livsstil)
Akupunktur
Zoneterapi
Yoga
Meditation
Tai chi – Qi Gong
Kraniosakral terapi
Homøopati
Healing
Kinesiologi
Anden supplerende behandling

Hvilken særlig diæt følger du?
Swank
Terry Wahls
George Jelinek
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Scleroseforeningens tidligere guidelines (MS-kost)
Anden:_________________________

Livsstil
Har du nogensinde røget dagligt?
Nej
Ja
Hvis ja, ryger du nu?
Ja
Nej
Jeg ophørte i år: _______
Angiv hvor mange cigaretter du ryger dagligt: ______
Angiv, hvor mange år du har røget i alt: ______
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Appendix 6 – Daily questionnaire
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Søvn
Hvor mange timers søvn fik du i løbet af natten?
(1)

 Under 5 timer

(2)

 5 til 6 timer

(3)

 6 til 7 timer

(4)

 7 til 8 timer

(5)

 8 til 9 timer

(6)

 Mere end 9 timer

Hvordan vil du vurdere kvaliteten af din søvn?
1. Særdeles ringe

2

3

4

5. Særdeles god

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Hvile
Hvor mange timers hvile fik du i løbet af dagen?
(1)

 Ingen hvile

(2)

 Under en time

(3)

 1 - 2 timer

(4)

 2 - 3 timer

(5)

 Mere end tre timer
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Stress
Hvor stresset føler du dig i dag på en skala fra 0 til 10, hvor 0 er slet ikke stresset og 10 er
ekstremt stresset?

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Symptomer
Hvordan har dine MS-symptomer været i dag?

Ikke-eksisterende

Værst
tænkeligt

Træthed/sclerosetræthed

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Gangbesvær

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Føleforstyrrelser

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Svimmelhed /
balancebesvær

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Spasticitet

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Nedsat muskelstyrke

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Smerter

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Vandladningsbesvær

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Afføringsproblemer

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Funktioner
Hvordan har følgende funtioner ændret sig i dag I forhold til i går?

Meget værre

Uændret

Meget bedre
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Koncentrations- og
hukommelsesbesvær
(kognition)

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Syn

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Balanceevne

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Finmotorik

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Energiniveau

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Humør

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Seksuelle problemer

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Har du et attak lige nu (vurderet og tilset af neurolog)?
(1)

 Ja

Har du haft feber i dag?
(1)

 Ja

(2)

 Nej

(3)

 Ved ikke
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